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PRICE

THREE

CENTS

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE HEALTH OF OUR SOLDIERS.

Annual Sales over6.000»000 Boxes

FOR BILIOUS AND NERVOUS DISORDERS
such as Wind and Fain in the Stomach,
Giddiness. Fulness after meals. Headache, Dizziness, Drowsiness. Flushings
of Heat. Loss of Appetite. Costiveness.

Being

Precautions

Taken at

Unclean

Santiago—Immunes Called for—
Condition of the Spanish Hospitals.

Blotches on the Skin. Cold Chills. Disturbed Sleep. Frightful Dreams and all
Trembling Sensations.
Nervous aud
THE FIRST DOSE WILL GIVE RELIEF
IN TWENTY MINUTES.
Every sufferer
will acknowledge them to be

A WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

A FILMY CITY.

Impaired Digestion
OR

Without

are

The Sanitary Condition of Santiago The Efforts to Protect Our Solis Very Bad.
diers.

Rival

a

And have the

LARCEST SALE

to

Go

Brooke’s
Be

Sent.

SANITARY PRECAUTION.

CHILDREN

Beecham’s Pills

But Soon

Preparations
—What Troops Will

Contradictory
Reports
Dewey and the Germans.

Disordered Liver
IN MEN, WOMEN

—Gen.

About

BEECHAM'S PILLS, taken as directed. will quickly restore Females to complete health. They promptly remove
obstructions or irregularities of the system and cure sick Headache.
Fora

Weak Stomach

Gen. Miles Not Gone

More Troops Sail From San Francisco to Help Hie
Admiral Out.

of any Patent Medicine lu the World.
25c. at all Drue Stores.

HOBSON’S CHOICE

Santiago, July 18., via Kingston, Jam.,
Santiago, July 18.—6 p. m.—via KingJuly 19.—Noon.—General Shatter ha3 had ston,
Jamaica, July 19.—9.10 a. m.—
of the
Strenuous efforts to prevent the spread of
Would probably be a pair of thosi a thorough examination made
The
conditions
of
sanitary
Santiago.
handsome Russet Calf or
Vic i
disease among the victorious American
Bals we are making a specialty o E work was done by Dr. Goodfellow, of the
troops in. front of Santiago de Cuba were
at
staff
General’s
and
by a civilian made as soon as the city surrendered, and
They for the the
physician, Dr. Orlando Dwiker.
past 36 hours our soldiers have

find that although there are at present been
sent as rapidly
as possible to the
but six cases of yellow tevor in the city,
hills north of the city, where they have
in addition to two suspects, Jthe town is
established new camps.
Every lady who is looking for com ripe for an epidemic. Santiago and Rio
Everything possible Is being done to
fort as well as stylo will be mori
Janeiro are considered the greatest fever
man
sausneu wim
our
liusse
improve the sanitary conditions of the
'■ breeding centers in the world. This town
Polish Shoes, kid and cloth top, a
camps, especially in the case of the troops
lacks every sanitary feature at its best,
whloh are expected to take part in the exand now after two months siege, leaving
pedition to Porto Rico. Of the regiments
it dirty and repellant, it is a
veritable
here, only those which are not in
the
hole.
The
awful
stenches
that
arise
pest
slightest infected will be allowed to go
from the streets stagger and choke one.
to Porto Bloo.
The others will remain
No cordial In Santiago has the power to
here for the
present oamped on high
wash out this odor from one’s throat.
ground north of Santiago. Two immune
The. otly of Santiago is a typical tropical
regiments from New Orleans and Mobile
with
narrow, crooked streets, low
plaoe,
BROWN’S BLOCK one storied dwellings and stores. Many are expected here daily and, upon their
jyodtf
arrival they will be sent into the city at
of the houses are
stuoooed and painted
once and will form the only American
with startling colors, sky blue and vivid
garrison force which will remain there. 1
shades of green predominating.
These,
The physloal condition of our troops is
with the red tiles of the roofs and the
Visitors as well as
not considered serious,
now that
the
quaint verandas, show evidence of past number of cases Of fever is eTowina less
But
In
now
it
is
a
state
picturesqueness,
all the time, and it ia believed the disease
of dilapidation and decay, and the city is
will disappear with the removal of the
Can have their cleansing or dyeiuj
The mabut a shadow of its former self.
done promptly and correctly.
Wo iiav, jorny oi me nouses are ansoiuce ruins ana soldiers to healthier localities and the extra precautions which are being taken.
tailors’ pressmen.
publio squares, once green, with fountains
Gentlemen’, clothing a specialty.
in
their
are
now
utterly
centre,
playing
Ladle.' clothing a specialty.
SHAFTER WANTS IMMUNES.
neglected. The iron fences are broken
Kid Gloves Cleansed Every Day.
i Washington, July 19.—General Shafter,
and rusted, while the fountains, on aowater have long has asked the War Department to hurry
PflPTPnj O Forest City Dye House an, ! count of the dearth of
the regiments of immunes for
Steam
Carpet
:
But
here
and
Clean.in)
been
■ Uu I Lll u
there, through forward
dry.
service at Santiago city and vicinity in
of
more
the open doors
pretentious
18 Preble St„ opp. Preble lionsi
minimum
: dwellings, one meets the vision of an open order that there may be a
. THE
court filled with palms,
brilliant hued danger of further infection of our troops
from the fever which prevails at Santiago.
pouchianos and other flowering trees and
1 plants.

The

Fall

of

Hourly Expected
Washington.

WE KNOW

$3.50.

Center & McDowell,
539 CONGRESS

ST.,

Washington, July 19.—The Navy Department
Dewey

NATIONAL BAN!

of Portland, JHaine,

CAPITAL, $100,000.01 |
Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.01

There is no sewage system.
The city
drainage is all from the surface into the
harbor, and the lower part of the city,
through which much of the drainage
runs, especially from the people’s quarter
around the bull ring, to.the northwest ol
the oity, is the seeding centre of malarial,

Solicits the accounts of Banks,Mer
cautile Firms, Corporations an, 1 typhoid and other slow fevers.
There are four hospitals in the city, the
Individuals, and is prepared to fui
nish its patrons the best faciltiie j olvil hospital, presided over by the sisters
of charity, and the military, Mercedes
and liberal accommodations.

loterest Paid on

and Conches hospitals.
In these four hospitals arel747 patsents,
which is a comparatively small number,
considering the lack of food and long

Deposits.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR SAVINGS
Interviews and Correspendense Invited.
CULLEN C. CHAPMAN,
THOMAS H. EATON,
^-

surrender of Gen.
will be

sadly mistaken

in its

reoonoentrados
were never admitted to
the hospital and when the notifications of
tho proposed bombardment by our batteries were raoeived, every patient
who

President
Cashier.

CULLEN CHAPMAN, SETH L. LARRABEE,
E. M. STEADMAN,
CHARLES J. CHAPMAA
BRICE M. EDWARDS,
PERLEY P. BURHKAI j
HENRY S. OSGOOD,
JAMES F. HAWKES,
WILLIAM M. MARKS.
_
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THE WEATHER-

I
I

could stagger out was driven into
the
streets.
Twenty lepers wbo were in the
oivil hospital were turned into the streets

Spanish

officers
and
431
wounded soldiers and sailors. In addition
there are hundreds of cases of
malaria
and dysentery, and six cases of yellow
fever.
The sailors were wounded in the battles
of July 1 and July 2.
They wore disemfrom the
barked
ships of Admiral

Cervora’s fleet in order to assist in resisting the attack of the American troops by
These soldiers say that when the
sailed out of the harbor,
half of the sailors and marines on board
and working in the
had been fighting
land.

Boston, July 19.—Forecast for Bostoi (
and vicinity for Wednesday;
Generali'
cloudy weather with showers or thunde
storms in the
afternoon; continue!
warm; southwesterly winds.
Washington, July 19.—Forecast fo
Wednesday for Maine, New Hamp shir

L

and Vermont: Showers and
tliuude
cooler
storms;
Wednesday
night
southerly winds becoming westerly.

as

p.

VI

MriAiUl

AVA

aw
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Admiral Cervera, they also assert, sacrificed his fleet In obedience to the popular
clamor, both in Spain and Cuba, including Santiago, that he should give battlf
to

the American fleet.

YELLOW FEVER

m.—Barorneter.|29.938,

SUCCESSFULLY

FOUGHT.

follows:

8 a. ru.—Barometer, 29.982; tkermome
ter, 68; dew point, 67: humidity, 95
wind, SW; velocity, 4; weather, threater
lng.
8

Spanish fleet

Report.

Portland, July 19.—The local woathe
bureau office records as to the weathe r
are

for

the

Starving People.
Santiago de Cuba, July 13, via KingJuly 19, (noon)—The Red Cross
society’s steamer State of Texas arrived
ston,

Washington, July 19.—Surgeon GenSternberg returned today from ar
inspection of the
Olivette, which has
just arrived at New York.with wounded.
Gen.
continued £to ;tak<
Sternberg
eral

thormorm

ter, 72; dew point, 68; humidity, 8; ;
wind, NW; velocity 12; weather, rain.
Mean daily thermometer 70; maximui n
thormometer, 77; minimum tbermomete; ',
64; muximum velooity of wind, 14 SW !
total precipitation, .0.
Weather Observation.

The agricultural department weatlx r
bureau for yesterday, July 19. taken £ •
8
m., meridian time, the observi
p.
tion for each section being given in th: s
order: Temperature, direction of win ^
6tate of weather:
76 degrees,
rail
Boston,
SVV,
’.
New
72
York,
degrees, S, cloud}
Philadelphia, 72 degrees, W, cloud}
Washington, 74 degrees, E, cloudy; A Ibanv, 74 degrees, S, cloudy; BuSali
78 degrees, SVV,cloudy; Detroit, SOdegreei
90
cloudy; Chicago,
c,
degrees, 1 I,
loudy; St. Paul, 80 degrees, NVV, cleai •
Huron, Dak., 72 degrees, NW, clear; Bli
marck, 70 degees, K, Jclear; Jacksoi
ville, 86 degrees, SE, clear.
(

ij

well, who
unloading,

in charge of the work of
seoured eight stores in the
heart of the city and one large shed on
the dock, engaged 80 stevedores and beto unload
steamer about 0
the
gan
was

o’olock.
She bad 1400 tons of provisions
on board.
and they have beon roaming through the
The
distribution began at 3 o’olock
oity ever since.
allowing a pound and a half of rations
The largest number of patients are in
to eaoh citizen, This morning when the
the military hospitals where there are 87
crowds of starved citiwounded

a

hopeful view of the fever situation at

the front.
are now

He

being

says normal conditions
established by tho term!

nation of the military campaign, anc
that the mt-dical service is thus enablec
to cope with the fever situation ener
getically and successfully.
MONEY FOR SHAFTKR’S MEN.

Washington, July 19.—Nineten paymas
tors under the command of Major Sniffer
for Santiago to pay thi
sailed today
troops under Gen. Shatter’s command.
MALARIA AT TAMPA.
Washington, July 19.—The troops unde

Coppinger,

which

Tampa, where the^

are now

General

do not go t< >
Porto Rico, will be transferred to Fer
nandina, on account of the malaria a ;
Quartered.

man.

The officials feel much less
reason

believe that direct

to

would offer

no

obstacles

Germany’s attitude,

concern over

assurances

to the execution of

our

i

batants on board the Spanish ships at the
time of the battle, except those regularly
on the muster rolls of those vessels.
It is
estimated here that the Spanish crows
numbered 2000 men. If this is correct the
amount to be paid to Admiral
Dewey
f'.”d his officers and men will be $200,000
6f which the Admiral will receive one-

a

twentieth,
Hongthat

or

unloading began,

zens

crowded

trampling
the cases

to

on one

and

the

dock, fighting,
another, breaking open

stealing

Thirteen

lu

jL/t;wuiy

the first California

volunteers now at
Manila. The troops will bo under the
command of Col. Kessler.
The transport City of Rio de Janeiro is
being loaded, and is expected to sail for
Manila next Friday. It will carry Jirig.
Gen. Harrison Gray Otis, Major Ruhliu,
Major Derol, Cant. Blaine; two surgeons,
the staff and two battalions of the first
South Dakota volunteers,
numbering 35
officers and G80 enlisted men; recruits of
the first and second battalions of the
eighteenth U. S. infantry, including one
officer aud (15 enlisted men; recruits of
the Utah light artillery,
including one
officer aud 103 enlisted men and a detachment of
the signal corps, numbering
three officers and 40 enlisted men.
This
makes a total of 53 officers and 833 cnlistod men.
On Wednesday next the
transports
Scandia and St. Paul will sail.
Brig.
Gen. Otis is making great efforts to
have the seventh California regiment go
on the Scandia.

«

supplies. note, stating that ho objected to the
Finally a pioket of troops was placed on Americans stopping German ships which
the wharf, refusing admittance to any
have been in the bay once, and have
the

The entire cargo had been landed
before the distribution began. Each applicant was furnished with a ration
ticket, sirrmlied hv the local commissionone.

been visited.
Admiral Dewey replied that Manila
is a blockaded port, and that he would
continue to have all ships communicaers, with Gen. McKlbbin’s endorsement.
ted with when he desired, whether on
The water supply of the city, which
the first or tho 100th time of entering
was cut off on July 8, above El Caney
the bay.
by Gen. Garda’s troops, will be turned
on
The ice factory re- CUTTING
DOWN
PRIZE
THEIR
again tonight.
sumed work today, using the rain water
MONEY.
supply in the cisterns.
Washington, July 19.—The Judge AdAll the liquor stores, wholesale and re- vocate General of the
navy has decided
tail, are closed under Gen. Shatter’s or- tho question as to the superiority of the
ders, but the Spanish soldiers have a large American or the Spanish
squadron ir
stock of ram on hand which they are ex- the battle of Manila
Bay.
changing for our hardtack and corned
Under the law concerning the distribubeef.

tion of

Last night the oity- was very quiet and
there were no disturbances, the distribufrom the State of
tion of the supplies

crews

Way.

Completing Arrangements For

patches had been received from Admiral
Dewey relating to the important events
at the Philippines described*in the
pre?s
cables.
It is evident, however, that the
officials do not now feel the same concern
relative to the attitude of the German
naval fcrce at Manila they did when the
Admiral’s last dispatch was received.
It
is not so stated
but there is

Sle Failed To Get His Orders From

MOKE TRANSPORTS.

bounty or head money to the
of vessels that destroy the ships oi
an enemy, the United States
governmem
man In
pays a sum of money for every
Texas being anxiously awaited, as there the
complement of a vessel destroyed,
was literally nothing in the city to eat.
The law provides that when theAmericar
Before the
refugees left El Caney flour warship is superior to tho dofeatod war
was selling at $150 a barrel, beaus $80 per
ship of the enemy $i03 shall be paid ai
condensed milk at $5
hundred pounds,
bounty for each man on the enemy’s ves
a
tin and hardtack at $1 per piece. At sel, but if tho American vessel is inforioi
El Caney the
prices were still higher, to the other thon $200 shall be paid fo:
$85 for a tin of condensed milk and $5 each member of the
snemy’s crew. Whili
for a piece of hard tack. The ruin and some of the
Spanish ships that met defea
want in the city are almost inconceiva- from Admiral
Dewey’s squadron weri ,
ble.
superior to some of the American gun
Twenty-five Cubans,political prisoners, boats, as, for example, tho little Petrol, i
still in the local jail, but a
are
report was decided by the Judge Advocate Gen
has been submitted on the subject
by eral that distinctions could not be made
Cuban residents to Gen.
McKihbin, tiro and the relative strength of the opposini I
temporary military governor, and their squadrons was made the basis of settle
release is expected.
ment as to the
amount of money to b
Admiral
Sampson, accompanied by paid to the American officers and sailors.
Commodore Schley and the marine
The Judge Advocate General therefore
staff,
landed at 9 o’clock this
morning from decided that £ dniiral Dewey’s force wa 5
the Vixen and met the
municipal officers superior to that of Admiral Montojo, am l
of Santiago.
3
the distribution will accordingly be
_

San Francisco, Cal., July 19. —The Rio
de Janeiro is now scheduled to leavo Manila on Thursday. The St. Paul is in the
dry dock and will be ready as a transport
in a few days. The Scandia is also in
dry

dock,

but will be able to leave before tho
end of the week. It Is quite possible that
this vessel will bo turned over to tho Rod

Cross to bo used as a hospital ship at Manila. It is learned that the Iiu-sia, a sister
ship to the Scandia,now in Japan, has
been contracted for by the government
and will soon arrive here in ballast when
her purchase will be consummated.
THE GERMAN PRESS.

Berlin, July

19.—The Vissischo Zeitung
in a much discussed
article, prefaced by
the statement that some rectification is
needed of the errors regarding German
feeling toward America, asserts that the
nnlriendly sentiments are fostered by the
interested English press. It prooeeds to
declare that Germany has always stood
by America aud reminds the Americans
Germany’s friendly attitude during
Civil war. On the other hand it says
Germany has suffered many petty annoyances
from Spain; still she cannot
h0r admiration of fcjpunish
valor.
Ihe article reflects the general veering
of the press in favor of the United Stutes.

?i
jhe

large

measure

grave appreX
henslons heretofore entertained that
Ge^
many would offer obstacles to the execution of our plans.
It is not known just
what the nature of these assurances is. It
is known that for political reasons the
removed the

Washington.

Washington, July

19.—Because of a failthe part of General Miles to ruceivo the orders the President prepared
late yesterday to take charge of the miliure

on

tary expedition against Porto Bico that
ifficor did not depart as
was expected

good reason to believe that either through
Francisco, July 19.—Tho transport Ambassador White at Berlin or the repre- :rom
The mistake was soon
Siboney.
steamer Pennsylvania sailed
today for sentative of the German government here,, 3orrected this morning, however, and as
the Philippines. The Pennsylvania car- the State
Department has received some k result of some short telegraphic correried nearly 1500 men including the first assurances as to the attitude of
Germany spondence that followed during the day it
Montana regiment and 300 recruits for towards the Philippines that have in a was gathered at the
department that the

are

XAUiiural

on

There is felt to be no
tire const patrol.
further need of this patrol, so that with
the exception of a few important points
the auxiliary craft will be withdrawn for
service in Cuba.

By the Germans.

San

demanded that the
here pursue a different course.
If they
are at war, ho wanted to know it, so that
he could govern himself accordingly.
Admiral von Diederichs, in command
of the German fleet in the Pacific, returned a verbal answer, which was
apolegetic in tone and satisfactory. But
axLi/i y»a.i.uo owui

Volunteers

MAJ. GEN. JOHN R. BROOKE.

The Government Not Worried

officially,

at peace, he
German warships

they

Hundred
Their

refused to allow the insurgents to attach
the Spaniards on Isla Grande, there was
some correspondence betwe-en Admiral
Dewey and Admiral Diedcricbs, the
German commander, the result of which
has been a better understanding.
Admiral Dewey sent a messenger tc
the German Admiral recently to inquire
whether America and Germany are at

DEWEY'S WORK.

Washington, July 19.—It was stated at
the Navy Department
today that no dis-

and that il

satisfactory than at any
time since the annoyance began.
After the incident at Subig Bay, where
the German cruiser Irene is said to have

If

■

$10,000.

MORE TROOPS SMI.

the

was now more

peace or at war.

that she

plans.

the basis of $100 for every Spaniard attached to Montojo’s squadron. i\o money
will bo paid for civilians or
non-com-

Lesson.
Cavite, July 14, via Ilong
Admiral Dewey said today

Germany

good

on

TWO ADMIRALS.
Dewey Reads Dledericiis

and there is

have been received from

1

here had much improved,

Unloading Provisions

word from

expedition must be almost at Manila now. Its arrival will mean the
Augustin, or the government,which is relying so hopefully on Dewey,

situation with reference to the actions
of the German warships in the harboi

yesterday at 6 o’olock In the afternoon
siege, but it must be remembered that the and this
morning at daybreak Dr. El-

DIRECTORS:

Local Weather

SDFPIHSU SANTIAGO.

hourly expecting

that Manila has fallen.

NATIVES

CHAPMAN

is

at

The second

1

6uT°-towin

Is

Manila

Fale would start tonight.

Contrary to

she first
intention and probably with
Seneral Miles’s seeking, the Yale i3 to be
sonvoyed by a naval vessel that Admiral
Sampson has been instructed to seloc!
:rom his fleet.
This may result in delayMiles’s progress as none 61
ing General

Washington, July 19.—General Miles
did not start for Porto Kico yestorday as
has
was expected, but either
already
sailed this morning or will
get away
during the day. The delay was owing to
the necessary orders
a failure to receive
through some mistake of persons through
whose hands they travelled. General Miles

telegraphed here over night and the orders
told to
were repeated to him and he was
start for Porto liico without delay.

Navy Department with-held from publication a large and important section of Sampson’s vessels
is able to keep pace
Dewey’s last cablegram received several with tho Yale.
Neverthless there is no
#
days ago.
The reported negotiations between the

insurgent

leader

Aguinaldo

^Danish Ciftnfftin f-loTi nm 1

and

A nrmofin

the
ha.vo

yet
reported officially to our
It is, however, a matter of
government.
congratulations to the officials here that
not

been

in all the relations we have had with the
Insurgents Admiral Dewey has carefully
refrained from committing the
United
States in any way.
A STATEMENT FROM

Berlin,

BERLIN."”

July 19.—All official

informa-

tion as to the incident in which the German cruiser Irone figured at
Subig bay,
Philippine islands is refused here.
The
German officials will only
admit that
differences of opinion betwoon Admiral
Dewey and Admiral^Von Diedrichr.'as to

doubt that the General will reach
Porto
Bico before the troops from Charleston.
The President announced privately to-

The

wouiu

Troops.

reave aoout ono week irom to-

lie is awaiting a
from General
Brooke,
what troops and supplies
from Cliickamauga.
The
morrow.

As To The Chieka-

inauga

day that while no date of departure oi
;he troops to bo sent from Chickamauga
to Porto Bico had been fixed he oxpected
oiuy

Question

detailed roport

recommending
should bo sent

present plan is

stated to be to embark them at
News or Norfolk and those at

Newport
Tampa

Uhickamauga Military t'arK, juiy ia.—.
Major General Brooke will roturn to hl3
headquarters at CampjThomas tomorrow
morningj and tlien the question of what
regiments will go to Porto Ilioo and
bo definitely
when they will
go will
settled. This question has been the one of
main interest in the big army camp since
the departure of General Brooke for Washington, several days ago.
It is generally believed that the regl-

sither there or at Key West.
Admiral Sampson has received final orders from the Navy Department as to the
part the American fleet is to take in tho
campaign against Porto Rico, the duties
monts composing
the first and second
of the navy being to lend every support
be the
the right of searching warships have oc- and assistance to the land operations. A s divisions of the first corps will
curred, and the Germans add Admiral there is no Spanish fleet in San Juan har- ones to go. As far as can be learned only
Von Diedrichs’ refused to allow German bor or other Porto Rican ports, the navy two divisions will be taken.
The indications here are that the moveThe rewarships to be searched.
has a limited field of operation.
ment
will begin about the last of the
duction of tho harbor fortifications will
SAGASTA’S PREFERENCE.
be the main work, but this and all othei
London, July £0.—The Madrid corre- operations of the fleet will be suppleThe Royal is the highest grade baking powder
spondent of the Standard says:
“Senor mentary to the main operations conduetet
known. Actual tests show it goes oneSagasta prefers to solicit the assistance of by the army.
The strategists, militarj
third further than any other bread.
France, but Duke Almedovar de Rio and naval are agreed in tho view that thi
favors using Germany as the trump card
taking of Porto Rico is primarily a mili
to terminate war by seeking her action
and Admiral Samp
tary undertaking,
in the
against America
Philippines. son’s orders aro on these lines.
Spain naturally wishes to utilize the
The Navy
Department is rapid!;
rivalry between France and Germany to moving the large fleet of
auxiliary craf 6
further Spanish interests by retaining the
made up of merchant ships, large oceai
Philippines ana avoiding the payment of going yachts, tugs, etc., from Atlauti >
l
a war
indemnity.
coast points to Cuban waters, where the;
I
will be placed on blockade duty, thus rt
HELP FOR THE SUFFERERS.
leasing the larger ships for more activ
Portsmouth, X. H., July 19.—A despatch was received at the navy yard to- duty at Porto Rico and tho coast o
night from Hon. Whitelaw Raid of;New Spain. Three of those smaller craft wan 1
|
that
he had sent six sent south
York, stating
today and most all of thei
i
trained nurses and 100 cots to this city will he on
tho
!
within
a week, sto;
way
for the wounded Spanish prisoners.
Some question has arisen as to the ac- ping only long enough at Norfolk to hav
Absolutely Pure
ceptance of parole by the Spanish officers, their batteries strengthened.
When th
owing to a Spanish law. None of the war broke out a large number of thes 3
officers have signed a parole, but are
The 7
awaiting a decision on the matter from auxiliary craft were purchased.
Admiral Cervera, to whom the question have been distributed
along ihe coas ^
ROYAL BAKU1Q POWDER CO., NEW YORK.
has been referred.
[ from Maine to XTseida, making an ef'fec

I

~

The
present or the first of next week.
railroads acting upon notioo given them
have cars In read ne;s aud can do their
part without delay.

Major Nve, commissary of subsistence
of the Chattanooga
military supplydepot, is receiving large quantities of
rations daily which would seem to Indithat a still larger force
will he sent to Chickamauga.

of soldiers

cate

AND

ARMY
"Will

They

NAVYin

Co-operate

tile

Move-

ment.

Washington, July 19.—Secretary Alger
said today, just before entering the cabinet session, that if the vessels of the navy
were ready to sail General Miles had already left port and is en route to Porto
Rico.
He said he had not been informed
of his

Secretary
departure, however.
Long announced that ho had no important despatches but that general instructions had been issued to the fleet to
render the fullest co-operation with the
army In attacking Porto Rico.

AT SANTIAGO.

SIIAF'IH’S CAPlliilt,
Our

Transport#

Enter

l’enceful

the

dition were being executed today
out the slighest hitch.
General Miles’s failure to get away
the Yal» last night was brought about by
some confusion in the telegraphio orders
which authorized his departure. As soon
as the attention of the department was
drawn to the matter by the receipt of a
telegram from "General Milos he was
promptly furnished the permission he desired and it is expected that he has alHe had with
ready sailed from Sibcney.
him Captain Fred Alger, who had been
transferred to General Miles’s
the staff of General Duffield.

staff from

Secretary Alger declined today to publish the list of troops that comprise the
He said that it
Porto Rican expedition.
was still subj ect to change and that this
information will be withheld foil a few

days.
THE LATEST FROM CHICKAMAUGA
Iranian era
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.Tnlv 1Q —Thorn
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I!is Array Took More Men Than
It Anmbered.

Washington, July 19.—General Shafter,
in a message to the war department, says
he will send officers and men to receive
the surrender of garrisons in tho interior
numbering about 2000 Spanish soldiers.
Ho will also send
forces to receive the
surrender of the coast towns of Guan-

Spanish

transported

Santiago Harbor, July 18, via Kingston, July 19.—Santiago is now a city of
silence.
The American flag waves over
the military
headquarters on Morro’s
staff and Hed Cross emblems ore as
tiful as the church spires.
noon

for

to

little

delinitly

tled.
The war department has received a despatch from Gen. Shafter saying that the
roster
of prisoners was handed in yes-

terday afternoon by Gen. Toral. and that
tho total
is 22,780 men. Gen. Shatter’s
despatch added that the prisoners turned
over

to him far exceeded in numbers the

strength of his

own army.
Bids will be opened tomorrow in New
York for the conveyance home of the
A bid has come to the deSpaniards.
from one of the big foreign
partment

in the name of

other than rice and salt moats. Nearly
the better olass of houses are closed.
The residents evidently have not returned
from Eleanorajand other suburban places
to which they fled on the threat of bombardment by
the land and sea forces of
the United States.
is noticeable
Filth
everywhere, and
strange to say the city is healthy in spite
of it. But
if Santiago is to continue
all

healthy much sanitary work is necessary.
Arrangements are now under way to
remove the most dangerous features and
to improve these which tend to purify the
steamship lines, proposing to carry 18,000 men from Santiago to Cadiz for the city.
The harbor was the scene of a beautiful
lump sum of 125,000 pounds. Any in- marine
pageant this afternoon. A score
crease or diminution in the number will
or more of American
transports, tho way
be
charged for in the same proportion.
out by the Suwanee, glided
This bid is being held up subject to being pointed
the quiet anchorage,
majestically to
formal
tomorrow.

opening

IUVJ

fleet

about

June £0 amd took a blockadCape Cruz and the
Isle of Pines. The first thing she did was
to destroy
a
block house at the mouth
of San Juan riven.
The same day she
drew injto Jinflict a like punishment on
another blockhouse
at the
mouth of

ing station between

Guanayara river.
ceeded to Canilda,

The Dixie then prothe seaport for Trini-

UUU

IIUU

UUilU

1U1

110000)

being compelled instead to stand out to
sea at night to
ho tossed about by the
waves or
to tho precarious anchorage
grounds of liuiquiri.
Many of them
were among the largest e ecimens of the
American merchant marine.
Nearly ull,
fully bedecked with flags, steamed in
proudly, making not only a goodly show
but extending over about a milo of water.
How
soon the Spanish troops will be
loaded on these transports cannot be announced yet, but the delay will be as
short as possible.
The big government tug Potomac arrived here today from New Orleans. She
Is provided with modern appllcances for
wrecking and with the other vessels sent
here for the same purpose will secure all
it
is possible
to save from the ships
which formed Admiral ^Cervera’s squad-

dad, where she encountered two Spanish ron.
One wa3 the Fernando del
gunboats.
The long bridge at Agnadores on the
said to have been a new.boat
the reserve ambulance corps under Major Catolico,
Juragua railroad, connecting Siboney
in
the last war, but now apparently
with Santiago has been replaced in a
Frank
Boyd. That these will all go
one gun.
The enemy made
there appears to he no doubt carrying only
temporary fashion by Amerioan soldiers.
Thursday
frantic efforts
to reach the Dixie with The work was
and it is more than likely that a larger
completed today and ns
came no nearer than half a mile.
soon as possible the military authorities
this will be started by that this,but
force than
the
Dixie
Finally
put a shell strait at will use the railroad to transport
time.
stores,
the solitary gun and sent it skyward.
horses,
the
ammunitions, etc., from
OUR UN WELCOME RESPONSIBILITY This was done at a range of 4S00 yards. shore, whioh were unloaded at
Siboney
The other
was not identified.
gunboat
before the surrender of Santiago.
Washington, July 19.—War department She
too, fired at the Dixie, but fell short
officials feel that they are fully justified
THE CAPTURED GUNS.
400 yards.
Incidentally the Dixie
in their decision to retain practically all by
found a body of Spanish cavalry at San
Washington,
July 19.—The ordnance
of Shafter’s
army at Santiago, by the
Juan de Cuba a day or two before the department of the war
department is conthat reached them today
press reports
Florida and Fanita expedition attempted sidering what to do with the
lurge quanindicating serious friction between the
a
landing there. A few days later she tity of arms, ammunition, fortification
American forces and the Cuban troops,
the Three Bells and the Pilgrim, guns and ordnance stores which
have
the latter’s exclusion captured
schooners brought here yesterday come into
the possession of this governGen. Shafter’s orders. prize
after a hazardous trip.
ment, through the surrender at Santiago.
It is felt
now that the garrison origiGen. Shatter
reports that about .7000
nally proposed of two immune regiments
THE OLD STORV.
Mauser rifles
were turned over the first
been quite insufficient to
would have
Madrid, July 19.—The papers announce day, and the number will probably reach
meet an outside Spanish foroe that might
when the troops at other points
come from
Holguin or Manzanillo, and that the cabinet council yesterday was 20,000
in the
surrendered zone turn in their
also to restrain
the rapacity of
the occupied with the capitulation of Santiguns.
de
Cuba.
Ministers
ago
Cabans.
expressed sur
The reports made before the surrender
It is realized that the present situation prise that Gen. Toral had included the indicated that the Mausers held by the
is
full of difficulty and the future is whole military division of the province Spanish troops were not in a very good
condition. The guns were all right when
dark, owing to the disposition evinced In the surrender, and Captain General furnished, but the poor caro they
received
Blanco
has
been
asked
to
send
details. principally from the volunteers, left
by the Cubans to ignore or refuse to be
of
them
When
these
have been received tho ques- many
rusty and
defective.
bound by the amenities of modern warOrdnance officials believe, howover, that
fare. This first symptom of friction has tion of a court martial of Gen. Toral will
the greater port of the guns can be put
the officials innumerable be submitted.
suggested to
in first olass order. The ordnanoe officers
El Imparciai learns from several mem- expect to make very little use of the old
difficulties that will arise in the future.
fortification
bers
of
the
guns mounted in Morro cascabinet
that in their opinion
Of '! course it would seem to be only
for Spain to sue now for peace would be tle, Socapa, Cayo Smith and other forts
iu avuiu
uuf upvu
puiibiu uuw
upiuru
along Santiago harbor.
These, it lias
with
the Cubans, provided they can be an avowal that she is vanquished. More- developed
since the capture, are guns of
believe
that
the
most
of
them
over,
they
United
pattern,
Involve
the
antiquated
mnzzleUnited
kept in leash and not
States, Jouders. It is said
thut they would not
States in the disgrace that would follow flattered by their triumph of Santiago,
he
worth bringing back to the United
the sacking of helpless communities, but would only consent to peace on unequal States except as souvenirs of the fall of
it begins to appear that for some time to terms, and that therefore it iq n-r-.-r,,,.,.!,1,. Santiago. For the present they probablv
<>tii
C
r_I
the oonquest of to continue the war in tho hope of reconcome and even after
have proved sufficiently effective to
they
a
of
the
lost
portion
Cuba is complete, the United States must quering
territory.
make a showing against the big Amerimaintain there a military government in
can
fleet they will suffice for the present
GOOD SENSE FROM VIENNA.
order to meet the responsibility which it
passive condition of affairs.

growing

from

out

of

Santiago by

has assumed to the civilized world.

London. July 20.—The Vienna correSAMPSON WANTS THE SHIPS.
President, Guggenheimer’s ordinance to spondent of the Times discussing tho adJuly 19.—A
Santiago,
question has
vent
and
forbid the use of profane language in
probable operations of Commo- arisen between the army and navy officplaces, was passed by the New dore Watson, says:
ials ns to tho disposition to be made of
ork
council
debate and
without
“It is taken for granted that America the half dozen large Spanish merchant
with a unanimous vote. It provides for a
whioh were
steamers
in the harbor of
will punctiliously observe the obligations
fine of not more than $!0 nor less than
Santiago at tho time of the surrender.
in the event of violation.
of international law. There will therefore Admiral Sampsm arrived
in the city
the Vixen,
and claimed the
be no legal ground for European protests, today on
Persons troubled with diarrhoea will bo
of
steamers
the
were
prizos
navy. He aEo
and intervention without legal justificainterested in the experience of Mr. W.M.
was desirous of placing prize crews on
tion
is
excluded
the
by
cer- board of them.
practically
Gen. Shafter, however,
Bush, clerk of Hotel Dorrance, Providence, R. I. Ho says, “For several yearn tainty that Great Britain will support the refused to recognize Admiral Sampson’s
claims.
He
declared
the steamers, with
I have been almost a constant sufferer United States, while the powers ore not
else in Santiago had surrenfrom diarrhffia, the frequent
atfacks likely to risk hastening the conclusion of everything
dered to him. The question,apparently is
completely prostrating me and render- in Anglo-American alliance by any at- still undecided. At
any rate, the admiing me unfit for my duties at this hotel. tempt to hinder or coerce
the United ral returned to his flagship without havAbout two years ago a traveling salesdistributed tho prize crews among
ing
Disappointment with tho policy tho merchantmen and the latter are still
man kindly gave me a small bottle of States.
Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Di- if the Spanish government is growing in possession of the army.
arrhoea Remedy. Much to my surprise here, and it Is beginning to be believed
NO FOUNDATION FOR IT.
and delight its effects were immediate. that
Spain can only be convinced of the
Whenever I felt symptoms of disease I
ibsolute necessity of suing for peace by
London, July 19.—Mr.
George J.
would fortiiy myself against the attack
fresh disasters.
A great surprise was oc- Goschen, replying In the House of Comwith a few doses of this valuable rememons today to Mr. Thomas Gibson Bolles,
dy. The result has been very satisfac- casioned here by the news that tho odds who asked whether there was any truth
tory, and almost complete relief from at Santiago were largely on the side of in the statement made by Mr. Cunningham-Graham. in a letter to the St. James
the affliction.”
For sale by D. W. Hes- the Spaniards.”
Gazette, saying the excellent gunnery
eltine & Co.,387 Congress street, Edward
shown by
Admiral Dewey’s squadron
W. Stevens, 107 Portland street, King D.
A YACHT IN COLLISION.
was due to the fact that most of the gunRaymond, Cumbeeland, Mills, Wm. Oxners were Englishmen,
decoyed from tho
Vineyard Haven, Mass., July 19.—The British Chinese
nard, 931 Congress street,II. P. S. Goold
squadron' by promises
steam yacht Enterprise, A. J.
Cassatt, of $500 monthly, said no one
Congress Square Hotel.
at the adowner, from New York to
Marblehead,
and the schooner William Jones of New miralty had heard such a rumor.
York, Captain McLean, from Hillsboro,
Food for
he
New York, put into this
port today,
having been in collision between Cross
to
Rip and Cape Foguo early this morning.
Ine Enterprise, which is
to
brig rigged
had her fore and topsail yards
is the one
broken
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uDd her launch stove In.
The Jones was
struck on the starboard quarter. She lost
her stern boat und had spanker and mainsail badly torn. Her hull was only

ly injured.

slight-

A saw mill and lumber valued at $75,
300 and 80dwellings were burned at New-

port, Ky., yesterday.
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July 19.—Fairly

good

Headquarters of General Wheeler, BeSantiago, July lu. via Port Antonio
and Kingston,
July 1y._1.30 p. m.—(De-

wheat, which resulted in
one of the beast-known
banking
institutions in Ohio, and in bringing
about his own incarceration for a term of
14 years. Harper lived in
Cincinnati,
where he was a grain dealer of some
prominence. He owned a small elevator,
and had a considerable interest in the
Fidelity bank of that city. The speculative bee began buzzing in his
bonnet,
and he started out and bought up 17,000,000 bushels of the June option.
When he
had laid in this supply, he figured that ho
iccupied, the first by a druggist, the had control of neuriy
all the supplies in
: lecoud by a
liquor dealer and the third the cormtry, and, in fact, had exhausted
a
fruit
the
dealer. The building was an
>y
crop. It is a peculiar feature of all
>ld one and collapsed in that part used corners
that crops prove
exceedingly
the
fruit
deceptive.
This was especially true in
the
threo
sto)y
store,
upper
nes coming down into the store and all Harper s case, for June wheat kept pouring into Chicago from all sources, and
;oing into the basement.
when the bottom fell out of his deal, it
The collapse was entirely
without
was estimated that there
about 19,yarning, and the passersby were horri- 000,0U0 bushels of cash were
wheat at that
ied to see the structure

| Santiago, July 19.—A fact which is
mpressed more and more every day
ipon the Amerioan officers and men, is
iho

increasing

strained relations between
General
Garcia’s
■oldiers. Indeed, the situation has now
■eached a point where there is practically
'he

Americans and

communication at all botween the
armies and their relations border on
hose of hostility, rather than the reinions which one would suppose would

10

■wo

statement has been prepared in the office
of tho Adjutant General of
the
army
:xist between allies. As soon as General
based on the latest returns:
Number Number 1 shatter announced his decision not to let
Byjnino State.
_Required, Enlisted, , he Cuban Junta enter the city of Santiin the morning, the
most venturesome
675
258
ago deep mutterlngs were heard among
had started on the four mile walk to the Alabama,
6(10
379
Arkansas,
Jeneral Garcia's men. It was evident
city and all day long a procession of Colorado,
300
96
1 ho Cubans were greatly disappoin'ed at
1016
624
gaunt women and emaciated
children California,
435
I he step taken by the American comConnecticut,
331
has struggled forward,
munching man- Georgia,
701
265
for
nauder,
they had confidently
goes and begging for hard-tack.
Old Illinois,
2380
2331
ounted upon having Santiago turned
1304
1334
Indiana,
men, too weak themselves,
attempted
< iver to them to loot and
1968
1349
plunder, as they
vainly to assist their wives and daugthers. Iowa,
600
613
] tad <in succession sackodBaiquari.Sibon y
of suffering in the over Kansas,
Two vrocks
938
692
Kentucky,
■nd El Caney.
Consequently, their discrowded and filthy town of El Ganey had Louisiana,
C00
143
'Ppointment was keen when they ascer354
159
worked sad changes in the appearance of Maine.
1 ained that thoy were not to be permittOLl
6S0
533
Maryland,
the refugees.
1536
5-11
Massachusetts,
( o take possession of the city upon GenAs
tho
news came up the road that
878
Michigau,
1201)
1 ral Toral’s surrender.
On Friday last,
981
900
Suntiago could actually be entered, the Minnesota,
1
f, 0
£02
lastillo, a brother of Demetrius Castillo,
crowds took now heart to push
ahead. Mississippi,
1552
1567
vent to General Shaffer’s
Tho American soldiers stood by the road- Missouri,
headquarters
C00
167
Nebraska,
n order to ascertain the cause of this.
side watching the procession. The rain New
300
206
Hampshire,
928
“Why is Santiago to remain in the
that come on early in the afternoon was New Jersey,
00
New
3704
233
1 lands of our enemies?’’ he as-ked.
mercifully short. Women of evident re- NorthYork,
55
783
Carolina,
“The Spaniards are not our enemies,”
finement and good family straggled along
3846
3162
Ohio,
1 oplied General Shafter. “We are
on foot or mule back.
Several carriages Oregon,
fighting
300
103
;he soldiers of Spain, but we have no de4043
4163
came out of the city to carry back
the Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island,
300
329
, ire to despoil her citizens.
No
Cuban
families of the Spanish ollicers and people
505
1123
Texas,
vill be allowed to enter the city, nor will
who were able to pay $f0 in gold for^a Tennessee,
900
300
iwxiciaunu auiuiui.i.
auo govoiuiuciiv
milo ride.
A srnull proportion of the Virginia,
900
294
West Virginia,
300
315
, if ihe city is a matter for
the people to
refugoes returned today.
Xieports that Wisconsin,
<JC0
924
lecide.
When the American army leaves
the streets of the city are clogged with
Indiana,
Minnesota, Missouri, New : t I presume it will be turned over to you
ueau norses
ana cattle, anti the fear of
Jersey, Rhode Island, West Virginia and jut not until then.
disease from bad sanitary conditions
may
deter many
from going in until the Wisconsin have exceeded their quota but
Castillo, who came direct from Genera]
Jarcia’s camp, did not attempt to
Americans shall havo ocoupled Santiago, all tho others are behind in the supply of
conThe worst delinquent is North , leal his
and the much talked of disinfection shall troops.
chagrin.
Carolina
which
has
furnished
55
only
The Cuban soldiers now fully realize
be an accomplished fact.
Other i hat there is a
One refugee, a woman, said today that soldiers to meet its quota of 783.
rising sentiment against
delinquents are Colorado, Louisiana, \ hem in the American army. They hear
when sho left .Santiago, twelve days
ago
there was a sufficiency of ooarse food, like Nebraska, Tennessee and Virginia, each , lothing but words of scorn from our men
of which has supplied less than one-third , .s
they pass onward, lugging their bacon
rice, but that meat, meal, Hour, potatoes,
Alabama, ind hard tack into the woods. Even our
onions and bread were lacking. She as- the number of men required.
ifflcers no longer
serted also that there was no yellow fever Massachusetts, Arkansas, Georgia, Misconceal their.disgust
and Texas hove done j or tho.r
or small
allies, and it is understood that
pox in the city,
adding that if sissippi, Oregon
sho had the experience to live over again very little hotter and are all very much i he warm friendship
displayed towards
in meeting the requirements.
hem at first has now turned into eonsho would face whatever Santiago offered hehind
in the way of disease and Spanish retalia- Complaint has been made also that in j empt, for the
Cubans
have
neither
several of the states an effort has been :
tion rather than
The correspondent
the
slow starvation,
ought nor worked.
made to foist poor material on the govern- ( f the Associated Press who sends this
misery and suffering prevuliug at El
ment.
( Sispatch saw a group
of Cubans refuse
Coney.
Tho total enlisted strength
of
the j loint blank to aid In
There were fourteen deaths at El Cancy
building roads and
to date is about 44,COO men, (
yesterday and twice that number are ex- regular army
luring the two days heavy fighting while
about 18,003 short of its legal com- (
all
from illness arising being
hey were loitering in the rear our biirpected today,
from lack of food.
There is no yellow plement.
;eons sought in vain to secure assistance
lbe volunteer army consists of 183,000 j rom
fever at El Caney.
them, even to cut polos for impromen nnd is only 17,000 short of Its maxived litters for our wounded.
GOVERNOR CHAFFEE.
mum authorized strength under the two
Hundreds of such instances are being
palls issued by the President.
The total t old about the
camp fires until the name
The
Officer Who
Rule
at
of
Snntithe
May
strength
army, regular and volun- c f Cuba is usually wreathed with
camp
teer is 227,000 as now organized.
ago.
I rofanity auu very rarely is a kind word
E poken of them. In fact, In some quarters
THE PORTER GETS HOME.
Washington, July 19.—Major Gen. A.
t here is a disposition to prophesy an early
R. Chaffee will probably be appointed by
between
our men
and the
New York, July 19.—Tho U. S. torpedo < ollision
the President military governor of San- p">at Porter came buck here today from ( Julians.
tiago and the surrendered territory around ;he war. When last she sailed from the
General Shafter yesterday morning sent
iarbor sbo
was
fresh from her trial
that oity. President McKinley and mem;ests. She
sailed away with Lieut J. f n Invitation to General Garcia to attend
bers of the cabinet have devoted consid- 3. Tremont
In command and she re- t he ceremony of raising the American flag
erable attention to
matters connected turned today with tho same bunds on the c ver
Santiago, but the Cuban
general
and
unmarked by any missile of
with the establishment of a government wheel
The crew, not one of whom is sick 6 howed his resentment by sending a re>var.
for the newly conquered territory. He
3r,ailing, were at once busied in putting I ly, which followed the course which he
as unusually well qualified
is tegardsd
in
the ship
shape. One year ago the c nd his ragged, ignorant soldiers have
was
fresh from dook and every
for the place, because, in addition to be- Porter
aken during the weeks of hard fighting
and
Utting
every appointment was in
ing a thorough soldier, with wide experi- pink of oondition.
Today her lean sides c nd the campaigning which have resulted
ence in Indian campaigns, he has a thoshowed the wear of the waters, her metal i n the fall of Santiago.
Ho declined the
was
tarnished with spray and j
rough knowledge of law,;[and is well vork
uvitation, said he hated the Spaniards
the
rubber
a sage,
on
her
decks
he did not want to
qualified to exercise the mixed military pad been trodden matting
be
and torn, her oiachin- E nd added that
and civil duties as a governor of a con?hero any of them were. Since that time,
iry, though in order, showed service and
three
he
one-pouuder guns ou deck boro t he Cubans have remained in their pamp,
quered province.
R Several officers were under considera- svidenoe that they had been put to the ating American rations, and our troops
purposes for which they wore constructed.
tion for appointment before Maj. God.
1 ave had no communication with them.
Chaffee was practically decided on. One 4 year ago the Porter had in her torpedo
ot the first names considered was that of ;ubes three Whitehead projectiles and one
A DESPERATE CHINAMANBrig. Gen. J. Warren Keifer, but ho was is a reserve. Today when she made her
at the navy yard, she had the
passed over for one of the officers who noorings
number
and the same ones. She
participated in the Santiago campaign. lame
las, however, acquired a new one, bring- j [e Blows Up a Powder Magazine—Seven
President
was
The
anxious
to have
a
relic the 18 foot j.1000
ng home as
who had experience in civil
some one
Lives Lost.
of German construction which
affairs, ana it was Gen. Keifer’s oxperi- iorpedo
of
men
the
;he
Porter recovered from the
once
in Congress that
comspecially
The same consideration lea off the south coast of Cuba, 14 miles
him.
mended
Oakland, Cal., July 19.—The works of
Santiago on June 3 last. This
favor of Major Gen. Joseph last of
was
in
the Keina t he Western Fuse and Explosive
Wheeler, whose name was next consid- project was Ured by either
company
or
by the Spanish torpedo boat
ered. Gen. Wheeler's brilliant record in Mercedes
cere blown up by a murderous Chinaman
the Santiago campaign was also in his Pluton at the Merrimao while Hobson a
t 5.90 this morning.
her into the narrow neck of
vns taking
favor, but he was finally decided against,
Five
denutv sheriffs and
rnnobnMoo
for the reason that he was believed to be Santiago harbor.
Gillis
said: “The Porter has , rho were
Ensign
too
favorably inclinod toward
the
trying to arrest the murderer,
herself
in
proved
every emergency and t lie murderor
i. uoun insurgents.
"
himself and a woman wore
n all weather a staunch, swift and at all
Dealing with the insurgents will he one
The dead are:
illed.
uur
Water
liUUa
Deputy Sheriffs
of the most difficult duties that will de- iiuioo ''upuuio uuni,
jollers have given 119 our speed whenever ( diaries
volve on the military governors in Cuba.
White, George Woodsum and D.
but
we come
vanted,
here
for
now
a
is not the intention of the adminisup
It
!. Cameron, Constables Gus Koch and
ittlo professional attention*—much less,
tration to turn over to them any part of
and Mrs. Hill,
the territory that may be conquerod from lowever, than might be expected when a 1 Leary, Gooug Chung,
The Celestial,who oaused the explosion,
until the Spaniards have ressel has been so long in service withtime to time
*
been expelled from the entire island and rat docking or overhauling.
^ ras
employed in the works. He had
a stable government has been established.
--t illed a fellow countryman named Sam
REPORTS FROM THE OTHER SIDE. L’HE DESTRUCTION OF THE SANTO fc il Sing yesterday in a quarrel over a
He then defied
C Ihlnese lottery ticket.
DOMINGO.
London, July SO—Owing to the severity
he officers of the law who went to ar;
Key West, Fla., July 19,—It was defl- 1
of the censorship at Madrid, the Londo n
him.
The murderer fled idto the
established that the Spanish steam- r ast
morning newspapers today are quite iiltely
)r Santo Domingo of 6500 tons, was llred
r lagazlne
which contained live tons of
without Madrid despatches, except brief
ipon and run ashore at Capo Franois, by
iant powder,
barricaded himself and
messages sent by way of France.
Tho ;he auxiliary gun boat Eagle on July 12
I
t ireatoned to
blow up the magazine if
Madrid paperB themselves are without de- rhe Eagle sightod her close to the shore
to arrest him.
>arly In the morning and opened
bre a nyone came
Deputy
spatches from Paris, London or Havana. yith her six-pounders, sending
seventy fc heriff Charles White, son of
Sheriff
Even the Spanish provincial papers got shots at her, nearly all of whioh took v
fhite, and a posse were on the scene of
iffeot.
nothing from the capital.
10 shooting shortly after the murder and
While this was going on another steam- l
Tho Madrilenos it is reported,
ept guard over the Chinaman within
suspeot ir came out of the bay and took off the
}■ is
All
”
the officers were
that the protracted negotiations at Santistronghold.
dlicers and orow of the Santo Domingo
rmed with Winchesters.
After repeated
ago de Cuba conceal some sort of jugglery iV'hen the men from the Eagle boardsd ‘l
surrender
to
had
0
emands
been made, to
and it is also said that the government ier latter they found that she carried
the
same reply came:
11
of
which
“If
ivvo bve-lnoh and; two 12-inch guns, the f!
wields only
a
nominal
here I will ;blow up the
ou come in
control over
atter being loaded and her maguzlnes y
the
offioers
retired for the
The steamer had been drawing 11 lagazine,”
Captain Genera) Blanco, his attitude and ipencil.
This morning at
aO yards away.
that of his army being the chief obstacles : 14 feet of water and had gone aground ? ight,
" o’clock
Sheriff White deterDeputy
n 20 feet.
to peace.
lined to break down the barricade, not
The men from the Eagle decided that i
the Chinaman would fulfil hiR
The Washington correspcondent of the
ihe steamer could not he floated and was f slieving
ireat. Accordingly the entire posse headDaily Telegraph asserts that President ! let on lire after 50 head of cattle which Ie 1 for the
door.
had been 6bot. The Santo
McKinley (Tuesday) declared that he ex- vore on board,
True to his word, the Chinaman fired
Jomlngo oairled a large cargo of grain, t ie giant
pected no peace proposals from Spain unpowder and in an instant a
W
hile
the steamer was burneto.
:orn,
t srriiic
explosion occurred, killing five
til Havana had been taken.
ng,tbe vessel which had previously taken 0 llicers and
blowing the Chinaman to
the crew, emerged from the buy and a boms.
The Daily Chronicle expresses the
But
hope 1 iff
ona
piece of the latter’s
get off some of the cargo, but |
ried to
that Commodore Schley has been
has
ody
been found. White’s body was
falsely ailed. The Spanish steamer burned for f,
as
mrfuily
about
a
It was found neartalking
reported
mangled.
change in liree days and was totally destroyed.
500 yards
away. Koch was badly
It adds: “if
European frontiers.
" iangled,
tJle
bat
lived long enough to be
A CHILD ENJOYS.
United States really intends to
ikeu to
the hospital where he
died,
commit
Lrs.
Hill
the incalculable
error of
was
action
and
visiting a Mrs. Pride, who
sending a fleet rhe pleasant flavor, gentle
across
the
killed
She
to Spain, the less it says about
was
way.
of
changes of ;oothing effect Syrup of Figs, when in ^ yve“,
falling debris. Deputies Sherill and
frontier, the better for us all.”
10ed of a laxative, and if the father or V hlte were painfully wounded. All the
took fire.
uildmgs
costive
or
he
Engines were soon
Privates Thomas Giltillian and A’m,.„
bilious, the most ghting the
nother
flames, but to no avail. The
Friend, both of the First Rhode
rratilyiff? results follow its uso; so that v orks woro completely wrecked. Four
regiment became involved in a light
were also blown down and
best family remedy known and h
about
puses
Camp Algor yesterday, and the forn,„ ; t iS the
) partially wrecked.
Fourteen cars were
should have a bottle. Manuwas stabbed several times with a bamr/
ivery family
[own
to splinters and several were
yonetHis condition is serious.
Co. h timed.
by the California Fig
_
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Syrup

wrecking

nore

would be auy food there.
They asked
themselves, too, whether as Cubans they
would bo safe from maltreatment at the
hands of the defeated Spaniards..

1

dropped to $1.09, afterward rallying to
$1.30, showing there was real merit to tie
situation.
But while buying
September

lown in the ruins. All were taken out
or less injured with the
exception
>f Patrick Ilannigan, whoso dead
body
; it a late hour tonight is
supposed to bo
n the basement, with half the
building
>n top of it.
The block was called the
; Samaritan house, being used as a
lodgng house in the upper stories, while the
irst floor was divided into three stores,

was

layed in transmission.) The refugees at
El Ganey, received this
morning General
Shatter s permission to return to S antitotal eniistmonts undor this plan are
ago. The starving crowds of women and
children, ignorant of the conditions pre- £7,519 men.
In order to show the progress of recruitvailing at Santiago, discussed the advisability of returning, and whether there ing under tho second call the following

aotured

Lodging

forced prices up to $3 on the last
day of
the month, on which date it is said, there
were less than 300 buBhels of cash wheat
in fsew \ork. On Ootober 1 the
price

Boston, July, 10.—A part of a four
he sold
which resulted disasstory brick block in Sullivan square, trously, December,
and from that time on his downfall
was
sure.
Charlestown, collapsed about 10 o’clock
In 1887, H. E.
Harper attempted a
tonight and a number of persons went corner
in June

[rouble Brewing Between Oiir Men
And the Cubans.

to recruit all the volunteer
organizations in the army up to their
maximum enlisted strenght before entering upon the recruitmont of additional
troops. The total number of men required
to fill out existing regiments was 37,566
and according to the latest returns the

fore

Boston

a

Honse.

progress has been mudo with the recruitment for the volunteer army under the
President’s second call lor 75,000 volunteers.
Tho plan adopted by the war de-

plen-

as

longer any doubt that Camp Thomas
ui
inn.
JHAKxis going to furnish a large force of troops
IjAND RESERVE.
for the Porto Rico expedition. The deKey West, Fla., July 19. —The Marytails cannot be had tonight, but it is safe
land naval reserves on the gunboat Dixieto assert that two divisions and probably
under Commander
Davis, are doing
the first corps will be ordered
of
more
on the south coast of
out and the movement is expected to be- lively skirmishing
Cuba, killing Spaniards,
chasing gungin tomorrow or Thursday. Gen. Brooke
over houses and capturing
will be at the park tomorrow, at which boats, toppling
prizes.
time all the details will bo arranged.
The Dixie left the main body of the
The following organizations were today
under orders to go to Newport
News from which point they will embark
The second brigade of
for Porto Rico:
the first division, first corps, consisting
of the 4th Pennsylvania, 4th Ohio and
3d Illinois, under oommand of Brigadier
General Haines; light battery B of Pennsylvania, A of Missouri, A of Illinois and
the 27th Indiana battery; the signal corps
under Major Glassford, the reserve hosSmith, and
pital corps under Major L.

a

listed.

Almost the entire population this afteris
gathered about the wharves,
where the Spanish shipping, now prizes
of the United States, will soon be augmented by a large fleet of transports flying the American colors.
JJSome stores, mostly for the sale of
tanamo, Haracoa and Sagua do Tanamo
or drugs, are
open, but their paTen thousand stand; of arms, he says, liquors
trons are few. Beggars are in evidence,
was taken at Santiago, nnd about ten
of the same importune sort which make
million rounds of ammunition.
Havana unpleasant for
Now
Secretary Alger said this afternoon that and then a man or foreigners.
woman of the better
It is expected that the total number of
class beg
the correspondents for “milk
soldiers
who
will have to bo

no

placed

Almost

Harbor.

my
one,
God.”
Spain will reach 25,000
There is no evidence of gloom on the
estimated
by Gen. Shafter, as Gen. faces of
the Spanish
men and women.
Toral’s report did not cover quite all tho
These people are already
laughing and
with- soldiers who would be turned over.
The
are pleased
at the naval and
military
secretary says the military governor of
show, and at the prospect of getting food
on
Santiago had not yet been
set-

Secretary Alger said that the plans for
tho departure of the Porto Rican expe-

THE STRENGTH

RETURNING REFUGEES.

fall,

Fortunate-

y, all of tho lights in the buildiDg were
nit so that lire did not add to the dan] cer of the situation, but the dust had
carcely settled before shrieks and
were heard in the ruins.
With
[ froans
ho assistance of the lire and police derartment, nearly all wore taken out withn a few minutes.
Of these, Miss Mary
<
Juinn, 29 years old, wasjfound to have
lad her skull fractured and was sent to
he hospital where she is said to be in a
uitical condition.
The others
who
vere taken out were James
Morarity,
Feremiah Slieelian and Domine Carde>sy, tlie latter tho proprietor of the fruit
:
;tore,arid all escaped with nothing more
han bruises.
At first it was thought that three other
jersons were dead in the ruins, but two
ifterwards turned up, so the firemen
vho were working over tho debris, bent
heir energies toward finding Patrick
Isnnigan. The mass of bricks, timber
: ind plaster was,
however, so great that
hree or four hours work did not reveal

center.

In trying to stem the tide
turning
against him Harper obtained large sums
from the bank on fictitious names. When
the crash came the bank went under in-

side of 48 hours. It was nearly a
year
afterward before the princiual in the
drama was brought to justice.
While
there may be those who looked
upon
Harper’s effort as a corner pure and
simple, the fact remains that he forced
prices no higher than 94 cents a bushel.
When his end came the brokers threw all
the wheat on the market, and
prices
dropped about 30 cents In two days. “Old
Hutch’’ took all the cash wheat, thus
practica'ly saving many a firm from abject ruin. As it waB, there were more
failures on the Chicago board of trade
than in any other corner in
history.
Of recent years the deal
engineered by
Cudahy was the most important. This
grew from small beginnings to a prodigious size, involving a stock of speculative and cash wheat variously estimated
at .0,900,000. bushels. The
year In which
this corner was
attempted was 1893, with
the May option as the basis of
operations.
It was in this deal that
Pardridge cut a
Nearly all of those who were in the conspicuous figure, for while Cudahy
uins were in the rooms on the upper was going long to the extent already
loots and their escape is considered re- TYior\f.inviQ(i
VIOUIWJU
«1UU
being something like 1,000,000 bushels
narkable.
short. Cudahy by a desperate effort succeeded in pushing prices Up on the
May
SOME FAMOUS WHEAT CORNERS.
future to 90 cents,
compelling about
6,000,000 bushels of shorts to be covered at
The financial panic of that
rhey Have All Resulted Disastrously for a large loss.
year played a prominent part in wreckTheir Planners.
the
ing
hopes of Mr. Cudahy. The shorts
grew in numbers supplies coming into
The collapse of Leiter suggests to the the market the prices gave way. As in
the present case with Loiter, Armour
sew York Tribune the idea of
giving gobbled up all the cash wheat. This
1 ome
account of the more
important brings to mind the story in circulation at
the time regarding the existing relations
1 peculative operations of the last 20
years,
vhich it does as below: These are live in between Armour and his former clerk,
It appears that Cudahy had inCudahy.
1 lumber, nnd no one can be said
to have curred the
displeasure of Mr. Armour by
1 >een a howling success, while most of taking the course he did after
leaving
Mr.
Armour’s
1 hem have been dismal failures.
when the
employ. So
Armour
corner was started Mr. Cudahy found
1 tas a record for running numerous small
arrayed against him a powerful an1 oruers
successfully before the time tagonist in the person of Mr. Armour.
vinter wheat was made a delivery on It is told that during the excitement of
the corner
the remark that
1 ontrnct in
Chicago bnt his [most im- before he Cudahy made
got through with Mr. Armour
1 lortant undertaking, in 1882, was only he would have him
working for him as
a clerk, thus turning the
:airly successful
tables around.
Next to the Leiter deals, no attempt to However, when Cudahy abandoned the
corner it was Armour who came to the
1 □anlpulate the wheat makct
stands out front and relieved him of the cash
wheat.
vlth greater distinctness than that of In fact, there are few cases where when
> lames R.
Keene. The cperations of the the smoke of battle is over. Mr. Armour
‘Keene pool” began in June, 1879, and is not found occupying a vantage ground
of wldespreading interest. He is always
c ollapsed
on
May 39, 1880. Associated in at the finish with a vengeance.
1 rith Mr. Keene was Jesse
Hoyt, to whom
BOSTONS LOST.
1 he failure of tho deal was
due.
___

-i>.

•,

-- —

( )ld-ttmers

perhaps

that the “pool” started
ut to “do up” tho market on the basis
* if
short crops in Europe. Estimates of
I he quantity of grain handled differ, but
£ fair average places the stocks
purchased
£ t about
15,000,000 bushels. The prioa
say

r

Phenomenal

Playing by Gardner and Ely

Won Game for

Boston,

Pittsburg.

July 19.—Gardner,

with the
the game for the
the former by good
u New York was forced from $1 to
$1.65. Pittsburgs today,
J lany consider the Keene deal more dis- pitching, and the latter by phenomenal
£ strous in its
effects upon the general fielding and fierce hitting. Score by in* lusiness of the country than any other, nings:
.’he pool, it is related, took the grain as Pittsburg,
10400100 0—8
01000200 0—3
1 t was delivered and looked it up tight Boston,
* or the purpose of starving the market of
Hits, Pittsburg, 9; Boston, 10. ErPittsburg, 2; Boston, 2.
5 upplies. This had a
Batteries,
depressing influence rors,
Gardner and Schriver; Klobedanz, Lewis
1 pon ocean traffio.
Vessels by the soore and
Bergen.
rere tied up to their piers, and .'sailors
Washington, July 19.—Weyhing leplaced
rero
starving for the want of food.
Iistory tells of one transaction in which Swaim at tbe end of the second and the
1 ,000.000 bushels of wheat were shipped castaways won by bundling hits on him
Score:
* a Liverpool as ballast, the owners of the in the fifth. Attendance 1500.
10000100 0—2
essels even paying a small premium for Washington,
20004002 x—S
Cleveland,
* he privilege of getting the grain for this
Hits, Washington, 10; Cleveland, 13.
urpose. The ultimate outcome of the
1.
Washington, 1; Cleveland.
eal was an enormous
amounting to Errors,
S 5,000,000 or $6,000,000.loss,
It Is said that Batteries, Swaim, Weyhiug and MoGuire,
f bout
the middle of December, 1879, a Wilson and Criger.
] jiverpool syndicate offered Keene $1.50 ; New York, July 19.—The Brooklyns det bushel for 4,000,000 bushels of white and
feated tbe Browns today. At no stage of
4 ,444,000 bushels of his red wleat.
This the
game was Pitcher Taylor in it. Score:
i*
would
have
acoepted, clearing a
0
X 0 1 3 2 0 0 x—7
ertune, had It not been for Hoyt, who Brooklyn,
10000000 0—1
i nsisted that a higher price was sure to St. Louis,
\1o
I
Hits, Brooklyn, 13; St. Louis, 8. Er£ float- regarding this
interesting specula- rors, Brooklyn, 1; St. Louis, 5. Batteries,
te Waterloo. It is even hinted somo of Dunn and Grim; Taylor and Clements.
t he pool sold out on the others.
One
New York, July 19—Rain stopped the
t hing appears certain, and that is that
York game at the end of
he brokers made themselves rioh while Louisville-New
he principals were
broke." An the first half of the sixth inning. Now
assistance

of

York won.
New York,

taoore:

Ely,

won

j

,, »r

| inexpeetedly

e

esjjonsible

___

"going

large European crop was
for Keene’s downfall in the

0

0

0

1

1

x—8

l 0 0 0 0 0—
Louisville,
Hits, New York, 4; Louisville, 4. Erwith the wheat market ib credited to that
New York, 0; Louisville, 0. Bat( elebrated
operator, “Phil” Armour, In rors,
1 S93. About that time he was closely in- teries, Rusie and Grady; Cunningham
and

I One of the smaller attempts to juggle

* erested

with John
waukee in tho

a

delivery

on

ZOLA ESCAPES.

con-

( raot at Chicago, and one of the peculiar
1 Batures of the result of the attempted
c ornor was
the quoting of red winter
wheat 30 cents under No. 3 spring. It
i s said that Plaukinton started the ball
1 y trying a little soheme of Mb
own in
He got in over his head and
* uly wheat.
irmour jumped intojthe breach and triad
It was a short struggle,
o save him.
1 istlng little over a month, and resulting
i a fair suooess, although it is said that
either Armour nor his partner made
luch in the transaction.
The attempt
v ras made to put the pries up to $1 30 but
o ne of
thoso unlooked-for big surprise
c rops came along and dropped the bottom
o ut of the market in no time.
Armour may be counted as the king in
t 10 way of “corners.”
Eor a number of
aars
he did little else but corner
y
every
o immodity where there
was an opport mity.
With an Immense capital under
b is control, he fwould wait until somet ilng reached a low level of prloes, when
h e would buy everything offered and then
s t by and watch the shorts
squirm.
No one man has figured more
promin ontly in the grain
trade than B. P.
I LUtchinson, commonly known as “Old
1 lutch.
His corner of the market in
1 188 will long be remembered as one of
t i© most brilliant in the
history of speou1: btion. The old warhorse
sprang it so
u nexpectedly and worked it so
successfulthat
it
was
all
1;
over in about two
v ■eeks.
Traders generally got wind of his
d eslgns about the middle of
September
a nd the last day
ef that month found
t im taking in millions of
profits. Wellp osted dealers
say the corner was a
r atural one.
The crop in the Northwest
\ ras
badly damaged, the reserves were
I >w, and “Old Hatch” was simply long1 eaded enough to take advantage of the
0 pportunity.
In his September deal he

\

Kittridge.

Planklnton of Milbusiness. Winter

J wheat was thenpacking
not

Paris, July 10.—M. Emile Zola who
with
M.
was
sentenPerreaux,
ced yesterday
to a year’s imprisonment and a fine of three thousand francs
on

the charge of libel brought against
by tho officers of tho Esterhnzy

him

martial,
Switzerland, to

court

has gone to
avoid arrest.

Lucerne,

A NEW CONDUCTOR.

Boston, July 19.—The

board of governof the Handel and Haydn society
have chosen
unanimously as musical
director of tho society for the coming season, Relnhold Hermann of Berlin, to sucMr.
cede Mr. Carl Zerrahn.
Herman
was born in Germany about 48 years ago.
Ho is a musician of repute, a composer
and instrumental music
of both vocal
and a director of the chorus and orchestra.
ment

_

Indigestion

is Catarrh.

Catarrh of the stomach often manifests itself in tho form of indigestion. Pe-ru-na cures
such troubles.
“For soveral years
I was troubled with indigestion, an increase
of acid in the
stomach,
headache, loss of appetite, dizziness, and almost complete
paralysis of the left arm. TookPe-ru-na.
Four bottles cured me. I cannot
praise
it enough.
Mrs. N. K. Brown, Alexander, N. C.” Sold by all druggists.
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SOUTH

PORTLAND.

THEIR MISSION TO HEAL.

WESTBROOK.

There

has

been
at Fort
instituted
Preble a Garrison Court Martial composed
of Capt. Geo. K F. Harrison 7th Artillery, 1st Lieut. E. E. Gayle 2d Artillery,
2d Lt. J. D. Barrett 7th Artillery with

installed Monday evening jby
ars, as
irand Chuplain Rev. J. M. Buflum of

Porridgewock,

Is as follows:
L. D.—J. F. Spear.
P. U. T.—E. A. Cartret.
N. T.— Mr. Brown.

Lt. Edwin Landon 2d Artillery as Judge
will
cases
Advocate. Mostly pay day
soma of the
come before the oourt, for

the
that at least two of
men now absent without leave from the
garrison at Fort Preble are deserters.
Drill is now going on at the 8-inch guns
It is

thought

and the command lines up each
in canvas suits.
Capt Leroy McKeown is

morning
visiting

friends on Preble street.
At a recent meeting of the members of
the People’s Methodist church acornmitteo made up of A. E. Thurrlll, J. E.
Fisher and J. F. Merrlman was appointed to make the necessary arrangements
for the annual parish picnic.
The Universalist society met last evening and the matter of a parish picnic was
fully discussed and the preliminary ar-

rangements

were

Sec.—Chas. Spear.
Trias—H. H. Annas.
Marshal—Mrs. H. H. Annas.

must

“boys” having had a lively dunce
now pay the "fiddler.”

perfected.

famil y
Mr. and Mrs. Goo. Cole and
have returned from Quincy, Mass.
| Four masted schooner John K. Souther
was on the marine railway yesterday.
Rev. Mr. Kimmeil and Rev. Mr. Hayden were in the village Monday visiting
old friends.
Mr. Bullard, who has been doing good
work in the cause of tho Good Templars
for the past two weeks, will at an
early
date return to the village and reorganize

on a

flying trip.

The management of the Cape electrics
has issued small folders on
which are
views of the buildings and picturesque
scenes auoui

The

Elm

cape c, ullage.
street
and

churches will unite in

landing

Littlefields

Brown

holding

* he

on

Great

island. July 28.

late B. F. Roberts.

Mr. George Boucher has returned from
' ds recent trip to Quebeo.
In political circles among the Demo1
rats, the name of Mr. G. Albert Haley
mentioned as a candidate for the state
In addition to the names of
egislature.
r. S. Burns, Republican, the present ins

luinbent, and Mr. W.E. Ayer, the friends
1 >f
ex-Mayor A. A. Cordweil are now inerested to push him forward for the no1

nlnation.
The
Standish Water company, under
lie direction
ot Superintendent John

3yrnes,
engaged in puttiDg in a new
; treat piping service for tho Warren blook
; it the West
End.
Mr T. H. Snow, the
dumber, Is piping the building.
are

xvepu oilcans

.me

Hill

picnic at
Chebeague

a

ldd

ot

Westbrook

are to

general caucus this evening at 8
1 I’clock
in Odd Fellows’ hall, West End,
or the purpose of
choslng ten delegates
a

attend the district convention.
Captain Minott. who has’been the guest
The officers of Minnehaha council, D.
of Mr. J. W. Minott, the ilorist, has reif P., are to be installed at the m .eting
turned to his home in New York.
1 his
evening. The members of l-'equawMiss Grace Thompson of Evans street
;et trite of Red Men have accepted an
is the guest of her aunt,
Mrs. Ephraim ;
□vitation and are to attend the ceremoShoppy of Soarboro.
1 lies.
Mrs. Lewis Knapp, who has been away
for some weeks has returned to her home 1 SLECTRICAIi ENGINEER MET WESTBROOK LIGHTING COMMITTEE.
on Kelsey street.
1

The

Epworth League meeting held

o

Sun-

The committee on electric lighting of
day evening at tho Brown Hill church, \ he city of Westbrook met yesterday afHer sub- t ernoon at the city assessors’ office to adwas led by Miss Lucy Cotton.
ject.on which she spoke most interesting- ’ise with an electrical expert relative to
I he advisability of the city
ly, was “Exhortation to Earnestness.
owning and
Miss Ford has returned
from a two ( perating
its
own
light and power
weeks’ visit to Bowery Beach, were she j ilant.
The gentleman
with whom the
has been the guest of her brother, Rev. J.
( ommittee
were in conference was Mr.
H. Ford.
llbert E. Winchester of South Norwalk,
Last Saturday Postmaster L. B. Brad- i 3onn., who has mado the
subject of elecford was presented with a very pretty flag t ricity in all its branches a
study for
his ] nauy years, and
with which to adorn the front of
prior to the consolidaoffice.
1 ion of
the Edison Electric company
Miss Alice Dyer, employed at Rines ■ vith the
Thomson-Houston company,
Bros., is enjoying a four weeks’ vacation,
vas
For
employed as chief designer.
Mrs. Abbott and daughter of Malden, s everal
year; now Mr. Winchester has
<

Mass., are spending tho summer with her i een interested in the operation of elect ric
sister, Mrs. Ellen Willard.
lighting plants under municipal
Harry Harris of the Lovell bicycle nauagement. His business is, whon
factory is visiting in Philadelphia.
ailed upon, to furnish
information to
Miss Mabel Crocker of Oakdale has been
nunicipalities relative to the cost of
visiting relatives in Willard.
instruction, etc., of such plants, and in
Schooner Henrietta A. Whitney is un- lities or towns where there are
private
loading a cargo of cement at Fort Preble lompanies doing the lighting he advises
wharf.

to whether or not it is for the best inerest of the city to run a plant of their
>wn.
Speaking of the number of mulicipal plants in operation, Mr. Wincheser said that In Massachusetts there were
3 plants, and nine in process of conin New York there are 13;
duction;
3hio and Pennsylvania
14 each and so
in, the number ever increasing in tbe
lirectlon of tho West.
is

There was a short business meeting of
the superintending school committee on
Monday evening at Oasis hall, linightville, to decide upon the nccossary repairs
to

be made to

the

buildings during

the
summer vacation, and in regard to finishing a new room in the Evans street
building, Pleasantdalo, which is overcrowded.
Whatever repairs are to tie
made will be begun soon in
ordor that
there may be no delay in
opening the
schools in September.

A class of 63 medical students sweltered
at the tables and desks in the aldermanic
ohamber, yesterday. They oame from all
over the state
and were taking their
written “exams.” at the hands or
the
Maine board of medical
registration, composed of Dr. John Lord of
Biddeford,
Drs.
Meserve and Vose of Portland,

Dr. Woodcock of Bangor, Dr. Martin of
Chaplain—Mrs. N. I). Center.
Guard—Mrs. E. A. Cartret.
Augusta and Dr. Harvey of Newport.
Sentienl—John Kenney.
The examinations will be continued toThe charter is to remain open until
day.
lext Monday avoning. all those desiring
GETTYSBURG AND NIAGARA.
io do so can join as charter members.
The
Universolists of Westbrook are to
Two of the most interesting localities
mite with the Universalist societies of of Eastern America have just been illus[leering on their annual picnio which Is trated in a handsome
manner by the
;o bo held today at Cliff Island.
Speoial publishing firm of Chisholm Brothers of
1 :ars
leave
Westbrook this morning at this city. Moreover
the books reflect
The party will return early in the great credit on the city for
’.45.
they are en1 ivening.
If stormy the picnic will be tirely of Portland production. The
pacer
1 lostponed until Thursday.
—best that
the world can produce, is
Workmen are engaged In moving the from the well-known Cumberland Mills.
! mall
building on the “flat,” formerly The plates, many of them, were made
1 iccupied
by Mr. J. Wright as a cabinet in Portland, and all the handsome let1 aaker’s
shop, back on to the land of ter-press is a product of our own printnd adjoining the house of the heirs of ing
houses; Gettysburg being from the

the lodge of Good Templars in our midst.
Mr. William Spear left for Bowdoinham

yesterday

amined

| Relative
J ights
by

to

the

cost

of

furnishing

private

press of the Thurston Print, and
from the Lakeside Press.

^Gettysburg

is the

field

Rebellion;

of

the

bers and friends are

cordially

invited to

Jacksonville, Fla., which furnishes 32-andlo power lights, all night power,

monuments

and
than all the other battlefields
of the world combined. Each of these
monuments is shown, grouped by states
»nd handsomely
embellished in this

H1*”™

*•

UUVJkVC

Uiio.

tiio

kjuuui

Mrs. William Klee is

X

at

Every

us,

“
Wool Crash Suits, “
Blue Serge Suits, $10 and $12 quality, now
“
Grey “
good weight, $12 quality,
*'
Mixed Suits, former price $14, now

lllit)

$10.00,

to

Fancy Worsteds, in neat fine Checks, $18
Crash Suits, the thing for hot weather, for
all shades, now from
Bicycle

$8.79
$8.00
$8.00, $10.00
$10.00

to

to

now

and

$20,

White Vests, from
“
Odd Pants.
Thin

Coats,

$11.69
$11.93

1

$12.00
$16.00 and $18.00
$3.00, $3.50 and $4.50
$4.00 to $8.00
98c to $1.50
88c to $5.00
45c t0 $2.00

now

“

$11.48

COME.

«

__—

One hundred veteran firemen of Springfield, Mass., are to to attend the muster
here, August 8. They will come on the
steamer Bay State, bring their
“maohlne” and be accompanied by a
band.
Col. B. J. Hamilton of Springfield, was

yesterday,

“

Grey

Grey Mixed Worsted Saits, former price $15, now
“
«
Brown “ Cassimere “
$15. now
Several lots of Fancy Cassimere and Worsted Suits,
former price $15, now

$4.98
$G.48
$7.48
$8.23

AND

BOYS’
Boys’ long
“

«

to arrange for the trip.

“

“

TELEGRAPHIC NOTES.

Myron H. Rooker, editor of the Albany
Pres3 and Knickerbocker, is dead.,
Six hundred machinists and apprentices
employed by R. Hoe &
Co., of New
York, manufacturers of printing presses,
went on strike yesterday.
The men de
mand a minimum scale of wages of $2.50
a day and the abolition of the piece work

“

“

“

“

Pants Suits, in Blacks and
“

“

“

“

Grey Mixed,
Brown

“

Blue Serges,
Brown mixtures,

“
“

“

Fancy mixed
$12 and $14 quality, now
Boys’ Straw Hats, at
“

“

“

Greys,

“

$6.00

CHILDREN’S

quality, now

$7.00

“

“

$8.00

“

“

$8,00

‘‘

“

$10.00

**

“

$3.69
$4.48
$6.00
$6.48
$8.00

DEPARTMENT.
short Pants Suits,

Boys’
“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

$10 00 and $12.00
19c and 38c

from

Suits,

now

“

“

Wash

from

“

Sweaters,

“

Underwear,

$5.00

$1.98

to

$2.00

to $5.00

«

45c to $1.50
45c to ’fSo

Pants,
Blouses,

“

and Checks,

now

Vestee

i

21 o
39c and 98c each
19c, 380 each

at

system.

Richard

Hunt,

A.

a

retired shoe

--

man-

ufacturer, died at Weymouth, Mass., yesterday, aged 80 years. He represented his

the Legislature in 1S65. He
known as a member of the
Masonic and Odd Fellows fraternities.
Samuel H. Taylor of
St. Louis, the
traveling salesman who Saturday night
shot
and killed Benjamin H. Sandys,
whom h echarged with the abduction ol
tils
child, was Monday acquitted, the
coroner’s
jury returning u verdict ol
‘justifiable homicide.”
The large malt house at Oswego,owned
by the Stevenson Brewing company of
New York, was struck by lightning yesterday and was destroyed by lire. Loss
over $100,000; partially covered by insur-

1

4.

district in
was

widely

Men’s
“
“

Grave

fears

are

entertained

21c,

“

Outing Shirts, $1.00 quality, now
Half Hose, in Blaoks and Browns, fast

Suspenders,

colors,

3

pair

790
25c

for

at

8c per pair

---

NSW IS THE TIME TO GET 1 WINTER OVERCOAT AT ABOUT TIN OWN PRICE,

for tne

In connection

with the

abcut the
same time as the Kennebec,
made the trip in 121 days.
The body of George Taylor (Tailieux),
of Brower, was found floating in the river
at Bangor, at 3 o’clock
yesterday morning. Taylor had been drinking for several days and probably
walked oil the
wharves. He was a stevedore and leaves
a wife and five children.
Tbo Prince of Wales, who Is suffering
from a fracture of the left knee, is making satisfactory progress, although he
passed a restless night.

further notice.
Steamer Teutonic,
from London for
New York, today,
will take among her
the
lord
passengers Baron Herschell,
high chancellor, who Is ono of the high
commissioners
of tlreat Britain on the
joint commission to adjust tho Canadian
and American differences.

Men’s

39c

29c and 45c

►

ance.

safety of the American hark Kennebec,
which is
out 188 days from Baltimore
with a cargo of coal for San Francisco.
The
ship Aryan, which left Baltimore

Outing Shirts, 50c quality, now
Balbriggan Underwear, at
Straw Hats closing out at cost.

person

Bargains,

having

the

we

arc

largest

Given

to

GIVE AWAY

a

High

number of coupons

on

Grade

Bicycle August 29th,
Coupons

to the

that date.

Away with every 25c purchase.

IRA F. CLARK &

CO.,
One Price Opel Cash Clothiers. Hatters and Fiahtars.
26 AND 28 MONUMENT
2?X.

o.

HEr>iLsOKr,

......

.

SQUARE.
iiPjpolPirietor.

.

,

JulylGSatllonWed

J

urLIttIUl.

visiting

“

to Chisholm Brothers’
‘‘Pen and
Camera” series, and are designed tor sale on the battlefield and at
N lagara.

SPRINGFIELD TDB WILL

Checked Suits, marked from $9.48, to
Striped Cassimere Suits, marked from $10.00,
“
“
“
“
Mixed
$12.00,

“

latest additions

three commissioners elected,
for a term of three years,
c no every year,
ilr. Winchester is at present a member
< f
the board of commissioners.
They

m

“

Besides this there are numerous fullviews by Tipton, the battlefield
photographer, in all 56 largo pages, done
in handsome half-tone, direct from Tipton’s photographs.
The Niagara book contains 46 pages,
showing every beautiful and interesting

page;

Mrs. Skinner is confined to her home by
illness.
Mr.
Lewis has entered the
employ of
the William Spear company.

IUUVMCB

Men’s Suits in Blues, Brown and Grey mixed, that sold for
$7.00 and 8.00, marked down to
Brown and Grey Checked Suits, $8.00 quality, now

book.

here

down and money in your pocket try buying of
article is marked inBlazing Bad Figures,

prices way

%

numbor),

Mrs. Fannie Griffin is ill with typhoid
fever at Cliff island.

meeting Monday evening when the following officers were duly installed for the
ensuing term: Noble commander, Charles
P. Avery; vice commander, Mrs. Finnerty; prelate, Mrs. Pettingill; K. of R.,
George Henley; financial K. of R., M.
A. Allen;
C.
A.
Tilton;
treasui-er,
herald, Fred Carlson; W. of G., Mrs.
Rachel Jewett; W. of O. G., Mrs. Anderson; pianist, Mrs. Hodgkins.
Mrs. Harris of Cuudy’s Harbor is visit-

That is,

most notable battleit holds more
markers, (some 600 in

;enorated by steam, at $16 per light. In
1 lities where the
electricity was generated
by water power the prices were even
ower.
At south Norwulk, Conn., where
Hr. Winchester resides, the city owns its
)lant and is making a saving to the city
1 if
TUMOR EXPELLED.
$1500 a year over and above the inter1 ;st
and depreciation on the plant and
1 :ost
of keeping the same in good condi
Unqualified Success of Lydia E.
The citizens, he says are much
ion.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
1 (leased with the service and the city is
1 iow engaged
in building an addition to
1 he power house so that the
Mrs. Elizabeth Wiieelock, Magnocity can com1 iete with the private companies engage! lia, Iowa, in the following letter den
furnishing light and power. The city scribes her recovery from a very criti! :overnment of their city elects a board cal condition:
< if
commissioners to carry on the work.
Dear Mrs. Pixkiiam:—I have been

There was a large attendance of members of Ocean View Commandery, U. O.
G. C., of South Portland at the legulnr

MEANS JUST THE SAME TO QUR PATRONS AS IN FORMER YEARS.

Niagara

Mr.
corporations,
Vinohester
gave figures
varying in
The annual picnic of the Good SamariliCerent sections, from $21 to $24 for 25rtiiiciiuaii
hub
turn'll
qp-LAiu
tans will be held
tVednesday at Cape ;andle power lights, run all night, the possession of the^uvoruiucuu
cables at Santiago tie
Cottngo. Special cars will leave the South j lower generated by steam. Of the mu- Cuba and no communication via Jamaica
Portland postoffice at 9 o’clock and memwill be allowed
until
licipal plants he referred to tho one at and Santiago
attend.

OUR SEMI-ANNUAL

Ex-

Medical Applicants
by Registration Board.

Largs Class of
The complete list of the
newly-elected
ifficers of Westbrook
lodge, Good Temp-

Cundy’s

Harbor.

PLEASANTDALE.
A party of young ladies left Tuesday for
a two weeks’ outing at the Chase
cottage,
Trefethen’s Landing. The party consists
of Misses Maude Libby,
Helen
Hoyt,

Earnout, Helen Litchtield, Maude
Miller, Edith Nash, Apphia Crowell,
Beatrice Sawyer, Alice
Crowell. Mrs.

Kdna

Chaf. Litchfield will chaperon the party.
Mrs. W. H. Moore, of Pearl street, left
Monday for a few weeks at Rutland, Vt.,
the homo of her sister, Mrs. Guy Mills.
Mrs. Thankful W. Carr, of
Brockton,
Mass., and daughter, Mrs. Abbio Biker,
of New Bedford, Mass., are being entertained at the homo of
Mr. Jesse Dyer,

L’hore

taking

your

Vegetable Compound, and
am now ready to sound
its praises.
It
ders for

without

works well for the interests of
he city. He informed the committee that
1 lie proposed contract
price which the
1 lty
is considering^ is $17, for lights
urnished ty water power,and that under
1 hose conditions it would
pay the city to

at

ana do private lighting on
scale. The committee on street
large
lghts have received bids from several
once

joncerns

giving figures that they will
dynamos, etc., for the operation

urnish
if a plant.

Ingoruar Flynn, who so seriously injured his foot one day last week, is rapidly improving.

The

lowest

bid received was
Wagner Electric company of St.
Louis, fc3780, offering to furnish dynamo,
:rom

Mr. Charles E. Dyer, Evans street, has
been passing a few days with his family,
wha are at Higgins Beach for the sum-

tne

iwitchbourd, lamp
leccssary

mer.

A
1

brackot and

do the

wiring.
MAINE

| Washington,

PENSIONS.

July

19.—Pensions have

granted to Daniel A. Allen of Portanti. at, $8 per month, and to the minor
ihiid offDaniel Houton of Paris, Me., at
ill per month.
jeen

Unpleasant Experience of

a

Ucwistoi

Official.

in
me

of a tumor.

hat all

Jut

me

relieving

“My health

was

working

upon

me.

was

den

myself.
smothering spells,
to

Goorgo

F.

(Lewiston Sun.)
Ware, recently adjudged

in

by Lewiston’s municipal officers
and confined to the city almshouse, escaped from that institution Saturdaj
noon.
He was recaptured after a violen;
struggle yesterday forenoon, but agair
escaped and is still at large, his where
sane

has been poor
for three years.
Change of life

1

iperate a plant of its own. Ho further
* aid
that if the rate could be lowered to
1 ibout $15
per light that it would then
le the best
policy for the city to make a
ontract with a private company at those
igures, rather than to equip a plant of
heir own,
unless they were to branch

The

has done won-

expense to the city. The
! card is composed of one Republican and
wo Democrats, and Mr. Winchester says

s erve

Summer streot.

Mr. Forest Fletcher is making extensive
improvements on his residence recently
purchased on Elm street.
Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Mountfort havo
returned from Higgins Beach.

are

FOUGHT WITH A MADMAN.

I

very

abouts

being unknown.
Superintendent O’Kourke

of the alms-

much bloated house did not consider Ware a dangeroui
and was a bur- character, nor at all inclined to attornp1
Was troubled with escape, and consequently allowed him >

palpitation of groat deal of liberty. Saturday
bearing-down feel, however, not having seBn Ware for
also

the heart and that
ing, and could not be on my feet much.
“I was growing worse all the time,
until I took your medicine.
“After taking three boxes of Lydia

noon
soma

time ho started to iook him up.
A close search of the house, outbuildings and grounds revealed the fact thai

Waro was no longer there. Ho had made
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound a break for liberty. No trace was loft tc
Lozenges, the tumor passed from me. show whither he had departed.
“My health has been better ever
Superintendent O’Kourke at once he
since, can now walk quite a distance gan a vigorous searen for the mlssinf
and am troubled no more with palpita- man. Searchers were sent out on over]
tion of the heart or bloating.
I rec- road, but Ware could not be found, peith
ommend your medicine to all sufferers er could anybody bo discovered who lia(
seen him.
He had disappeared as comfrom female troubles.”
and
It is hardly reasonable to suppose pletely as if the earth liati opened
swallowed him. It is probable that m>r
that any one can doubt the efficiency
ing this time he was in hiding in sonn
of Mrs. Pinkham’s methods and medi- pieoe of woods.
cine in the face of the tremendous volYesterday forenoon, however,
O’Kourke received word that a man,
ume of testimony.
^
whose appearance corresponded with thai
E.

of Ware, was working for a farmer on
tho Webster road. As nuiokly as possible,
without waiting for other assistance, Air.
O’Rourke hastened to tho farm where
this man was at work.
Air. O’Rourke found biin in tho hay
held, pitching hay. It was indeed Ware.
He at once r cognized the superintendent, and it was evident from the fierce
glitter of liis eye that he did not intend
to give
up his liberty without a struggle.
As tho superintendent approached Ware
rai-ed the pitchfork which he had in his
hands high above his head and shouted:
“If you come near me I will rip your insides out,” at the same time making a
rush upon Air. O’Rourke. Air. O’Rourke
realized that it was a matter of life and
death. Ho dodged the savage stroke of
the pitchfork and with a well placed
blow of his list brought Wade to the
ground. Then followed a fierce struggle
for the pitchfork. Air. O’Rourke finally
wrested it away from his adversary, and
then allowed him to regain his feet.
With the loss cf his weapon Ware lost
his courage entirely. He became pcrfi ctiy submissive, and offered to return with
tho superintendent to the almshouse. Ho
asked permission, however, to step into
his aunt’s
house, which was near by, to
get his coat. Relieving that the man was
lolly oonquerod, Air. O’Rourke allowed
him to go into the house, while he bimsto°b at the gate.
iv
When several minutes had elapsed and
hare had not returned Air. O’Rourke became anxious and went into
get him. He
was not to be found.
113 bad disappeared
as
completely as in the lirst instance. No
mmata of tlio house could tell where he
was. Diligent search on the part of Air.
u Ronrke
and his assistants has as yet
lulled to discover him.

SEEDS AND STATISTICS.
Tlie

I

Supplies

Since 1853.

Sinco 1853 the United States
Governhas expended in the distribution of
seeds and in tho promulgation of statis-

activity of bucolic Congressmen in ibis
respect have teen doomed, it would seem,
to disappointment. In consequence, therefore, of this partiality for entailing burdens upon tho Treasury, partly fer tbo exponses of the seeds, partly for the employment of distributers, ana partly for
tho

rasps,

spoke-shaves,

uails.'
From Nebraska there has been submited another protest against the seed dis1
ribution, the form of which is as fol-

RANDALL & MCALLISTER

ows:

ment

tics concerning them 13,476,803.
The cost
of seeds and of statistics on the seed question involves an expenditure now of 8150,000 a year, and all efforts to restrain the

wood

ihingling hatchets, and the like, all of
vliich could be transported through the

Distribution by llie Government of
These

eta of files,

“Seeds are supplied to the people in all
lections of our country, the same as sugar
coffee I can see no reason why
he Government should furnish one and
1 tot the others. Seeds sent out by the govpackages and ofttimes the
! irnment go in
urmersiiind more or less than.he can use.
pVhen a farmer buys seeds he purchasos
when ho receives
ust what he wants;
hem front the Agricultural Department
as
such
take
to must
may be sent. Bolides I do not believe it is ths function of
jur government to feed or clothe the peo-

\ ea and

ple."

Front the same state the claim i3 made
hat the distribution of seeds is not the
expenses of the Post Office Department,
horouuhiy businesslike and matter-ofact affair that residents of
which carries them free
large cities
a
united effort
:onfii‘"Qtly
suppose it to 1<- “Half these
was made this year to put a
stop to the eeds,” writes a correstond nfj to 1 1 l onpractice through the agency of domands tresSman, “aro utterly wu.thioss, and the
made by farmers for other items of State I e\v of them that you get that
grow are
i ust as liable to bo onions from a governaid.
nent
package labelled turnips as not.
There was submitted to
Congress in ! vhile geraniums for beets aro
often met
Jcnuary a petition of some Massachusetts vith and clover seed for tomatoes.”
This correspondent, who seems to speak
agriculturalists, who in their memorial
vith knowledge, declares that the whole
declared that as “Congress has been very ]
ysteni of seed distribution by the govliberal to the farmers and gardeners in J rnment. “is a farce and a fraud of ‘the
vorst kind,” and ho is reinforced in this
the matter of free distribution of vogetaview of the caso by another opponent of
ble, flower, grain and grass seed,” they
to
ask
that
this
I
liberalhe system, resident in St. Paul, who
were encouraged
ho
extended
another
through
■ays:
might
ity
“The English language is not strong
channel, and that 853,030 be appropriated
free distribution,
for the purchase and
mough to express my disgust and conof
the
Department
Agriculture, ■umpt for tho free distribution of seeds,
through
Women love a clear, healthy complex- of handy small tools which every fanner ind any labor that I cun perform toward
ion.
Pure blood makes it.
Burdock 1 needs, but which so few possess, such us i tutting an end to a national shame will
blood Bitters makbs puro blood.
bits and bit stocks, planes,
kand>;uws, ie contributed gladly”
■

A Fail Assortment of

Burning

Lehigh end Free-

Oasis for Domestic Use.

(Semi-Bituminous) and
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
Pocahontas

forgo

use.

Genuino' Eykcns Valley franklin,
English and American Cannel.

Above Coals Constant-

ly On Hand.

TELEPHONE

...

goo-ii

OFFICE:

Gomnisrcia! & 70 Excitant
Sts.
7b aprd
ll.W&fU
As may be seen, there would not seem
a
uniformity of opinion among
farmers on the seed and seed
statistics
question,
notwithstanding a contr. ry
view of the ease which has
prevailed or
has been allowed to l* accepted during
many years.
to bo

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
—

AND

—

MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription

Rates.

Daily (in advanco) $C per year; $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Vi'oodfords without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $1.00 per year; 50 cents ior 0

mouths;

25 cents ior 3 months.

Persons wishing to leave town for long of
periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Bliort

Advertising Rates,
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for jdo
week; $4.00 for one mon‘tl. Three insertions
or less, $1.00 per square,
livery other day ad-

vertisements,

one

third less than these rates.

question. The pro-Spanish party hates Ord came'to where he oould see that the
the autonomists, and both hato the insur- singer was an Apcahe, sitting in tho
middle of some caotu9 bashes. For a
gents and are hated by them in return.
long timo Ord watched him. and all the
That there could
bo any
agreement time the Indian kept repeating at the top
love Jesus.”
among these factions as to a kind of gov- of his voice, “Ob, how I
sati»hed that the
ernment or as to the people to administer Finally when he came
Indian was alone Ord covered him with
it is exceedingly unlikely. If
left to his carbine and rushed at him, ordering
would
themselves they
probably light it him to surrender. The Apaoho threw up
out until one gained the mastery, when a both hands and made the sign of peaoe,
continuing to sing, ‘‘Oh how I love
dictatorship such us prevails in South Jesus.
American republics would be established.
Tho Lieutenant took the Indian back
was
To avoid the squabbles that are inevita- to Gen, Miles’s camp, where it
be
ble if left to themselves, and the resulting learned through the interpreter that
had been sent out by one of the Apache
anarchy, doubtless the majority of the chiefs to say that tho Indians were ready
people would eagerly vote to beooino a to treat for peace. Ho was the only
Henco it is Indian in that party who could speak a
part of the United States.
word of English and all that ho could say
not thejjmost improbable thing in the
was, “Oh, how I lovo Jesus,” which he
world that Cuba will make a stronger^" had learned irom a
missionary. Hence
because more general, appeal to us to be he was sent out to meet the white men,
and
sitting himself in the desert growled
taken in than did Hawaii.
forth the few words he knew until Ord

Half square advertisements $1.00 for one
SPAIN AND PEACE.
Week or $2.50 for one month.
is still a long way from realizing
Spain
“A square” is a apace of the width of a colthe utter hopelessness of her
condition,
umn and one inch long.
else her public men and her
newspapers
Special Xotices, ou first page, one-third addiwould he talking about peace in a very
tional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per different strain. Throughout the peace talk
Three insertions or less, of all of them there now runs the assumpsquare each week.
tion that Spain is in a condition to dic$1.50 per square.
Beading Xotices in nonpareil type and classed tate to a considerable extent the terms.
with other paid notices. 15 cents per line each If
they realized her true position they
Insertion.
would appear simply as supplicants,
not
Bure Beading Xotices in reading matter type.
telling us what they would be wiling to
So cents per line each Insertion.
concede for peace but appealing to our
Wants, To Let, Bor Sale and similar advertisemeuts, 25 cents per week in advance, for magnanimity to^offer them terms as little
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adver- humiliating as
possible. Spain is no
tisements under these headlines, and all adver- longer in a position to command or detisements not paid in advance, will be charged mand
anything. Her power on the sea
at regular rates.
is practically extinguished. She has two
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
but she might as well
for first insertion, and 50 cents por square for lighting ships left,
have none for any effective service they
each subsequent insertion.
army shut
Address all communications relating to sub- can ronder her. She has an
scriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 87 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

came

MISCELLANEOUS._^ |
Trained Nurses

1 can say with pleasure I have found Comfort Powder
very valuable in the sickroom,
bor Infants I think it is the best of all
and shall
powders,
always recommend it. It is
also a fine toilet
powder. For tender feet it is most soothing, and rightly deserves its
name-”
Mrs. C. A. Howe, Trained
Mass.

Nurse, Allston,

I have used Comfort Powder for
It keeps the skin comfortable, and
many years.
all you claim for it.
For the invalid’s delicate skin nothing equals it.”
Caroline Angus, 313 East 43d St., New York City.
1
*
I always recommend Comfort Powder wherever a
fine, pure powder is needed for
both infants and adults.”
Mass.
Georgia L. Allen, Trained

it

Nurse, Springfield,

Water

Their

Went, bat Rum Was

Especial Ervorlte.

Our Puritan ancestors
that water was cither a

hardly Imagined |
healthful

or

a

sufficient beverage, if wo may fudge from
some paragraphs
in their letters and
diuries. Governor Bradford bitterly complains of the hardship of having to drink

water,

beer or

wine was to be had.
In 1629 an appeal was sent to the home
for "ministers.” a “patent
company
under seale” that their legal status as
as no

| MASON

colonists might be clear and stable, and
also they wont “vyne planters,” wheat,
When
rye, barley, and also “hop rootes.
the answer to this appeal was sent by a

ship that
months it

—AND—

| LIGHTNING

provisioned for three
carried “forty-live tuns of
“two casks of Mulega and
was

without
the
awaiting,
slightest hope of relief, our demand for beere,”
surrender. Another is in Porto BIco, Canarie,” “twenty gallons of aqua vitae
up in Manila,

FRUIT JARS

possibility of reinforce- (brandy), and for cooking, drinking, and
ment, destined beyond all likelihood of all, only six tuns of water.” Rev. Mr.
doubt, to become our prisoners of war in Higginson, the iirst minister, in writing
less than a month. One of her armies in back a glowing account of the attractions

shut off from all

THE

FEESS.

WEDNESDAY, JULY

20.

Our soldiers appear to have got a very
poor impression of the Cuban “patriots,”
as

everybody is likely.to who gets in close

proximity

to them.

1, It will cost about a million dollars to
send General Toral’s army back to Spain.
that
rate to remove the Spanish
At
troops from Cuba wilFcost about $4,000,000.

Perhaps

before we get Cuba pacified
shall have reason to bo thankful that
the insurgent army is no larger. Fighting the insurgents as well as the Spanwe

iards is among the possibilities.
The best assurance the German governof its
ment can give the United States
inintention to keep its hands off is to
struct the German admiral in command
at Manila to mind his own business.

Cuba has already laid down its
arms,
while the other is cooped up in
Havana
awaiting the surrender which roust come
when

To
get ready to move upon it.
of these colonies can Spain send
an additional soldier, nor supplies
of
any account Though not yet actually in
our possession they are all at our
mercy
without the slightest chance of rescue. In
we

no one

short time an American squadron far
will be
too powerful for hor to resist
upon her coast, threatening her cities and
paralyzing her ooastwise commerce. Yet
the Spanish government still talks of the
concessions it would be willing to make
for peace, almost as if we were the party
a

whom peace would most benefit and who
ought to want it most. It is clear enough
to anybody but the Spaniards that while
Sagasta and his ministers cherish any

-at-

Wholesale and Retail.

of the country, said his health had been
benefited by the line air, and he added:
“Whereas my stomach could only digest
and did require such drinks as were both

strong and stale, now I can and doe
oftentimes drinke New England water
varie well.”
VUD

HUUU

WTUIU

JU

1UD

O»

CORNER CONGRESS AND PREBLE STS.
CORNER EXCHANGE AND FEDERAL STS.

XUlig-

lands Prospects” that the country was
well watered, and with a water unlike
that to be found in England:
“Not bo sharpe, of a fatty substance,
and of more jetty color. It is thought
that there

Jlyl8d3t

who were accustomed to meet them at the
Gibson
House, which was the headquarters of the officers when on this side
of the river, it seeins hard to realize that
several of the best ones are dead. Lieut.
Ord’s death has occasioned particular
regret. Ho was the son of Gen. Ord of

the regular army, and wished to adopt
The number of troops to be sent to the
profession of arms, but was unable to
Forto Rico is considerably larger than get an
appointment to West Point. He
the army which Gen. Shatter took to enlisted in the ranks and won his comSantiago, though there is every reason to mission in that way. As a cavalryman
believe that the capture of San Juan will he had a
great many adventures, serving
be a much lighter task than the taking of in u nnmlioi' nf Tnriin.’n pnmnnirmo
Santiago. Probably more than will be
It was when ho was a Sergeant and
needed are to be sent, bnt it is far better was with Gen. Miles in the
campaign
to err on the side of too many than not
against Geronimo that he was detailed to
enough.
from
Miles
to one ot the
carry despatches
officers commanding a body of troops that
It is said that the Spanish government
is net nlaased with the urosuect of having had ba .n stationed miles away to head off
the Indians’ retreat. The
assignment
tho troop3,surrendered at
Santiago sent
meant that he must ride miles and miles
home. It would prefer that we
should
take them, because we should then have across the desert, and run a chance oj
but he seemed
to feed and take care of them.
Further- being caught by Apaches,
when he was selected. Just as
more it is probable that it does not rjiish delighted
the idea of having 20,003 men circulating sundownjiame he mounted his horse and
on
his dangerous mission.
ubout Spain who have correct ideas of the started
On,
cn he rode until
on,
midnight over the
fighting qualities of American soldiers,
seemingly endless, arid track. .Suddenly
and of our military and naval strength.
he heard what he thought was a human
The Cubans were on hand promptly to voice; then he thougnt it was
only the
claim the spoils when Santiago had been crunching of the sand as his horse’s hoofs
taken, but it is the almost universal testi- sank into it. Then ho rode on a little
mony that they rendered no considerable further, and still he thought he could
•ervice to tho Americans geirher in fight- hear the voice. Stopping his horse he
dismounted and listened.
ing or working. They lived off AmeriSure enough it was a voioe. Taking off
can rations, and gave nothing in return.
the blue flannel army shirt that he wore
If the insurgent soldiers aro a fair sample he tore it into strips, with which he
the hoofs of his horse in order
of the people we have got to rely
upon wrapped
that the sand would not crunch when the
to establish an independent
and stable animal
walked, and started cautiously
government in Cuba we shall have pretty toward the sound, which
was barely
audible and nearly a mile away. Leading
poor material to work with.
his horse, and with his carbine ready for
The story that Admiral Camara’s fleet instunt action, ho started ahead, and as
is to be divided and part of it sent to the he came nearer he could understand that
the owner of the voice was singing.
West Indies is too ridiculous to he true.
Working nearer and nearer he was able to
There are but two fighting vessesl In his distinguish the words, and fancy his
when his ear caught the words
squadron, and to send one of them to surprise
of “Oh, how I lovo Jesus.” Out in the
the West Indies to tackle Sampson’s fleet
middle of the desert, miles and miles
would be too absurd a thing even for a from any white
man, the words of tho
Spanish government to do. Camara’s song floated to him clear and strong.
At lirst he thought that ho had the fever
fleet will be kept at home—the whole of
that comes to loon when they ride too
it—and when Watson's vessels arrive it far without rest over
tho sand, hut there
will retreat behind the guns of one of the could bo no mistaking the
song; it was
no delusion, it
was
real. Ord at once
fortified harbors and stay there.
suspected some Apache ruse, and, hobbling his horse, started to crawl toward
! It Is our belief that a majority of the the
spot where the song came from.
of
Cuba
would
to
be
people
prefer
gov- Throwing himself flat on his stomach he
worked
his way along behind oaotus anu
erned by the United States,
rather than
other bushes until he was within a short
become independent and try to
govern distance of the
spot. All the time the
themselves. All tho
various
political singing kept up, but it was evident the
faotions hate one another with so bitter a singer was not lamiliar with tho
6ong
hatred, that harmony among them for the All that he sang were the few words of
the chorus, “On, how I lovo Jesus,” conpurposes of government,or the submission tinually repeating them.
of one to another is virtually out of the
After crawling for more than an hour

can
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of courageous
cowboys and daredevil dudes the like
of which has been see in no other
war, the Rough Riders have shown

^
1

in battle. The organization includes men from all walks
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Every Evening

at

8.15 p.

The roaring farce comedy in three acts entitled

m.

PIOK.LES.

MIXED

Produced under the Personal Stage Direction of Sir, McCulIum.
Keserved seats on sale at Sieinert & Sons, 517 Congress stree t
Rout’d Trip Tickets with Coupon Admitting to TheatreiHO < t«.extra. Best Keserved
Seats with Coupon 10c ami 20c.
Private Boxes seating six persons $3.oo.
Take Cape Cars and
ask for coupon ticket. The home ol productions. Cool, cozy, comfortable.

COTTAGE PARK.

CAlBE

By

tlao

Sea.

McCollum’s Theatre 2.30 p, m. and 8.15 p. m. Free Musical Concerts daily,
rain or shine, at 6.15 p. in. in Casino.
Sundays at 3 p. m. in Theatre and 4.45 p. m. in Casino, free band concert by Chandler’s Band.
Meals served a la carte or table de liote by tne famous caterers, Robinson and Hodgson.
Banquets. Clambakes, Shore Dinners, parties of 300 or less a specialty. Menu Cards and prices
at office of P. & C. E. Ry. Co.. 12 Monument Square. Telephone 504-3.
salt water bathing. Fishing off the rocks, (tackle and bait furnished free by A. P. Morrill

in charge of the grounds.)
Rare Tropical Bird Collection and other Park attractions.
“Cape Cottage” is noted as one ol the most picturesque sea shore Parks on the Maine Coast,
distant from Portland about seven miles by a, delightful trolley ride across the harbor and along
the shores of Casco Bay. Unrivalled marine views, including historic Fort Preble ami Portland
Headlight, and their fortifications by the sea. Cars run to entrances Theatro and Casino, hence
no exposure of patrons to stormy weather.
See timetables of the P. and C. E. Ry. Co., at 12 Monument Square, Portland, Me.

ia/eek

Riverton
PARK.
A

company of high

of

JULY 18.

COSMOPOLITANS.
class
novelty entertainers, comprising

BINGHAM, Ventriloquist aud Imitator.
BELLE VERNA, Facial Artist,
MILLIE GRACIE, with Trained Australian Cockatoos.
DERENDA and BREEN,
ADAMS and UOSS,
Indian Club Manipulators.

Gasco National Bank

m&M

Tile coolest, best ventilated and equipped summer theatre iu N. B
fI7T V 1 Cf la I Matinees daily except Mouday at 2.30 p. m.

Week

Black Face Specialty Artists.

THE MARSHALL CHILDREN,

Character Artists, Vocalists, Violinists, Dancers.

HIGGINS and LESLIE,
Grotesque Aerial Comedians.

JOHN GOSS,

Trick and Juggling Bone Soloist.

THE FADETTES.

MAINE,

orchestra of recognized merit, composed of 1G youug laaies, the leading woman’s orches
of the country. Concerts daily at 2.15. 4.30 and 7.30.

An
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SURPLUS

on

men

who have

daring

on

won

of modern

distinction

the frontier and

W

described

w

and

by

warriors

W

_

an

has

been

entertaining writer,

SSSf

W

his

article, together with portraits of the leaders of the “Terrors”
and a picture by Trowbridge cf their
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DEPOSITS.

s

Drafts drawn on National
Provincial
Bank
of England, London, in large or
small amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable
terms.

Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations,
Banks and
others
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business
of any description through this
Bank.

STEPHEN R. SMALL, President
MARSHALL R. GODINS.

W
?X

celebrated

Cashier-

„„
febTdtt

Opens in this city

2 EXCHANGE

BUILDING, BOSTON.

COTTON

FUTURES.

will be

W

$

of«the.

|

PORTLAND

|

SUNDAY TIMES.

§

CORRESPONDENCE

Savings Banks and Trust Funds,
t

rent to S per cent,

per

Saif

o-

CHARLES
17 Exchange
jlyl8

by

F.
?

JULY

SUGAR.

FLAGG,

t., Portland.

eodtf

FINES! SUSAN MADE.
We

not

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR IT.

TOURIST

S 1-2x3
Adapted

for

HAWK-EYE,

Grocers.

1-2, ft', 4xo, si.-,.
Sunlight

film or

golf

M. PERKINS & CO
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8 Free St.

S.

■ ____

ANNUAL

Wholesale Headquarters,

plates.

We also have other supplies,
ining paper, &c.

MILLIKEN&CO.,
’

163 Commercial St.

je22dlm

ie28d‘tf

MEETING.

The annual meeting of the stockholder.
1 he Atlantic & St. J.awrence Railroad
coffin.,!!,
( or the choice of directors aud for the tr!!,y
• action
of such other business as m;iv lei.ii"
y
ie presented, will be held at the
office m ,i '6
ompanv fn Portland on the first Tuesdsv
ccond day of August. 1898. at 10 o'clock in'«!?
110
orenoon.
W. W. BUFFETT
Clerk of the Comnanv

Agent, j
FERRETT,
NEW YORK.

July 15,1898.

Sold by Leading lletail

julyi4Ut'

remove

to

INVESTMENTS.
South Portland, Me,,

Co.

jyllidtd

RANDALL. Mayor,

SECOND

Jiyiii_
AUSTIN

dtf

TENNEY,

OCULIST,
453 1-3 Congress St.,
Ol>I>. Soldier-** Monument.
Free examination every Saturday,
jlyultf

Board of Harbor Commisiouers of the
City of
Cortland.

I'o the

Tire Boston & Maine Railroad Co. find it necessary to re-build tile pier on the north-westerly
side of the draw in the old R. S. & R. Bridge.
Fore River. The pier is now 200 ft. long and
thirteen wide. Wo wish to maintain the present
length, hut to widen it seven ft. on the northeasterly side.
The consent of vonr Board to this enlarge-

2.19
2.14

First Mortgage Gold

5s

Maine Water

Company
City of Tacoma, Washing-

THIRD DAY, JULY 22.
17 Entries,
10 Entries.
0 Entries.

Special trains will leave Portland for tlie
Park at 12.35,1.00,1.30 ami 2.00 r. m.
Regular trains leave Portland 8.05.10.00 a. m.,
12.00 ID., 1.20. 3.30, 3.55, 5.15, 5.60, 0.00 and 0.05
p. m. will stop at Rigby.
Returning will leave Rigby after the races.
The Band will discourse music between the
heeats.
ADMISSION 50 CENTS.

SOCIAL
son.

Casco Bav Line will leave for the
dance.
AUCTION

5s

th.

JylOdftt

hAL£.\

Auction Sale of
6s

STOCK!

.

Weddesday next, July 20th, at 12 o'clock
ON noon,
at tue Merchant’s Exchange, Portand, Maine, we shall sell, for account of whom
t may concern, 44 shares Portland Trust Company stock.
ierms, cash.
July 16th, 1898.
jlyisdtd

W03DBUBY k

MOULTON,

BANKERS,

Cor. Middle and

Exchange Sts.,
jyldtf

O.

F.

BAILEY & CO.
Inctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.
F. O. BAILKS1
roar hi

C.

W.

ALMS'S

bonds:
City of
Cityof
City of
City of

on

application.

Correspon-

THE LATEST.

SWAN &

lARRETT,

186 Middle St., Portland. Me.
dtt
jlyS

PRODUCTIONS

MUSICAL

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

are at all times to be found in our stock
orders by mail or telephone will receive
prompt attention.
Our discounts to the profession are the most
ravorabie to be obtained and everything will
lie done to make it an advantage and a pleasure
to deal with us.
We nl.«o carry » Full
Assortment of
STRINGED INSTKIMENTS and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE of every descripAll

tion.

_

Steinart &

M.
jiyioun,

eitv ■.fir,.-

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

Jeffersonville Ind. Water

Portland, Me.

DASCES-

5s

dence Solicited.

...»

14 Entries.
11 Entries.
9 Entries.

Pace,
Trot,

Dancing from 8.30 to 11 p. m.
Tickets, Gentlemen.35 cents
Ladies.15 cents
To be obtained at. the door,
steamer of the

United Gas and Electric Co.

Prices

—,

JULY 21.

5s

Con-

Portland 4s duo
1902-1912
Portland (>< “
1907
Peering 4s “
1915
Biddeford 4s “
1917
Town of Yarmouth, GOLD 4s due 1926
“
Merrlmac Co., M. H. 4s
1914
K.
K..
BOSTON & MAINE
“
1915
by \V. T. Rerkins, Supt.
City of Zanzesvillo, 0. 4s
“
Cleveland City Hy., Gold 5s
J909
On tho foregoing petition it is ordered that a
Pacillc It. R. Gold 4s
1945
bearing be appointed lor Friday. July 22d, Union

-,

DAY,

2.24 Trot,

Will be given at FOREST CITY HALL, (Jem
Theatre Building, Peaks Island, on Tuesday
and Friday evenings for the rest of the sea-

For sale by

loat,

f.itv

13 Entries.
10 Entries.

4.!<s

Co..

oBALED proposals will lie received until
twelve o'eloelc July 23d, 1898,
for all
labor mill materials necessary for laying
in the City hall and the ada maple floor
joining auto-roomsof in aocordanee with a
which may bo seou at
copies
specification,
the office of Frederick A. Tompson, Arehi122 1-2 Exchange street. Tne commlltea
reserve tlio right to reject any or all prodeem it for tho interest of the
posals if they
so t° do.
C. H.

17 Entries.

Pace,

4’£s

City ot Duluth, Minn., Gold

Building,

Congress §q.. July fSth.

F.

2.30 Trot,

4s

...

—

Room S3, I. 71. C. A.

DR.
in jSie trust nud arc
not confined to [trices.

are

EVANS,

DENTIST,
—will

RACES.

:

Tlie list of entries guarantees good

ton, Gold

REVERE

OF

:

2.40 Trot,
2.16 Pace,
Free for All,

struction First Mortgage
4

Meeting, July
20, 21 and 22.

dtf

Standish Water and

Irom

Race

Portland, Me.

Ieb23

Municipal Security
W&Stf

DR. W. R.

THE

Sold

SOLICITED.

may 21

Yleldii E

RIGBY PARK

racing.

W

|

Send us your address and you will receive a
beautifully illustrated prospectus with full particulars. Boston Star Course Entertainment Co., 36 Bromfleld St., Boston,
o ,L »r
■>
‘wrwrwr^rria
The Boston Star Course is represented in
Portland by Mrs. L. A. Palmer, with headquarters at the Preble House.
jlyTdtf

2.17 Trot,

*

i

Only $1.00 for admission to all ten.
Beierved seats, 10,15 and 20 cents extra each evening,

2.35

W

feature of the next issue

|

IW

ENTERTAINMENTS

FIRSTDAY, JULY 20.

32 Exchange st.,

AND

•

BRILLIANT ♦ STAR

|^
1W

PROGRAMME

by Portland Water Co.

COPPER STOCKS

October

Not only the cheapest butthe best

above bonds are

Banliers.

Members New York and Boston
Stock Exchange,

next

Boston STAR Course

This company supplies Deering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the

00., H. M. PAYSON &C0.,

EOW. E. LELAND &

W

a

DUE 1928.

-FOB SALE BY—

W Stocks and Bonds Bought and
in all Markets.

\jjf

—

GUARANTEED

charge at Santiago, a
movement equalling in courage the
dash of the six hundred at Balaklava,

iij4

OF THE

STANDISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

'if/1
'if/

“7

tion

W

a

Jnel.W&Sat.tfnrm

fights

shoulder with the cow
from the plains. Both serve

_

M

ELIXIR OF OPIO

378 PEARL ST.,

vouth

to

***

^

\?/

w

gallantry

for deeds of

McIHUUW’S

E.

success.

—

Hall's Family Pills are the best.
Bold by Druggists. 75c.

headache. In acute nervous dis
orders it is an invaluable remedy, and is recommended by tne best physicians.

tdmct
IIIUOI

TIME

lias proven catarrh to be a constitutional
disease, and, therefore, requires constitutional
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured
by F. J, Cheney & Co., Toleuo, Ohio, is the only
constitutional cure on the market.
It is taken
internally in doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. it acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They oiler one hundred
dollars for any case It fails to cure. Send for
circulars and testimonials. Address,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,

no

dodti itfn

Interest Paid

ence

tiveness,

THEATRE, CAPE COTTAGE.

ONE MILLION
THIRTY YEAR i PER GENT
DOLLARS.

the

preparation of the Drug by which Its
njurious effects are removed, while the val
uable medecinal properties are retained.
It
possesses all the sedative anodyne and antispasmodic powers of Opium, but produces no
sickness of the stomach, no vomiting, no cos

MeCULLUM’S
Merit wins. Continued

$90,000

country ilia.ii all other diseases put together,
and until the last few years was supposed to be
incurable. For a great many years doctors pronounced it a local disease, and prescribed local
remedies, and by constantly failing to euro with
local treatment, pronounced it incurable.
Sci-

Is

The production ^ill be given with entirely New Scenery and Magnificent Costumes.
Evening Performance at 8 o clock. Matinees at 2.45 o’clock. Casco Bay Steamers leave Custom House Y\ harf at 2.15 for M.ttmees and 7.30 for Evening Performances.
Pound Trip Tickets,
with coupon admitting to Theatre, 25 cents. Reserved Seats, 10 and 20 cents. Boxes, six chairs
in each box, 30 cents each chair.
Admission without Casco Bay Coupon, 20 cents.
Sale of Koserved Seats at Casco Bay Steamboat Office, Custom House Wharf.

I

Independent.
this section ol

application.

THE BUTTERFLIES.

GORMAN’S
lUIIILHHU

IOO>TJ<3rXJ^L£3

Incorporated 1824.

£ S. D.
Thirt bowls of punch before
3
0
they went to meeting,
0
Eighty people eating in the
6
0
0
morning at lGd
Ten bottles of wine before they
went to meeting
1
10
0
10
4
Sixty-eight dinners at SGd
0
bowls of punch
Forty-four
while at dinner
4
8
0
Twenty-eight ho; ties of wine 2 14 0
12
Eight bowls of brandy
0
10
Cherry rum
0
And six people drank tea
0
0
9
Even at a raising of a meeting-house
of
stores
intoxicants
large
must be laid
When tne meeting.-houseof Medford,
ill.
Mass., was raised there were provided
four barrels beer, twenty-four gallons
W est India rum, thirty gallons New England rum, thirty-iive pounds of loaf sugar,
twenty-live pounds of brown sugar, and
405 lemons.
When, a century ago, General
Washington was engaging a gardener, it
was explicitly stated in the contraot
that
he should have 84 at Christmas, with
which he may be drunk for four days and
lour nights; 82 at Easter, or the same
purpose; $2 at Whitsuntide, to be drunk
for two days; a dram in the morning,
and a drink of grog at dinner at noun.
Every tavern displayed many decanters
Df liquor to be drunk with all meals, free,
and the tip-iron was
kept constan tly
heated In the tavern fire; the sideboard
of every private family had s various assortment of liquors, and not to
ask a
jailer to drink was a breach of hospitality ; in short, temperanoe sentiment as
wo now know it did not exist.—New York

Catarrh in

prosperous cities of Illinois. It has large manufacturing interests, and the growth, although
steady, has been very rapid.
The length of track is over 21 miles, making
the bonded debt less than $20,000 per mile.
This compares most favorably with the Portland
Street Railroad, and its physical condition is
first-class in every respect.
The Portland Tiust Company bought this
issue of bonds after a most careful investigation,
employing as an expert Mr. E. A. Newman, the
Manager and Treasurer of the Portland Street
Railroad, who vl9iied Joliet for three day9, and
whose full report is on file at our office for inspection. The Secretary of the Trust Comof
pany also made a persons 1 examination
the books and plant in Joliet.
The gross and net earnings are rapidly increasing (the current Det earnings being about 30 per
cent, over those of 1897), so that the road is
now earning net upwards of $40,000a year. The
Interest charges are $20,750, or about one-half
of the net earnings.
The future promises net
earnings of $60,( 00 to $60,000 per annum,
w'hich will enhance still more the margin of
security above interest charges.
Further information, together with our attor-

CAPITA!.

ordination in 1765:

more

to

Bonds dated April 30, 1898, due in 20 years
without option, interest 5 per cent, per annum,
May 1st and November 1st; principal due May
1st, 1918. Principal and interest payable in
United States gold coin.
The total authorized mortgage Is $500,000,
of which $75,Ooo has been reserved in our
hands, to take up an equal amount of 0 percent,
bonds, due in 1904. §100.000 additional has
also been reserved for luturo improvements. Of
the balance ($325,000) $125,000 lias been sold
to private parties, leaving the above $200,000
now offered on the market.
The capital stock is $600,000, a majority of
which is owned by Portland capitalists. There
is no floating debt. The road Jims a franchise
for fifty years.
The President of the jollet Railroad Co. is
Weston F. Milliken. Treasurer Henry P. Cox,
and Secretary Edward Woodman—all of Portland.
Joliet is a city of 40,000 people, which, with
Lockpojt, having a population of 6,000. and
which is reached by this ioad. is one of the most

PORTLAND,

be no bettor water in the
world, yet dare I not prefer it to good
beere, as some have done. These that
drink it be as healthful, fresh, and lustie
as they that drink beere.”
Those hop roots must have flourished,
for as early* as 1631 the people of the
colony had passed a law for putting
drunkards in the stocks, and brewhouses
multiplied, and an “ale quart of beere”
could be bought for a penny. The manufacture of other drinks developed rapidly.
Fifty years after Judge Sewall named

There is

TRUSTEE*

Price Par and Interest, Subject
Advance or Sale.

BYR.OKT

and bis excellent Stock Company will
present Honrv Guy Carleton's Beautiful
Komintio Comedy, entitled

-OF-

impression of this kind and are not fully
alive to the fact that Spain is powerless
to do anything but humbly pray,we shall
The time is coming when Spain, if the go on despoiling her of her possessions ale, beer, mado, methegliu,
cider, wine,
war
sack, canary, punch,
continues, will be entirely stripped and, as one paper expresses it, driving sillabub, : claret,
and
blackcherry
shall
Fack-posset,
suicide.
We
not
take
her
toward
brandy.
of her colonial possessions, and her comwas proEverybody drank older, whic
merce
swept from the sea. When that the initiative in peace making. When duced ,on every farm in abundance.
time comes where will Spanish “honor” Spain asks us for our terms we shall give Besides these, there was a “beveridge,”
them to her, and we hope that they will and “swizzle” made from molasses and
find refuge?
and many kinds of beer, but the
be characterized by moderation, but she water,
grand and universal drink was rum.
General Weyler says he has not changed
must ask us for our terms not attempt to
took corn,{pork and lumber to the
Ships
his mind in any rospect. If that be so
dictate terms to us as she now seems in- West Indies, and brought raw sugar and
he still thinks that Spain can invade
molasses, which once here were speedily
clined to do.
converted into mm. There was a disthe United States. It is a pity that the
tillery in every inland town, while those
Queen will not commission him to head
on the coast had scores of them.
AN APACHE’S ENGLISH TALK.
The
aa expedition for that purpose.
significant name “kill-devil” was univerto
and
it
was
sally given
it,
shipped to
The Spanish people will have to want Sent Out to Hake a Treaty, with the the
African coast in exchange for slaves.
Chorus of a Hymn for a Vocabulary.
peace much more than they appear to now
“Flip” and “punch” were made and
on
all imaginable
drunk
before they will get it. They must want
occasions.
Laborors would not work at the harvest,
it enough to give something besides Cu(From the Cincinnati Enquirer.)
nor builders at
the trades, without an
ban independence. That would have preJnst at present the men most talked allowance of rum.
vented war, but it will not now make about in Cincinnati are the
Large quantities of liquor were conofficers of the
sumed when a minister was ordained, as
peace.
Sixth Infantry who went down before is witnessed in
many of the parish records
extant. The following reoord is
Had wo recognized the Cuban Republic the awful rain of Spanish bullets at still
the
town
of Beverly, Mass., at an
and to many of their friends that of
in advance wo should have gone
into Santiago
Santiago practically as its agents, under
obligations to turn the city over to it to
govern—or more likely to 'loot.
Luckily
we are In a position to
govern Santiago
ourselves for the present, and to promptly
suppress any attempt at interference on
the part of Cuban juntas.

MR.

JOLIET RAILROAD COMPANY.

on

in America.

JUf.Y 18:h, and every evening for the balance of tbs
week, with Matinees JEverv Afternoon except Monday.

-OF THE-

ney’s opinion, furnished

Dozen or
Case Cots.

Handsomest Summer Theatre

Commencing MONDAY EVENING,

is

^ have used Comfort Powder for
three-years, and find it has no equal for infant chafing and scalding, and for irritation of the skin of any kind.
I have recommended it to a
number of patients with the best results.” Mary J.
Fallon, Trained Nurse, Boston,Mass.
“I find Comfort Powder the most
satisfactory powder I have ever used. Invaluable
in cases of bedridden patients, where it works wonders. For
babies I think it especially good, and heartily recommend it to
all nurses.” Mrs. L. E. Verrett, Trained Nurse, Boston, Mass.
<{
I have used Comfort Powder in the sickroom with excellent
results. It is cooling and soothing to the patient, especially
where there is a tendency to itching or chafing of the skin. In
the nursery for infants and children it is unsurpassed.”
Margaret E. Bach, Trained Nurse, Greensburg, Pa.
G,
All Druggists. COMFORT POWDER CO., Hartford, Ct

THE PURITANS COULD DRINK.

First Consolidated Mortgage
Cent, 20 Year Gold Goads

COMPANY,

AMUSEMENTS.

THE GEM THEATRE, PEAKS ISLAND,

5 Per The

PORTLAND TRUST

I

AMUSEMENTS,

Recommend Comfort Powder.

I have used Comfort Powder, and always recommend it, not only for infants, but in
all cases of chafing and skin irritation.” M. E. Fisiier, Trained
Nurse, Forestdale, Mass.
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EQUAL SUFFRAGE.
Celebrates

Tko Poitiand Club

a

Semi-Cen-

tennial.
The Portland Equal Suffr..ge Club celeorated the semi-centennial of the first

Equal SuSrago convention in the United
States, Monday p. in. by holding a meeting with Miss Titcomb in Stroudwater.
Tbe meeting, which was a large and enthusiastic one, by common consent was
held on the lawn. After the regular orbusiness, Miss Gail Laughlin first
addressed the clttD. She said in substance: Law is not morality, it is crystallzed public opinion.
Consequently
it is never in advance of public opinion,

der of

but always behind it. Furthermore lav
is hedged in by traditions and follows
precedents. In a recent case the couri
decision on a precedent of £0(
years ago. The laws followed in fixing
the legal status of women are more thau
£00 years old. The old Common Law ol
cased its

England did not recognize

women

in-

as

dividuals. A married woman was merely
a part of her husband
She,could not seli
alone, her contracts were null and void,
her property belonged to her husband,
tbs mother had no legal control over hei
children. Many of the disabilities have
been swept away—many still remain in
the law of today. In Louisiana, unless

changed by tbe recently adopted constitution, a married woman does not own the
clothes she wears. In many States a wife
has no claim on her wages, and in only
ten States has the mother equal control
with the father over the children. In
New York, where the laws are as fair to
in any State, a husband is absolutely entitled to any service performed
for him by his wife, and the wife has no

women as

legal right

to any payment for them.
similar decision would be givlike case in any other State where
law is based oil the common law.

Probably
en a

a

the
This is the reason why a husband cannot
legally deprive a wife of dower in this
real estate.
Tha right to dower and so
oalled “support” is given to a wife be
she is not entitled to any pay for
her servloes.
There are many ether remnants of the old common law. Every
change in our statutes giving larger lib-

cause

Sirs. Osgood spoke upon “Then and
Now.” She compared the liberty anc
freedom enjoyed by women today with
that of fifty years ago when they first
met in convention. She also told of hei
pleasant visit in the home of suffragists,
while she was in Denver attending the
Federation of Women’s Clubs.
Mrs. Clark

then

related some of he
experiences while In the West and wa:
especially interesting when she told oi
meeting ; Miss Ferguson, the charming young Deputy Sheriff of Salt Lake

County.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.

RIVERTON PARK.
There are so many excellent
things
about the performance of Gorman’s Cos
mopolitans that one hestitates as to when
the best place Is to begin to tell ahoni
The company is most admirably
them.
There Is no clashing of talenl
made np.
there.
Every member’s turn is of a
superior kind and none is at all like thnl
done by unyone else.
With
tht
some

herself.

step in the
tion of

The

same

right

of

direction.

Independence

suffrage

is

a

The Declara-

says that

govern-

ments derive their just powers only from
the consent of the governed.
That means
the consent of women as well as of men.
Those

who must obey the laws should
share In making them.
The right

havA
of suffrage is a developing influence. It
was given to the freed slaves because oi
its developing and elevating Influence.
There was no claim that they could be
represented by other men. If men cannot
represent other men, how can they repreThe American Devolution
sent women.
was fought because men could not reprea

The Transvaal raid was
to secure suffrage for men not citizens.
There can be no division of labor in law
making. T he laws touoh women as closely as they touch men. If politics are dirsent other men.

suffer from it, and
there
less danger in trying to clean
them, than in suffering from the evil
laws that
come from dirty
politics.
Suffrage is a means not an end—it means
Justice demands suffrage
opportunity.
for women. It is expedient, but expedi
discussed—the
ency need not be now

ty,

women

would he

claim for suffrage should rest on the
broad basis of justice, because justice is

always expedient.
Miss Maud

Thompson of New York,
followed Miss Laughlin and spoke of the

“Obstacles,
said:

There

tions

to

real
are

apparent.”

and
three

common

She

objec-

The
first.
equal suffrage.
“Woman’s place is at home” is not borne
out by faots, for woman’s place today ie
wherever her taste and abilty fit her for.
Voting is an avocation, not a vocation,
and

if

woman’s sole business were
would not interfere with
her work. The second objection, that
women have not the ability for engaging
in politics, has been already disproved
even

housekeeping,

have been successful in b
theoretical and practical politics.
Ti..
foolish claim that women by voting will
lose their charm overlooks the faot that
real charm lies in character and intelliwomen who

gence, and has been disproved by the
women of Wyoming and Colorado. These

objections are only
the publio, and the

to frighten
obstacle is the
cause and the oon-

scarecrows
r

al

abstract nature of our
fusion of woman’s suffrage with other
ouuses.
Our cause is not an emotional
causa.
It is a just cause.
It cunnot ap-

peal

to

people’s sympathies, it appeals

to

their reason. It is for self-development,
but also for the good of others. It will
give tho women of tho next generation an

who think so will bo those who appreciate
tho never ending patience that must have
been utllizeel in bringing these birds tc
their present state of excellence.
There
will be others who will applaud loudest
the very fine facial acts of Miss Belle

|

Young Lady |

%

gj
ft
ft
ft

ft

ft

To tell you what extracts are
Ask her why they
the bast.
The answer will
are the best.

X

be

ttj

Baker's

g
ft

In all Pure

Extracts

i

.Sho

is full
mukes

ners

of dash and snap. Mr. Conconsiderable out of bis role,

presenting

a

perfect

likeness of Henry Irving the next of Joe
Jefferson as Bob Acres and the next that
of Abrabain Lincoln, George Washington,
Admirals Sampson and Dewey.
Thero
will be others, and there will bo a large
number of them, who will take interest
In the Marshall
children.
They are
wonderful
artists.
Though they are
nothing but children Gertrude plays the
Tiolin like a master, |and she is accomher sister Ethel in a
manner
that would do credit to an old performer.
Their parents had not the mean3 to pursue their education along these lines as

panied by

Boston people began early
to notice their talent, and gradually they
began to employ them for children's
parties, five o'clook teas and like affairs.
Then the chnrch fairs and ooncerts and
school exhibitions began to tako them up
and at last the management at Keith’s
learned of them and
made an engagement.
The society for the prevention ol
cruelty to children ^Interfered and prevented their performing there, but theii
mother had conceived the Idea of allowing them to help earn the money for theii

eduoation, believing that they woulc
better appreciate it if secured by
their
own efforts, and realizing also
that the

own

chances

for success were greater if more
money could be earned, and so the children appear in public and
are greal
favorites.
Derenda and Breen will please some ol
the public better than the others in theii
wonderful Indian
club manipulations,
whilo Adams and Goss will create no end
of laughter,
supplemented by that produced by Higgins and Leslie and the interest taken in John Goss’s bone solos.
Still there are other features, notably the
great ventriloquist net by Bingham, and
his wonderful imitation of the graphophone, the latter being so perfect.that 11
an auditor closed his eyes he could not be
made to believe that It is a vooal imitaThe

tion.

whole entertainment Is a
full houses.

superior one, and deserves
The Fadettes concerts are
many people to the park,
should stop to see

taking

great
but they al
and hear
the Cosmo
a

politnns.
THE GEM THEATRE.
Now that summer Is with us the seating capacity of the beautiful little Gere
is taxed
to the utmost by the greal
crowds that
wish
to see Mr. Douglas
and his
great company in this great

plav.

Mr.

Carleton’s play is
take-off on the would-be aristocrats.
Mr. Douglas is a happy-go-lucky fellow
in the play, taking the world as it comes
spending his money freely until he is re
minded that all he has left of his estate
is the sum of forty-five hundred dollars.

society

Mr.

collector of bad bills, folFlorida to collect a large
amount due his tailor.
He is in love
with a young lady whoso mother refuses
to
let her speak to him as she consider;
him too
poor to be a husband for her
It seems that Mr. Bilser haf
daughter.
a bill to collect of the mother, and rathei
than have it known that the mother oJ
the girl he
loves is in such financial
straits he takes the check for tho balance

Bilser,

lows

him

a

to

laughter in rapid succession

one
followed
another across the auditorium of McCullum’s theatre yesterday
at matineo and evening
performances

fun,

fast and furious, poured from betho
where “Mixed
footlights
Pickled” was being given its second
day’s presentation for the week.
Mr.
McCullum is broadly humorous
and with amusing mobility of features,
he
impersonates the “Sporty Hiram”
in suoh a manner as to keep the visibili-

as

hind

ties of bis audience in a state of perpetual
motion.
The demand on his mirth-pro-

voking

qualities

Franklin anil Oxford

!To

I

are

All

Disposed

l*e

Taken

Entries

The

on

County Cases Nearly
of—Andrnscogg n I.ist To

Cp
tile

Supreme

seats

sale at Steinort & Son’s, 617
Congress street, and can be secured until 12 o’clock, noon, for the matinees, und
6 p. m., for the evening performances.
are

on

handsomo

Next—Seventeen

Quite

a

GOOD

Number of Arrivals In the flarbor

There was quite a iist of arrivals, great
and small, yesterday.
Tho Graeie D.
a

Steam yacht El Plaoita, bound from
Boston to Bar Harbor, put in for repairs.
The Hattie C. Buce sailed for Rocknort
and Suffolk, Va., and the Jennie S. Butler for Kennebec and Baltimore.
The tug Mary J. Finn, Capt.,Lombard,
arrived at Rockland Saturday morning,
having in tow tho dredger Freeport, and
five

skows.

The

dredger,

skows and
in the
tngs are
employ of Moore &
Wright of Portland, and have teen fo
the past three months at work in Ells
worth. Work will be begun by this.fleet
dredging Rocklnnd harbor as soon as the

of

®

his

W. P. Osborne and family of East Deerhave gone to Duok Pond for the sum-

ing

mer.
Mr. Leonard Libby, a son in law,
and his wife, are visiting them at present.

Rev, Harry W. Kimball, son of Dr.
Carleton Kimball of Woodfords, pastor of
the Congregational church at Skowhegan,
is to occupy the pulpit of the Woodfords

Congregational ohurch Sunday, August
21.
The street commissioner is engaged in
putting in two vitrified brick cross-walks
Spring street, Woodfords, running

Glenwood

to

avenue.

There will he a
union picnic of the
Universalists of Deering and Westbrook
Dr.
today at Cliff island.
Shinn, a
former pastor of the Deering parish will
be present.
Special cars will leave Morril’ls at eight
o’clock a. m., and go
directly throught to the boat.
Boat will
leave Portland pier at 8.60.
If stormy
Wednesday picnic will go on Thursday.
The members of the Deering fire de-

partment interested in the formation of
team to

a

participate

in the hose coupling
contest to be held at tho State Firemen’s
meeting in August, are requested to meet
at the Woodfords hose house this evening.
The regular monthly meeting of the

Deering school
this evening at

committee will be held
7.30 in the Ocean street

school house.

Trinity chapel

Sunday

school

and
pari ffi, Woodfords, and parish are to hold
their annual picnic and excursion
today
at Pleasant Hill, Falmouth.
Tho members are requested to take Kiverton cars
leaving Woodfords at 9.30. The party will
return about five o’clock.
Mr. William Deoelle, a real estate agent
of East Deering, while

bathing Sunday,
stepped on a sharp stone, which cut his
He is
foot quito badly.
now under a
doctor’s care.

George
Electric Light

W. Brown of the Deering
company has extended an
invitation to Mayor Moulton, the board
of
aldermen, prominent officials and
others to visit the Sebago Power
company’s plant and water power on the
Mr.

Presumpscot river at North Gorham today.
A young boy named Stanley whilo at
play with companions on the shed attached to tho house occupied by a family
named Teague, East Deering, met with a
cutting accident yesterday. Young Stanley was on tho roof when one of his companions scaled a piece of glass in the
A portion of
direction of tho building.
the glass struck young Stanley on the
forehead and in the wrist, indicting quite
bad cuts.
Prof. Julius E. Ward, Pleasant street,
returned home Monday afternoon from
Gape Elizabeth at Mr. Whitmore's house
where they stopped over
Sunday after
their accident of Saturday night, when
thrown out of their carriage.
Mr. Ward

55

same

Charles H. Real ami another against E.
Argued orally by Messrs.
Butler and Whitcomb.

|2

defendant.

F. Coburn.

The case of Garret against Robbins will
be argue d in writing later in the terra.
These Oxford county cases were takon
up in the afternoon:

W. C. Whelden for the defondants.
A. C. Ferguson against Winfield GarJJames A. Connellan for
ner, appellant.
plaintiff; Charles J. Riohols for defendant.
Lucian Hunt, in equity, against Helen
M. Higgins et als. Symonds, Snow and
Cook for plaintiff; H. W. Swasoy for defendants.
Maine Shore Line Railroad
company
against Maine Central. Clarence Hale,
C. A. Hight and A. F. Beloher for plaintiff; Symonds, Snow and Cook, Drummond and Drummond for defendant.
Jonathan
P. Palmer against
Maine
Central railroad.
Levi Turner for Plaintiff ; Drummond and Drummond for defendant.
Portland Extension Railroad company,
appellants from decision of Maine railroad
commissioners. Libby, Robinson
and Turner for appellants; H. B. Cleaves
deand Symonds. Snow and Cock for
tense.
Willis Prince against Loander
M.
Clark. C.
P. Mattocks for plaintiff;
Seiders and Chase for defendant.
John Honry Kinos et als., complainants
against city of Portland, for damages on
laying out of Portland street. B. D. and
H. M. Verrill for
oomplainants; W. G.
Chapman and C. W. Morrill for defendant.
Kumford I alls Paper company against
Fidelity & Casualty company. Clifford,
Verrill and Clifford for plaintiff; R. and
H. B. Cleaves for defendant.
John H. Russell ct als., against Lemuel
T. Davis et als. Frank and Larrabee for
plaintiff; Albert It Real und C. W. Morrill for defendants.
John 0. Small, npplt. from decree of
Judge of Probate. Richard Webb for
plaintiff; Clarence W. Peabody for delense.
( iiim horljind Nnfinnnl lmnb

atyainsfi M.

K. St- Glair et als. L. M. Webb for plain
tiff; J. H. and G. O. Montgomery for
defendant
Town of South Portland against town
of
H. B. Cleaves,
Gape Elizabeth.
Stcnhen C Perry and E. G. Keynoldsfor
plaintiff; Symonds, Snow and Cook,
Elgin G. Verrill for defendant.
Benjamin F.
Woodbury in equity
against Portland Marino society. E. W.
Freeman for plaintiff; William Leavitt,
11. and W. J. Jinowlton for defendant.
The York county now entries are:
Marcus
M. Bartlett,
aplt. against
Huntress,
Emery against inhabitants of Sanford.

I
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TO

ADDED

The quality of those goods

offered to the public
at present prices astonish even the most incredulous of
buyers. NOTHING BUT OUR DETERMINATION to closeout this
stock would induce us to make such LOW PRICES on such
Rood quality of Slade up clothing. It is not surprising
that our sales have largely increased since July 4th, and
as

increasing daily.

Middle

St.,

Portland.

C0„

widows, orphans and the oppressed

^

J

“Luncheon Beef” booklet mailed
on

request.

ARMOUR PACKING CO.,
KANSAS CITY, U. S. A.

^

^
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Friday BaE’ffifsasBa Ssale we shaSI Iioid
Fa’Idsay, eFiaBy £§«, tSais sjrsjssd ssale of

There
six

are

exactly two thousand nine hundred and seventy,

collars in all the

(2976)
down. Nino hundred
link and straight.

g

g

leading styles both standing and
(921) pair Men’s cuffs

and twenty-four

tnrn
both

g
Sr-

g
g

d hese collars and cuffs are not made from a cheap cotton material
but of a fine quality linen and, if in first quality, collars would retail for l>c
and 20c, cuffs for 25c. They are what are called Manufacturers’ “seconds'’
the only imperfection being a poorly finished button hole, an over sized

I

thread or some such slight defect just sufficient to cause them to be thrown
out of the regular line although they look the same and wear as well and in
_J

Uiciiij

*

tdOtJ

1*

Ultot

1;

1

UUCU2 UU

1IUL ollUW WUCll OI1LC UIUIIUCICU.

cause

presence here,
relinquishing good
positions to fight for the banner of freeClilckamauga— How the
dom and civilization.
Tlieir Time in

:

2976 collars at

j

Camp.

Sunday is a day much looked forward
to. for the fine services conducted by the
Special Correspondence of the PRESS. ) Rev. Mr. Estabrook, our chaplain, are
much appreciated, the Y. M. (J. A. have
Chiokamanga Park,
special speakers, such as Gen. Howard of
1868.
16th,
Ga.,
July
Lytle,

924

pair

69c per doz.

cuffs at

41.29 doz. 69c 1-2

doz. pair.5552

Collars come assorted styles in box of one dozen and will be sold
by
doz.
Cuffs will be sold by the dozen or 1-2 doz. pair. May be seen
only.
Maine
who
his
hearers
Portland
PRESS:
delighted
fo the Editor of the
belating
For the last two days the Park has been his history in the late war. Many relics in our Men’s Furnishing Goods windows today and tomorrow.
are being
discovered here such as sabres,
■isited by the most terrific downpour of
bullets, belt plates, etc.
I have in my
, ain, that the volunteers have yet experinced sinoe their arrival here. Water ran possession a sabre, discovered buried four
i n torrents, but so nearly perfect is the feet in the earth, also a bayonet of the U.
S. service and many bullets.
, Irainage of the reservation that the camp
General Mattojx3
is doing much to
serious
inconveniences.
1 [radically escaped
Each company is now
U1 drills were suspended on account of benefit the boys.
so those of the
ho
who were in the possession of a water filter. This is

boys
j ortunate enough to be off duty contented
ihomselves by remaining in their tents,
■eading the many books, papers, magn; ines, etc., which have
been so
kindly
( ontributed by
our
Portland
worthy
storm,

needed specially just now,
fish Spring water has been

Men’s

Famishing Dept.,

C. F. JORDAN,

Manager.

the Crawfrom
the bill of fare owing to some misunderstanding with the officials at Washington.
Major Collins who has been indisposed
1 rionds.
Dr. O’Neil, the chief surgeon, for the last two or throe days is much
1 las suggested the use of boards for the better and able to bo around camp.
Many delegations from Christian En1 loors of tents, claiming that the portion
if fever in the camps affected is the result deavorers have been visiting us
during
their convention at Nashville.
« if the mon being compelled to rest on the
Carriages
] >are
the wet wero in great demand, young Indies and

ground, especially during
veather, for after a rain storm the earth

1

mder canvas upon which the men lie at
The captains
light is generally damp.
if the respective companies are pushing

as

taken

young men were all wearing the badges
of the society, driving
through the

camp
cheering, singing, snapping the cameras
ut any object which received
their admiration to the delight of the boys who

every |way Dr. O’Neil’s wise suggosions with a strong co-operation on the cheered until their lungs wero exhausted.
Mr. Charles Moseley of Portland, who
] mrt of their men to assist in this direc( ion.
Many tents are already in the represented the society, visited our camp,
i lossession of tent
boards, while other having a largo circle of friends among
ompanies ure only awaiting the lumber. the boys, who received him cordially.
L'his will add materially to their oon- After calling on each one,
he left for
■i

<

■enience.
* Lytle, the small
town situated about
wo miles from
well
oamp, has been
llit’mnl'jafl

cinnn tlm vuiirmoatiivi

nr*

Chattanooga

on his way to Portland with
the CGOd Wishes front thn
hn laffc 3it

Chickamauga

Park.

HERBERT D. LAMBOURNE.

there

can bo
purchased at reasonable
a
eatables tempting to
soldier’s
It was interesting to watch first
| lalato.
ne and then another return with a tin of
ardines in one pocket, toilet soap, cocoa
aid other articles of reiinoment
in the
or

ales

larch being taken for somo of
Uncle
am’s regulars. I trust that some day if
icasion arises, the
boys will have the
lo iom opportunity to thrust aside the

received several bad
bruises about the
L
thighs and had his right oar torn away «a
Mrs.
Ward
badly.
sustained a bad ; a,
quite

saiad

csislons

©sat*

g Men’s Lisicaa ColSaars amd Cuffs.
g
g
g
Those goods have just been received from one of the largest,
g and
best,
muslulacturers of nun's collars and cult's in the country.
g

our

laiuy Days
Hoys Are Spending

■-

We shall sell these collars and cuffs on Friday and up to 1 o’clock
Saturday unless closed out before that time at less than 1-2 regular prices.

THE FIRST MAINE.

at

1S g£y
99 Pair.
\l'

LESS THAN 1-2 PRICE.

<ioz.

one

g

STANDARD CLOTHING
255

I
I

SUITS,

Marked down to $15 a Suit.
Its the opportunity of the season.

|

two

g

Trousers, Light Overcoats, Boys’ Clothing, etc.
Men's line all wool suits, $12 and $15 quality, only
$7.75 and $IO.
All our $22 and $25 line Suits in Blue Serge and
fancy cassimere, cheviots, serges, fancy worsteds, etc.

2
2

Man’s Caffs,

Following?

|

OF

NOW IS THE TIME TO BOY

2
=2

Ooiiars,

83c

PATRIOTIC

SERVICE

AT

CAPE

and which for ages past to
the present
bus mndo itself conspicuous by many
cts of
Could our
cruelty and injustice.

Mrs. Clara W. Sprague.
At Island Falls. July 9. Norman Tompkins
md Miss Hattie M. Rollins.
In Bremen. July (j, Calvin I,. Simmons and

c

)uutry stand and gaze
j ■’id to this the
death
■

c

on

of

the scene?
our

iilor8, poor fellows, without
ilvilego of prayer. This is a
ar, teing carried
on
by a
euntry.

gallant

even

the

Christian

Christian
that the Presi-

Is it strange
ent’s call should be so oagerly responded
1 J1
Americans can never
No, indeed.

fj

II
rest

1

■

easy”

f

THF

I

50c,

1*7
PRICES

I

ft

|

80c.

$i.oo,

«

|
jjj

ACCORDING T.O
(Xot of the

j

SIZE.

head, but the pillow.)

f

|

I JOHNSTON,.
I

BAILEY & GO.,

I
§

190-192 Middle St., Portland. Me.

Jelia F. Prior.

0EATH5.

t nio
H

‘‘Your head,

COTTA GE.

— ■

^

Men’s

|

Rev. C. C. Phelan of Westbrook is to
deliver n patriotic address next Sunday
afternoon at the Cape Cottage
casino.
c tiler.
Not omitted was the souvenir of
Prof. Ward’s chorus of Bearing, Portland
l’urk
to
be
forwarded to
Ihiokamauga
and Westbrook are to furnish the music.
1 he one receiving their most
attention
Admission to the casino will be free, but
t fhile 1.1 home.
Many have even gone a
collection will be taken during the sers o far as to invest in bed
cots, made of vice to
Prof. Ward
defray the expenses.
all
so
see
to
intents
and
anvas,
you
pur- desires to announce
Fogg against Tougee, exr.
the advice of his
by
1 oses the boys have set their mliuls on
Goodwin against Norton.
ho will oe so far recovored from
Goodwin, petitioner, against Prime, r lalting cainp life agreeable to themselves. physician
his accident by the latter part of the wcok
exr. et als.
With the exception of the two or three
Hall against Boston and Maine.
that he will he able to conduct the chorus
enllned in the hospital
suffering from work on
Huntress against Bartlett, aplt.
Sunday.
i
sternal cramps which we all have liud,
Morgan, administrator, against Dorsey,
Pease against inhabitants of Parsons- t aere are no serious oases
from
reported
field.
MARRIAGES,
lr. O’Neil.
The goncrul health of the
Sawyer, petitioner, against Chase, exr.
1 laine'boys is excellent.
et al.
News oomes of the fall of Santiago and
against
Thompson,
administrator,
In Thorndike. July 13, Porter Hurd and Miss
Mason etals., exrs.
Olive Rand, both of Unity.
c iieers
What
enagain All the air.
Wentworth in equity, against Fernald,
In Limerick. July 8. diaries II. .Raliock of
"
nisiasm, yet what discontent on the part Windham aud Miss Alice M. MiAene of JLiniadministrator, et als.
o
E
srick.
the
were
not there
.-—_x
boys to think they
In Charleston, July 10, George II. Higgins
)
participate. It is the opinion of officers Hid Miss Nellie SI. King; 12tii, Fred W. MayE other regiments, not mine, that the Jew ol Boston and Miss Olivo J. Carlson.
In Liverm ro Falls, July 11, Fred !.. Stevens
luine regiment is a body of well drilled, If Farmington and
Clara E, Hodsdon of V. ehi.
In Bangor. July 14. G'eorge H. Sprague and
while
tims
out
on
eoltby men ; many

.Has that fine flavor of
/vegetables and spices Jr
the
which
delights
—-,
4
epicure.
"Just the thing” f°r 4
Picnics, Yachting Par- Sj
ties and Outings generally*
if
Order from your grocer
et
and accept ro substitutes.

p

OUR-

SUMMER SUITS.

are

2

against
equity

and

DOLLARS AND GOFFS BY THE DOZEN,

A

GREAT SALE

|
p5
2
2
2
2

against Fibeld.
necessary arrangements are made.
The Androscoggin cases come next in
order, and there is a big grist of them.
CAPT. DODD RECOVERING.
The following are the new entries
in
Capt. Dodd of the 3d U. S. cavalry, the Cumberland county list:
who was in Portland with his troops at
Othello D. Brown
et al,
in equity,
the last New England fair,was not as se- against Charles H. Allen. B. D. and H.
riously wounded at Santiago as was at M. Verrill for plaintiff; John A. Waterman for defendant.
first reported. While he was leading his
Brunswick Gas Light company against
men a Spanish
shell passed over their Brunswiok
village corporation. George
heads and, striking a tree, exploded.
Potter
A E. Hughes for plaintiff; Barrett
for
defendant
piece of the shell struck Capt. Dodd in
William W. Cutter et als., in equity,
the forehead, inflicting a bad cut, but not
against city of Westbrook and Francis A.
a critical wound.
He is rapidly recov- Cloudman. Drummond and Drummond
for
and
plaintiff; A. B. Winslow, F. M. Ray,
ering
expects to resume his comBird and Bradley for defendants.
mand at once.
Mellen T.
Doten
etals., In equity,
against Arthur R. Richardson and Williara
F.
DEERING.
Phinney. Gage and Strout for
plaintiff; Clifford, Verrill and Clifford

f

g

BARGAINS
'■..

1

Albert E. McMullin against George Moan action relating to
spruce logs,
of which Frank Dudley was claimant.
E. O. Greenleaf argued orally for
the

Libby against
Cates, appellant;

ANOTHER GREAT SALE OF MEN’S LSNEN

g

Mail us 32 strips taken from 10-cent cuts of Five Brothers
tobacco aud receivo in return a handsome leather tobacco pouch.
JOHN FINZER *fc BROS., Louisville, Ky.

2

Mullin,

Towle; state
in
Stearns

Tobacco

The choicest leaf and the Finzer method
of manufacture make Five Brothers one
grade higher than the best of other brands.

NEW

|

:*■

:

nst

Plug
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Court opened with prayer by Rev. Dr.
Asa Dalton.
The following oases, all from Franklin
county, were disposed of during the fore-

plaintiff ; F. W. Butler for,the
Ephraim F. McMullin aga

j

@
^

brethren of the bar.

noon

*

i Five Brothers
0

Thomas C. Hooper.
tho attorneys in attendance
were from f ranklin and Oxford counties
whoso casos carno first in order on the
calendar.
Among the Oxford attorneys
was ex-JudgeEnoch Foster of Bethel who
many

ggr

I
g

I

Stone;

warmly J greeted by

MEW ADVERTISEMENT**.

finds nowhere a tobacco that in chewing
qualities or flavor will bear comparison with

|

crier,
V. Adams; librarian,

was

Travels Widest”

court

Most of

Yeslerdsy.

advertisements.

|

new

Charles Hamlin, Bangor; clerk,
sheriff, S. D. Plummer;
Gideon T. Cook;
messenger, John

B. C.

FARES-

new

“He Who

g

cisions,
FISHERMEN’S

on

j

!

Netv

Cumberland Dock t.

Judicial court. Chief Justice Peters, Justices Emery, Haskoll, Whitehouse, Strout
and Savage were in attendance, and their
court officers were:! Reporter of ; de-

great, but every
draft is honored.
Mr. Pasco is quite at
Because they never vary. Their strength X
home in tho realms
of comedy and he
'.p
Is double other extracts. You can pur- X
lea re 1 j ■fp
chase all flavors.
You are assured of the X meets the requirements of a changing
a
tad
Y
Purity, Strength, Quality and Quantity.
role in a style which attests his versatilifracture of one of the ribs.
Hor brother
ty as an actor. Mr. Wright’s mako-up
be convinced try
$ is capital and his character studies are and his wife from Gambridgp, Mass., who Sj
with their little children have for the
pa;t
Baker’s Extracts JUST ONCE
* always
Miss Dale’s
good.
personal few days been on a visit to Mr.
Ward and
YOUR GROCER SELLS THEM
ill beauty serves her in good stead and her
family, were fortunate and esoaped with V
modest, somewhat reserved characters only a bad
shaking up.
Fruit Flavors

of

room, with its
its
carpet,
br'ghtly
polished furniture and a prevailing appearance cf tidiness and comfort, looked
attendance.
This afternoon, 35 children unusually attractive to
the honorable
from the
from the
Fraternity house will occupy justices when they tiled in
-seats in the orchestra by the
courtesy of chambers yesterday morning, and took
Manager MoCullnm, and tonight a party possession of the cushioned chairs behind
of 30 young ladies have engaged seats, the long bench.
while Thursday
It was the
evening a party oi 22
opening scene of the July
will attend
from Westbrook. Reserved law term of the western district, Supreme

world,

moment

Term

Law Court.

and

Beatrice Ingrain as the Dutch servant, makes a hit. Her dialect is taking
and her stagewalk will he a
memory.
Mr.McCollum is happy in the selection
of this ploy for it is
just the kind to
relievo the lassitude incident to a hot
day.
Barge audiences ore sure to bo in

of the July

Opening Uay

trayal of Mrs. Hiram Brown, is a large
part of the life and spirit of the play.

Buchanan, Capt. Harrington, brought

one

new advertisements.

SIX JUSTICES SITTING.

the

from Fernandina.
cargo of hard pine
The Thomas B. Garland, Capt. Coleman,
is from Raritan river.
Smack Carrie T. Rogers brought In 1800
lobsters. The Buoretia and F. S. Willard
arrived late in the afternoon with good
fares.
The Hermann Reesing brought
5500 live lobsters and the schooner Juliette 3000 pounds of fish.

This laeiy is the only facial artist
in the world. She is capable of representing, by the small aids which she employs
all the noted men in history,
and
the
theatrical
most familiar faces of the

Waves of

any

of

Davenport

Verna.

of his fortune and settles not only his
inheritance of political liberty. We must own debts, but those of his future mothnot abuse our
The
claims to suffrage on er-in-law.
audience
show tbeti
promises to solve the temperance ques- appreciation of this generous aot by
tion or purify politics, however we
may tremendous applause.
hope that the ballot in the hands of womThe play has a delightful ending and
en may accomplish these ends. It is
based the audience go home with smiling faces.
on the broad, deep
principle of the right The old adage that it is better to laugh
of every human beinp to self
government. than to cry is true. The people thsi
If wo can make tne Lnited States the attend the
performance at the Gem this
first real republic In tho world we shall week will
go home happy and contented.
become the glorious followers of tho men
JJTiokets can be secured at the Casco Bay
ard women of ’76 and '61, who made it a office for
all performances.
Matinees
partial republic and do our land and hu- every afternoon this week.
the
noblest service.
manity
MIXED PICKLES.

Ask

May

trained birds, so cleverly exhibited by
Miss Millie Graoie will bo reckoned as the
finest thing on the programme.
Those

erty to women is but a step toward recogwished.
nizing her individuality, her right to they
own

heroine is ingratiating.
a faithful
contributes
sketch of the spinster who wants to br
giddy and her work is excellent, while
Viiss Andrews’s earnest, energetio porzatlon

In tills city, July 19, Mary J., wife of Charles
\. Wagner, aged 53 years, u months, 23 days.
[Funeral services Wednesday afternoon at 3
s'elock at hrr late residence, 40 Federal street.
In tills eltv, July 19. Francis L.. iniant soil of
James W. and Marguerite Butler, aged 10 mos.
[Funeral from parents’residence, 20 Adams
street, Wednesday afternoo" at 2.30 o’clock.
19 Jennie A., daughter of
In Peering,
Wilbur I,, and Atliea T. Booker, aged 10 years,
11 months.
[Funeral Thursday afternoon at 3 o’clock
from 07 Forest avenue.
In Carlisle, Fa„ July 18, Sarah, wife of Wm.

witness such scenes without relieving
■oin pain und anguish.
The ories o! the B. Lindsay.

July

[Funeral ar, the church at New Olouces tei
Lower Corner. Wednesday. Julv 120, at ! .80.
in Washington. D. C.. Itufus Washbiun Doering, formerly of Foreland.
I Notice of burial hereafter. Evening napers
please copy.
in Southport, July G, Mrs. Martha Decker,
iged 76 years.
At Booth nay Harbor, July 7, Mrs. Naomi
Mullens, aged 78 years.
In Sumner. July 11. Moses Me1 rill.
In Bluehlll, July 4. Mrs. Georgia A. Saunders,
aged 31) years.
In Industry. July 13, Mrs. A. N, Goodridge,
aged 45 years.
In Limicus, July 11, Mrs. M. J. Collins, aged
56 years.

AD.lIMI§TElTOirs
rfHE

NOTICE.

subscriber hereby gives notice that he
duly appointed Administrator of

-1
has liesn
the estate or

HANNAH i). COVED, late of Fownal,
county of Cumberland, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
All v-isons
having demands against the estate of § dd deceased are desired to present I lie same for settlement, and all indebted thoreto are requested
to make payment Immediately.
JOHN C. DAVIS.
in the

Fownal, July id, 1S33.

Poland.

Ma

jlySodlawswW?

UUXjI
MAINE

!
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THE HOME-

TOWNS.

l*«ma of Interest Gathored

by

HOUSES THAT BERRIES

COUNTRY LIVING.

€orre?«

Since I came to Boston six months ago,
says a writer in the New England Farmer, many extraordinary stories have come
to my ears of the
way in which we people
of the country live.
In the first place, wo will consider somo
of the foods we eat.
Of course you are
all ready to speak of
To he sure

pendents of the Press.
BRIDGTON.

Brklgton, July IS.—Thu first railroad
accidant

on tho
narrow guago extension
occurred today. Mr. S trout, a resident
of Sweden, started to drivo across tho
track near tho saw mill, and being somewhat deaf did not hear tho signals of the
approaching gr avel train until just in
time to rein his horse off the track. The
wagon was struck and badly smashed,
and tho occupant thrown out and

Achievement

of

BUILT.

Widow at

Uazeltou Who
Was Left Penniless Eight Years
Ago.
a

Hazleton, Pa.,

QUEER OLD TIMEKEEPERS.

MISCEI1ANJOPS.

Efforts of Mankind to Escape
Winding
Clocks.

Forty word* InMrted under this head
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

TO LET.

Forty words

of the
houses in

FOlt SALE.

inserted

under this hcac
ope week for 35
cents, cash in nlvance.

rtLAIRVOYANCY-Dr. Frank C. Pierce, mag
"
netie healer, and Mrs. Nellie B. Pierce,
Since the iirst invention of the clock
trance test and business medium; oflico hours
man has busied himself in
it p. m.
Raymond House, 60 Free St.,
scheming and n a. m. to Me.
20-1
inventing ways ot winding timekeepers Portland,
that would give as little trouble as
pos- "VOXICE—MRS. F. F. APPLEBY arter an IIIsible.
Jjor this purpose the winds, the
ness of two months, lias
again opened her
Chiropody and Manicure at 659 Contides, the atmosphere, even the movement offleo ot
gress St.
lu-j
of the body, have beon utilized.
11 TONEY LOANED
and
second
Long before th3 Christian era water Lt-a mortgages, realon first life
insurance
estate,
clocks were in use.
bonds and good collateral
They were followed policies, notes,
Notes discounted; rate of interest
security.
the
sun
elovonth
by
dials. About the
o
per cent a year and upwards, according-to
century clocks moved by weights and security, tv. p. CARR, room 5, second tluor,
Oxtord building, 185 Middle street,
wheels began to be used in the monastejlyid-4

July 16—One

hand somest double blocks of

J838,

RENT—Tw° story frome house, 62 Gra\
kL thoroughly eiZht rooms and bath, has
been
renovated, modern plumbing

P°R

Forty words Inserted Bader this head
an* week for 25 cent*, cash In adrAnoe.
SALE—The residence of the late WilpORIiam
Triekey. This place consists of about
three acres ot laud centrally located on Main

ISaccarappa

Village)
Westbrok,
3Jr1et’ 1 be bouse contains
Addition of this city belong
Marne.
twelve lareo airv
woman who by the death of her husrooms. Sebaeo water, cemented cellar
sc
has
stable
with
ample accommodations' Tlie
band was left
penniless with three small
rro LET—Lower tenement No. 32 Wintei land extends from Main street to the PresumD“pie.”
*■
children, all girls. The block was built
scot river, hroadening as it runs
street. Inquire In the rear.
back
Inwo eat
20-i cluded
pie—so do city people; else why and paid for
in which are a number of good available
the
sale
huckof
entirely
by
/TOTTAGE
TO
LET—One
are they all so
suitable for camn. bouse lots facing Foster street.
TIPs place
anxious to know how to leberries
picked on the mountains about
iug party; will be let low for balance ol sold to close up the estate. Frice reasonable
make puff, plain,
season; also two furnished cottages. Innnirp ami on easy terms.
Inquire of HENltY S
chopped, cream and all Hazleton by the widow and her three
A. M. SMITH, City Hall.
the list of pasties. But
TltlCKEY, Real Estate, 121 iExchauge street"
id'" Portland.
city people do not daughters during the last
20-1
eight years.
eat pie three t ines a
LET—Grocery store with lixtures all
day. Neither do we.
Tho huckleberry
slightcrop returns between
ready lor business at 117 Congress St. En- POR SALE—Birch Canoe, in good order has
ly injured. No blame is attached to any It would be just as unusual for the coun- 135,000 and $40,000 to the
at
80 QUEBEC ST.
quire
2 paddles and cushions.
19-1
BRADLEY &
families of coal
of the train hands, who used all
try housewife to servo pie for breakfast as
SMALL, 35 Pretile St..
miners at and in tho
possible
Portland._20-t
of Hazleton ries of England. In 1280 the iirst of the STAR COURSE—A number of refined and in- rflOLET-A very desirable rent over the
vicinity
for
the
city
endeavors to make tho driver of tho team
matron.
The times havo past
teihgent ladles are required to assist in the A Deering Centre store, seven rooms all or
The season lasts about two wheel clocks publicly seen in England
every season.
SALE—Fine, late style, light Midway
pORTrap;
local work connected with tho Star Course. Ai>- one
when the country housewife sets
used once only; not roomy enough
aware of his danger.
floor; independent entrance; in perfect or- r:
A ilag man has
apart months. The berry pickers are
was placed in St. Paul’s Cathedral.
In ply to MRS. L. A.
■or
Room
der
will sell low or exchange for good
Preble
chiefly
family;
PALMER,
D.
W.
IIOEGG.
19-1
Id.-,
;$io
per-month.
one day in the week for a
since been providotl for this
baking day the wives and children ot tho Hungarian 1075, when the present St. Paul’s was be- House, after 3 p. m. daily.
seated carriage.
15-1
Can he seen at
crossing,
Wi!®0
and makes enough
BRADLEY
& SMALL’S. 35 Preble St.
which is tho only bad one in town.
to
19-1
last until miners and Italian
LET-A desirable, sunny house, 63 Carlepastry
laborers. Early every gun, a project was on foot to make a MORTGAGES NEGOTIATED-S5000 more TO
0
ton street, 10 rooms, bath and two waterthe next baking day. Neither does she
The weather is unprecedentedly
or less at 5 per cent interest.
clock
for
should
well
located
dry in
the
that
on a
tho
cathedral
100
We
have
furnace,
SALE—Restaurant,
go
Resets,
morning during
berry season every
superb cooking range with hot pOR
let her children lunch on
Hinds of clients to invest in first mortgages on water
this immediate vicinity.
connections.
to
There has been
BItOVVN ™ ““ro!lg"£a‘e. doing a good paying buslpastry between avenue leading to tho mountains is years without winding up and cost £4,000. real
Apply
3>
run
of
estate
Parlies
boarders
and
inealloans
regular
No.
International S. S. Co.
security.
106 State street.
THURSTON,
fund
desiring
meals. Mary Wilkins’s story of the little
18-1
no rain for
1
1 aealtl' reason lor
can obtaiu same by applying at tho Real EsDearly live weeks, and the
selling. For a small
thronged with picturesque parties laden The plan was not oarried out. The clock tato
who went to visit her
Office, First National Bank Building, TO LET—Two nice flats on Cumberland St.; investment a purchaser can secure a good buscountry cousin with baskets, boxes, pails and
Until Sept. 19th, 189S, Steamor will crops are beginning to suffer seriously. girl
made cost £300 and ran for eight days.
-*
one on Congress St. will be let low to the
at ouce- N. S. GARDINER,
S.
FREDERICK
receptacles
14-1
The
and
is
was
fed
on
five
and
has
hayorop
very
been
kinds
heavy
of pie—or was
leave R. It. Wharf on Tuesday, ThursVAILL._
176 1-2 Middle St.
aai1 second floor.
of every kind and hurrying to
1;M
favorite It was considered a great wonder.
Inquire
gathered in excellent condition.
it seven—and butternuts and
WANT to save ‘25 per cent? l’ou can by 'fl,;st
it MURI11 Y’S Drug Store, 241
day and Saturday at 7 a. m.,
maple sug- berry patches. Between the hours of 10
Congress St.
It is said that the iirst pendulum clocks
Work on the stations at North Briflgton
tlie “'Boston Co-operative Buyers’
joining
TO
16-1
LET—Brick house, 776
and Harrison began today. The work is ar, and then pie again, was a very good and 11 In tho forenoon the
Oxford Building, Portland, and
Congress street, 13 rooms, including bath,
berry pickers were made in England about 1622. Oli- Association,”
for
done by the Brldgton Lumber Company, story and made me sorry for the
getting your clothing, groceries, house furnishfurnace heat, lirst-class condition,
desirable, lower tenement of
poor begin to come in from the
ver
Cromwell
owned
one
of
them.
musical
ings.
goods, hardware, machinery,
hils, every
six rooms at 49 Green street;
and is under tile immediate direction of child; but it did not
price S17
s°9d Place for physician
prove to me that vessel tilled to overflowing with tho wild Through the fickleness of fortune it has paper, etc., at wholesale prices.
Everybody per month.
Wm. Winslow.
Inquire of J. C. WOODMAN 92 or private familly. Inquire of JOHN F prop.
“truth is stranger than fiction,” or that fruit. The flrst picking of
preserve this and investigate.
TOR. 93 Exchange street or E. HASTY 12
Agents wanted Exchange street.
the day is since found its
The summer travel is light in town as
16_1
to
tho
way
Philadelphia everywhere._
14-1
Green street.
Meals served on board.
ready to be delivered to the dealers, who,
I9d
yet, though some of the old stand- bys authors take their stories from life. It is to
which boasts its possession as
LET—Choice rents on Congress, Cumexpedite the business, meet the pickers Library,
XVANTED—All persons In want of trunks
H. P. C. HERSEY, Agent.
are here and have been for some weeks.
jylldtf
quite possible that country people can with
SALE—New two story house and lot
berland,
State,
Fine,
Grant, Brackett A
and bags to cal! on E. D. REYNOLDS,
pOR
wagons at convenient points, where tho oldest clock in America. Another
A sort of quinzv soro throat is
Ellsworth.
Oakdale, few minutes walk from Post
Sherman,
Cedar’
very make ; lietter pies than city people, and the berries are
purchased and paid for in of these early pendulum clocks was made 663 Congress street, one door above Shaw’3 Uhapel, Chestnut. Myrtle, Cushman,
prevalent in this village just at the pres- that
smith, lVilmot office, owner is desirous to sell. BENJAMIN
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
The average price is $5
tod Roberts streets. Also at
may bo the reason why they like cash on tho spot.
51 1-2 Exchange street.
ent time, some of the cases proving
SHAW,
in
Oakdale,
Woodin
and
16-1
and
can
Germany
was
therefore
1040,
very
give bottom prices. Fords, Deering Centre, North and East
recently tathe early
severe indeed.
DecrRoad Commissioner Wal- them hotter; but they do not like them cents a quart, although for
Trunks
We frame mg. Call and see our list.
GEO. F. JUNthe variety that ripens first, 8 and ken for repairs’to a clockmaker in Hart- pictures.repaired. Open evenings.
SALE—Geat
blues,
ter
S. Hazen
has been
sacrifice,
restaurant
11-3
pORlunch,
among
the eo well that they eat nothing else. When 10
FilNS, under U. S. Hotel, Monument Square a
cents a quart Is paid.
saloon, In good location, fine
ford, Conn. He found that it was wound
afflicted.
16-1
trade, fixtures
a dinner is to be packed for the men to
and
furniture new, best
After delivering thoir
first pick the
OTICE—We will pay the highest cash prices
Winburn M. Staples was renominated
means of an endless chain and would
'_
by
Place in the city (or the money, will nav to
tor
household
women
or
children
store
and
back
to
fixtures
of
the
goods
take
to
hurry
the
woods
for a second term a3 Representative, to
or shops you will find
look at this. C. E. M., Press Office.
RENT—Lower
tenement
six months without stopping.
at
for
15
No.
go
or
1G-1
any description
receive the same at our auctmountains. Neither tho
fatigue of tho
tho Legislature at the Republican caucus pie in good generous
Beckett street, in good repair, 8 rooms
pieoes. Rut it by no forenoon’s work nor the heat of the midIn the London Times in February,1827, ion rooms lor sale on commission. GOSS &
sun all day.
L.
Eurnaeelieat;
H
TOBIE
for
Saturday afternoon.
SALE-One
Auctioneers. 18 E'ree St.
194
means constitutes the whole meal.
high grade
I day sun—and a huckleberry barren is a an advertisement appeared of the sale of WILSON,
wo iuiu
suier may
16-1
iitti uie
one “Progress,”
Imperial,”
one
■•vim
BALDWIN.
think that you will lind the same true of sweltering, stifling spot almost without a a
and one “Columbia.”
The latter In
valuable and curious clock for £.0. It
fare will be FIVE CENTS to
MARRY
first
39
LET—No.
class condition, and
Fine street, second flat 7
ME,
TUT
a
effect
a
on the
parallel—has
deterring
high
grade
the
dinner
West Baldwin, July 18.—The drouth is
city
pails, with the exception
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In use for more than thirty years, and
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Congress
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FLliMCI AL ASD COMMERCIAL

CAUCUSES.

REPUBLICAN

The Republicans of Portland, herein
after designated, are notified to meet in
caucus in their respective Ward rooms,
on
Monday, July 25th, A. D. 1898, at
7.30 p. m., to select seven delegates.from
each Ward to attend the First District
Congressional Convention to be held in

City Hall, Portland, Maine, on Tuesday,
August 2nd at ten o'clock In the forenoon, for the purpose of nominating a
candidate for representative to Congress.
Also to select seven delegates from each
Ward to attend the Portland Representative convention to be held at Republican
Drown

1-2
Block, 537
Headquarters,
Congress street, Portland, Maine, on
Wednesday, July 27th, at four o’clock in
the afternoon, for the purpose of nominating six representatives to the Legislature.
The polls will be opened at 7.30 p. m.,
and will remain open until nine o’clock
p. m., and for such further time as anj
caucus may vote.
The check list used at the County caucus Juno Gth, 1898,
will be used in each

Ward, and any person whose name has
been marked thereon as a RepubliIs
not
included in this call,
can,
not

and will
not be
or
take
any

allowed

in

part

Errors, omissions,

caucus.

vote
said

to

or

wrong political designations of any kind in the
making of said lists, will be corrected
and changed upon presentation of satisfactory evidence thereof to the several
Ward committees, or majority thereof, at
any time prior to six o’clock of Monday,
July 25th, but no corrections or changes
of any kind will be made after the hour
above stated. Said check list may be
seen aud examined by any Republican at

Quotations of Staple Products

Leading

in tlic

Markets.

Acid tart.3:®i0i2aeiear.$25(027 ES
do
do
pfd. G9Vi
Ammonia.160201 No 1.Sl6®20 Northwestern.i2«i/a
A snes. pot.... 684 @ 81 rine.*26®60 «®<io
i>fd.„.173%
Ba!s conabla.. .SBaeol Shingles—
Out & Western.
i4Va
Beeswax.37S421X oedar.,. .8 76@3 25 Reaatns...I lqyBlcli powaers...
7@9 Clear cedar.2 80012 75 Rocklsland-i. 95%
Borax.'.. I0@il|x No 1_1 S6®2 25
P»d!.. %
Brimstone. .3V4@
|No 1 cedar..1 2601 75
dfd.....
Jol
Cochlneai...... 400431 Spruce.1 26@1 60 £d0
Bt;Pam:
«s;'linana. 81%
Copperas-1V4® 2lLaths.s»cs..l 90®2 or, 2 do prfd.104
Creamtana28H@3.iV,
Lima—Cement.
M p.rui. Minn. 4: Mann.163
hx logwood-12016 Lime.IS csk. 86®
Texas iractflo. 12%
Gumarabic.. .7001 221 Cement.-1 20®
Union Paolfio pfd.69%
Glycerine
,20 @
7b'

Hatches.

Aloesicape.16@a» Shu-,» gross
Camphor.39042 '.Dlrleo.....

New York Stock and

Money Market.
By Xoletrraitn.
NEW YCRK, Julv 18
Money on call was easyat 1%«1% per cent:
last loan l%:prlmemercamile pap.-r at 3%®!
rer cent.
Sterling Exchange easy, with actual
business In bankers bills 4 85% ($4 85% for
aernana and 4 84% a4 84% for sixty daysjposred'raies < e6%84 87.
L'emmeicial bills are
4 83@4 83%.
Silver certificates EBasOTi.
Bar Silver 69%.
Mexican dollars 45%.
I
Government Bonds firm.
State bonds steady.
Hides.
The following quotations represent toe paying prices In this market:
Cow and ox hides.7 etrib
Bulls and stag?...a
c
Calf skins, trimmed. 9o
do untrlmmcd.
8%c
Lamb skins.50 to 80c mi
Befall Grocers'

sxxar

K.t..,

Portland market—cut loaf 7: confetlon ra
y
<><" pulverised 6o:
powered, 6t; grauulatcu
Va <j: coilee crushed 6c; yt-ilov;

o

Freights.
The following are recent charters:

Daventry, Fowey

Br Steamer

Portland,

to

china clay 8s 3d.

65

@65
M vtrh....
..
52056 lForest Citv.60
Opium....4.00 6 ooi
Metals.
Shellac.360401 Copper—
Indigo.85c@*ltl4®48 com....@16X4
Iodine.... 3 Co® 8 bo rolisnea copper.
33
ipecac.2 2502 roiBoits.
16*la
Licorice, rt... .16*201 Y M sbeatn....
12
Morphine.. .2 46«270IYM Bolts...,.12
Oil bergamots 76*8201 Bottoms.22®24
Nor.CodIlver200@225 I Ingot....
11012
American do *1®1 261 Tib—
Lemon... .11 an » 3 ,t| Straits..
I6Xs@l«V4
Olive.1 oo@8 601 English.
i'eopt.176«2 0 1 Char. L Co..
@5 60
@7 26
IMutergreenl 7602OOlChar. LX..
Potass Or’mde. 64®56'Terne.600*1:50
Chlorate.a 610:401 Antimony.. •
12@ 14
Iodide.2 63*2 8oiO >ke.4 75*6 00
Quicksilver... .70®6otSpelter. 000®dc
Oulnme..
12014
33@ :«h isoiaerM>xv.
Walls.
Rheubarn, rt.76c;o,l 60
Kt snake.3o(@40 Cask.CLDasol 6( @1 66
wire. .1 860196
balmetre.12*15
Naval Stares.
Senna.25080
canarv seed....
4g6 Par 4S bbl. ..a 00@3 26
Cardamons .1 26@l 60 Coal car... .6 0( 05 26
Soda. 0y-carb3%@684 Pitch.2 76-asOO
Sal.3h®8 WiL Pltoh. .2 75@8 00
4 @4|Rosin.3 0004 00
Sulphur.
sugar lead.20@22|Tupentlne.gai. .38*42
White wax....60@66 Oakum....
7Va0»L/j
4 Urol. Dlue..
On.
6!4@9l
Vaniiia.Dean. .813® le 1 Linseed.3S@43
Hack.
1 Boiled.40045
No 1...82 i Sperm.
70(080
No 3.281Whale.60@UU
No 10.20; Bank.4 OS 47
100Z.13
snore.35040
8 oz.11
I t’orgle.30035
Gunpowder—Shot. ILard.
55@fl6
Bl&stingff.. .3 26(6,3 oOiOaator.i 10@1 20
4 6i^6J261 Neatsfoot
bporcm«.
46oit66
Dropsaot.ao fcs. .i 26|jniame.\a
Buck. a. BB. :
Palau.
Straw, car iotssio@l2j Am Zinc_o 00*7 00
Iron.
1 Roche 11©...
.2
...

Rickerson, New York to Caylump sum $1400.:
Schr Mary E. Morse, New York to Santiago
Common-1%@2 i
Rice
or Guantammo, Ice $3.
Refined.... 1%@244 | Domestic.
6X4*7
&
Schr Estelle, Turks Island to Portland, salt Norway....
1
3 Vi @4
gala
Last steel..
6 cents.
8010 I Tks ls.lhhu 200@2 60
German steel.@3 V41
2 oo®2 25
Liverpool
Schr Eenj. C. Cromwell. Trinidad to New
thoesteel..... .@2
I Dia’ind Crys. hbi 2 26
bfier Iron—
York, asphalt Si 90.
Saleratus.
Saleracus
Same, S. s. Haytl to North of Ilatteras, log- iy.L. .4Mi*6
.6*5X4
™
Schr Annie E.

enne,

..

Republican Headquarters, at
able time prior to six o’clock

any reasonon

the day

of said caucus.
To accommodate those residing within
the voting precinct of Island Ward 1, and
Island Ward 2, the caucus for Island
Ward ] will be held at Long Island, and
Tor Island Ward 2, at Peaks Island, at
A

m.

any

will be required to nominate candidates for delegates to each convention.
The official ballot to be used at the
several caucuses will be prepared and
printed by the city committee and will
contain the names of all known candicaucus

dates for delegates to said convention.
Names of candidates for said delegates
will

be placed upon these ballots upon
request, said request to be made to the
Chairman of the Ci‘y Committee on or
before twelve o’clock noon of Saturday,
July 23rd, 1898. Any other written or

printed ballot, excepting imitations of the
official ballot, will be received and counted as cast
The Chairman and Secretary of each
caucus will make a
record of the names
of all persons for whom the ballots are
and
of votes cast for
the
number
cast,
each, and certify and deliver the same,
together with the check list., at Republican Headquarters, immediately
after the
adjournment of the caucus.
The delegates selected to attend the
Congressional Convention, will meet at
Republican Headquarters at 3 30 p. m.
Wednesday, July 27th, 1898, to select
live delegates at large to said District
Convention.
Per Order,
Republican City Committee.
George H. Allan, Chairman.

Thomas A. Bowen,
Portland, July 12th. 1898.

Secretary.

ANOTHER PUGILIST KNOCKED OUT
Newark, N.J., July 19.—George Kosenfeld, a pugilist, is in a hospital here and
from the result of a blow remay die
ceived last Dight. He boxed with ‘-Red”
Connolly at the Harrison Athletic club
and during the contest received a knockout blow on
the jaw. He was cared
for in Harrison during the night, but his
condition
became
so
serious
that he
was removed
to the hospital here this
morning.
Connolly was arrested and is
held to await the result of Rosenfeld’s in-

juries.

Washington, July 19.—Fifty-five men
belonging to Co. A, 22d Kansas Volun-

teers, at Camp Alger, were poisoned today by eating hash which hud been cooked
in a tin
lined vessel that bad become
corroded. Fifteen of the men are seriously
ill anti are not expeoted to reoover. The
hash was eaten et breakfast this morning
and those who partook of it became ill
shortly afterwards. The hospital doctors
pronounced it to be ptomaine poisoning.

FALMOUTH FORESIDE

sTiTca

ami After July 19 Steamers will
leave Portland Pier

For Great Diamond Island at 7.10,9.00 10.3C
a. in. and 12.10. 2.15, 3.00, 4.30. G.10 p. m. For Falmouth 9.oo and 12.10 a.m., 3.oo. 4.30 and 0.15 p.
in

Fnr Prim>»'a

Pnlnt

V.irmmit-lv

n i\n

«

and 3.00 aud 4.30 p. m.
For Cousins and
l. ittlejolm’s Islands, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 and 4.30
p.
ni.
For Chebeague and Bustin’s, Wolfe’s
Xeclc, So. Freeport aud Porter's Landing, o.oo
а. ni-and 4.30 p. m.
For Mere Point and Harpswell Center. 4.30 p. ni.
BEXUKN—Leave Great Diamond 7.30,10.50 a.
m. 1.45, 2.35 aud 6.40 p. m.
Leave Falmouth
б. 00 and 7.50 a. m.. 1.05. 1.25 aud 5.00
p. m.
Leave Prince's Point,
7.35 a. m„
Yarmouth,
l. 10 and 4.45 p. m.
Leave Littlejohns and
Cousins Islands 7.20 a. in., and 12.55 and 4.30
p. m. Leave Chebeague 7.10 a. m. aud 12 45 p.
m.
Leave Bustin's Island 6.45 a. m. aud 12 20 p
m.
Leave South 1 reeport 6.25a. m. and 11.55 a.
W. Leave Porter's Lauding c.io and 11.40 a m
Leave Mere Point via Bustin's and Freeport at
5.15 a. m. Leave Harpswell Center via Bustin's
aud Freeport 5.00 a. m.

Sunday Time Tabic.
On and alter July 19th steamers will leave

side ol Portland Fier lor Great Diamond
Island, Mackworth's Island, Falmouth,Cousins
Littlejohn’s, Chebeague and Bustin’s Islands’
■Wolfe’s Meek, So. Freeport at 10.00 a. m.. 2.00
p. rn. For Porter’s Landing 2.00 aud 6.00 p.m.
KKTUltNING—Leave Porter’s Landing at
9.00 a. in. and 4.00 p. in. tor Portland via all
landings. Ho. Freeport at 9.15 a. m., 4.15 p. m.
Wolfe’s Jleek at 9.20 a. m. and 4.20 p. m.
Bustin’s Island at 9.30 a. m. and 4.30 p. m.
Chebeague Island at 9.45 a. ni. and 4.45 p. m.
west

Cousins

an.l

Littlejohn's

Islands at 9.50

a.m.

and 4.50 p. m. Falmouth at 10.20 a. m. and 5.2C
Mackworth's Island at 10.35 a. m. anil
p. in.
5.45 p. in. Diamond at 10.45 a. m. and 5.45 p. m
Arrive at Portland at 11.25 a. m. and 6.00 p. m.
For

p.

in.

Hone Havnes.

Perth

Amhnv

tn

Harpswell

weather

Center at 10.00

permitting,

lieturning leave Harpswell

a.

m.

and 6.00

a. m.

and

4.00 p. m.
Arrive in

Portland at 11.25 a, m.. 6.00 p. m.
Lnavoidable delays excepted and subjeci
to change without notice.
BENJ. M. SEABUEY, Gen. Manager.

jlylOdtf

Portland,

Mf. Dsser! and M’cliias Sfbt. Co

Sir. “frank Jones.”
Beginning Saturday. April 30th,1898. will leave
Portland Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4a. in.,
on arrival of traiti
leaving Boston at 7 p m., for
ltoekland, Bar Harbor. Machlasport and intermediate landings. Keturning leave Machiasport on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m., arriving ju Portland ii a. m Tuesdays and Fridays.
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, service the best.
GEO. F. EVANS,
jLuuTSdtf
General Manager.

Soloed

Ainerl'eultussial 1 @12 Cassia, pure_21022
Gnlv.
..6X407
Mace. 90c@l 00
..

Nutmegs.66086
vSt,her
York—
Pepper.16@17
'v'.Eht...25@2GiCloves.
16*17
Mid
weient-S6@2G1Ginger.x4iais
®
heavy..,.26@2H|
Starih
Coca
Now

s

d’mg.240251 Laundry.41**5

union Lacks...stiaeatsi

Sclir 0. T, Sibley, Philadelphia to Portland,
coal 70c,
Scbrs J. B. Coyle, and Major Pickands, Fhliadelphia to Portland, coal 60c.
Sclir Julia Francis, Kennebec to New York,
lumber $1 65, loaded and Kennebec towages.
Scbrs S. P. Hitchcock, Normandy, Andrew
Adams, and Barge A, Baltimore to Portland
coal, p. t.
Schr Addie Snow, New York to Portland,coal

calf-9081.001
Tobacco.
Load.
I Best brands... .P0®80
Sheet.......
@8% I Medium.30440
8oVa iCommon.26jZ30
•JJf®.
v'hc■
A.m.

7 (3,8vtNatur»rai
...606,70
T. TT.F.1601 Lead—
Hay.
I Puregroond.5 76(E8 2 >
--

Pressed.S14gi5|Ked.6

Loose

Hay

J98S21IEnEVen Redd

75416 25

83

Grain

Quotations.
CHICAGO BOA.lt!) OP THA IS

Monday’s quotations,

p.t.

was AT

Wholesale Market.
P'JItTLANI), JulylS.
There Is a fair business doing In most branches trade, with some improvement over the
previous week. Values are on a very steady basis
and there are no radical ching; s to note. Wheat
continue steady, but the market was firmer today on claims of crop damage, and Sept closed
IV4C higher and Dec cabled iys. Corn left off
YaiiVt lower, while Oats were unchanged. Fork
quiet, and steady, with Lard holding a firm position. Flour is selling a little better hut our
quotations remain the same. Sugar in good demand and steady. Molasses dull.
Cheese firm
and about Vs c higher.
Eggs are up lc. Potatoes a trifle weak, ranging from S 4003 6C per
barrel. Vanilla Beans have declined $2, now
quoted at $ 130*18, In dry fish, Pollock under
the influence of large receipts. Mackerel are
scarce and tending upward; only 350 bbls 1 nded the past week against 3000 the pr vious
week; the New England fleet ha6 landed for the
season to date 11.050 bbls against 3760 for the
same time a year ago; and 21.892 bbls for same
Portland

Hay weak,

time in 1896.

choice

selling

at

Floor.
Oral*.
Superfine &
Corn car
41 If42
low grades.* 16g* 40
do baa lots
44
Spring Wneat banMeal bae lots
®42
ers.ciana 8142524 60 Oats, ear lots
82®33
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots
a 36
Wneat... 5 2506 50 Cotton Beeorticn. strum.
ear lots .00 00®28 00
roller.... 4 75®5 00
ban low 0000024 00
clear do.. .4 65ts4 85 Sacked fU'r
tLoulssrg.
car lota. 14 DO ail 5 00
4 75uu0o
roller...
ban lotsl5 00017 no
clear do..4U6®4 86 Middling *0000017 00
wm’rwheai
bag nts..*00® 17 00
patents.. 5 00go 16 Mixed lend.... 1C 30
Fisa.
Coffee

(Buyings sailing price) lllo.roasteci

Loo—Large
Snore
small do.. 2
Pollock ,.. .3
11 addeck... 1

..

11016

Javi&Mocha do26ii28
604 476
Melassen.
0008 26 Porto Kieo.28080
2o08 25 Barbadoes.2K,*2<>
7502 00 Fanov.32®vs

Hake.200I220

H erring, nox

Toss

Amoys

......

23@30

Soaleo....
9014c Cougous.. »»...26«50
Mackerel. 01
Japan.,.3o@3l
snore IS *22 00®$2C Formoso.sr.lns
»nure m

mwgiu
8n»»r.
3« *11*14 uo StandardGran
6465
Froauce
Ex chile duality
6 466
Cape CranDerries
Extrau....
6 90
» crate.. 3 60®3 60 Yellow Extra
C....|l»/*
Maine.
0 00
g.ed
Fea Beans.l 46®i 60 Timothy.
3 65B3 76
YellowiKves.l 70®1 76 Clover West B%®»
Cal t'ea.... 166*1 75
do
N.
974*10
Fotare. Dus
60*7u Alslke,
lo@10V»

Large

£

NewFotatoesS 4008 oOiF.ed Top,
16017
Jerseyswete326®3 75
Frovlelons.

ao fioriolx 0 OUa
Forkdo Vineland,4 60*85
lieavv
is 25
Onions. Bei 0 0002 00
medluml2 00*12 25
do Egyp c 0 0003
short cut ana
clear
Chioxon,....
11013
Turkovs, Wes. 13SU6 Beef—UghtlO 2501075
Northern do. ...15017
heavy,..11 60*12 00
Ernests 74 D8 5 76®
howls,..
appiosl
card, tcs ana
Go
5004
74 bbl.pure G%g634
EatingapDl’53
do common 8203 00
do eom’ua, 47. ®i>
Baldwins 3 6O®4 00
pails.coniDd 57406
Erapotb
1O01172C
palls, pure 77i»7%
Lem OBI.
pure If
874087!
Messina
6 00*0 00 Hams....
9
0974
California
on oov'rd
orsates.
OIL
Florida
0 0000 00 Keroaenel20t*
874
Calltornia, y 7504 00 Llgoma. 374
do Seeding. 3 2603 50
Centennial. 874
Fees.
Fratfs A.uai ..1074
eastern extra.. 16S116 In hall bbl* le extra
Fresh Western..015
Raisins.
Weld.
Musctl.60 lb bxs5®674
Bottei.
London jay’rll 754.20C

00)

..

Creamerv.lncy..l8®iy

Coal.
Qllihuee Vr'ait. *18
Ketall—delivered.
Choice........
Cumberland 000*3 00
Cheese.
®R00
Chestnut.,.
N..Y. loCrv 8740 374 Fransilm...
8 00
Vermont... 8%fc9% Lehigh....
*600
10
Fea.
4 60

July.

Closing.. ......
Opening.

,,7

,,ao.sc>.
Crackers—

RiHinO0p

8gRV41 White wood—
707 7iI

0744.7

I

m
Hl'.lid
shooks fthds— |
Mol.city. 1 60@1 76
Bug.count y 86 *1 001
I
Country Mol.
hhd snook.
j

hhd hdg ml
32 n.

Bug hd35in
Hoop. 14 ft.

84026
21023

25030

1 2 It.
26.0.28
8 «9
*
(yordatsre.
Axuer’nJbib 10 (#li

V

Nol&2.1-ln832®*35

Bat>s.l-in.

Com’n l-Vn

*264,$28
8230*28

174 174*2In. Nol&2*33®*35

17i,l%&2-ln
Soda

Squares,
Cypress-

8280830
*360*38

No 14i2 $3u@S33
174,1% & 2ln.Nol&2 8320*34

1-ln
2

3dl4-in*:i6®*l8

pine....*2511*6

S’th
Clear pine—

Uppers.f55'&8»>

Manilla... 11V* @l zlA 'Select.$46(#55
Fine common. .t4x(g,’46
Manllla Doir
ropo.;8pruce. $13
@1400
Russia do.33
<fei8-vi» HemlocK.*11012
010a/4
Sisal.,. • •
Clapboards—
Iirucrs and Dree.
8pruce. X.$32@35
Acid Oxalic... .12014 clear....*26fe30

67 Vi

cons

July.

Sept

84y«
33%

S3Va
"•ATS,

1*""

opening.
Cosing..o

..

July.

fcfpt

22Va

law

W'A

FOltK,
Sept.

Opening.

y so
10 02

Closing.
Tuesday’s quotations.
WHUAI

July

Sept.

Open'ng...
C ..76>/4

Cmlui.

Fept.

33%

33%

34V.

Ope.„ug.
OATS.

Opening...

July.

Sept
1 t)Vs
3 9%

Closing.123%
fok*.

Sent.

Onoulug.
Closing.
Portland

JO 07
0 87

Dally Press Stock Qontatlonr.
Swan & Barrett Bankers, 18G

Corrected by
.Middle street

Value.
Description.
Canal National Bank.100
Far

Bid. asked
los
no
100
i02
32
30
2 On
98
ion
109
ill
97
09
102
104
130
136
80
86
103
104
130
136
128
130
48
6u

Casco National hank.loo
Cumberland National Bank.. .40
Chapman National Bank.
Flist National Bank.100
Merchants’National Bank_ 76

Traders’Bank—..100
National Bank.100
Trust Co.100
(las Company. 60
Water Co.100

Portland St. ltailroad Co..100
Maine Central It’v.100
Portland & Ogdensburg ILK. 100

BONDS.
Portland 6s. 1907.118
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 102
Portland 4s. 1913, Fending ...108
Bangor Cs. 1899. K. K. aid.101
Bangor 6s. 1905., Water.114
Bath 4%s, 1907, 'Municipal.101
Bath 4s. 1921, Kefnndlug.100
Belfast 4s. Municipal...102
Calais 4s 1901—1911 Refunding
luO
Lewiston Gs.’1901,'Municipal.105
Lewiston4s, 1913, Municipal.103
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.100
Maine Central KK 7s.l912,eous.nitgi33
"4Vss.loa
"
4s cons. mtg.... 103
**

w6s.l9O0.exten’sn.ln3
Portland & Ogct’g grts.TOOO, 1st mtsio4
Portland Water Co's 4s. 1»27.103

120
103

108
102
110
103
102
106
102

107
103
102
135

107
105
Id

lCo

104H

NtoclJHarK.u

tlie
The following were
closing quotations of stocks at Boston:
Mexican Centra! i.4s. 62%
Atchison, Top. A SantaiFe. K. new. 13%
Boston & Maine.
161
donfd
168
Maine Central.127

Union Pacific.
Union Pacific pfd. 69%
American Bell.273
American
Sugar, common.133

Sugar, old....>.113%
Celt Mass.- pfd.
do

8

common

Flint & Pere Mara..
ew

Tors-,

95
192
ioo

1H7V»
40

Kxoress. 4u
Gas. 93
12
tlomostuke,
Ontario...... 3
Pacific jMail...28%
Pninii n Palace.....208

97%

Peoples

sne-ti

62
3

2S%
209

132Va
'tVa

common..a

Western! Union.
kcutheru Ey ..
Union Pacific.

91%

Chicago Live STOCK Markets
(By Telegraph. I
CHICAGO, July 19. 1898.—Cattle—receipts
4000; Choice steeiB 5 15«6 60; medium at 4 90
®6 10: heel steers at 4 10@4 80: stockers and
feeders at s OOdgi 76; cows and heifers 3 60®
4 so; Western steers 4 go®6 30; Texans 3 76
t^4 86.
|
Hoas—receipts 21,000: higher' fair to choice
4 Oo 04 .6;rackers at 3 87V2:«4 ()2Va; bmchers;.! 90@4 12Va ; light at 3 80S4 07 Va 1 pigs at
2 8o®3 05.
Sneep—receipts lOOOOJirlsk demandmatives
4 6(j;g,4 80;Western 4 0054 50 Jambs it 3 40®
6 75.

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. July 19, 1898—Tha following are
to-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc,:
ri.ou it.

Spring patents, 4 76®5 60

straiuht. 3 7554 C5'
;patents. 4 35®5 15.
Winter, clear.and straight, 3 8034 75
Extra and Seconds 00.
Flue and Supers —.

snrino,
Winter

clear ana

Domestic

Mamets.

(By Teiegrapm
July 19. 1898.
NEW YORT—The
Flour market—receipts
18.232 hols; exports 6088 Jbbls; sales 7,000
paoi agiSimore active, firmer.
i'iotir quotations—city mliis patents —; winter
patents 4 60ta4 75: city mills clears —;\vinter
straits 4 4fi®4 05; Minn, patents at 4 76 55 05:
winter extras 3 40

a

8 90; Miur. bakers at 3 80

S* 00; winter low grades 2 76@3 00.
Wheat—receipts 47,176 bush: exports 167,623 bush: sales 655,000 bush futures and 6*,000 bush spot; spot easy; No 2 Red at «4%c
fob afloat.
Corn—receipts 78,650 bush; exports 34,660
hush: soles 1 Cn (10(1 hush futures- suet srpnrlv
No 2 at 39 f o b alloat.
Oats—receipts 219,000 bush: exports 300.140
bush ; sales 100.000 bush spot; spot easy; Noj2
at 27V2c; No 3 at 27c; No 2 white 8uc; track
white 29 Va'ft3(sc.

Beel quiet; lamily—; cityiextra India Mess

Lard easy: Western steam
85.
Pork dull: mess at $i<j{a;iO 50; short clear at
i> 50@13 60; family $12.
Butter firm; Western creamy at 13^@l7c:
factory do at JJ®12*4 c; Elgin* at 17o: state
dairy 12C2(®iGc; do 13*/T@lh^c.crem
Cheese firm—state large white at 7y&c; do

small 7Y-4@7<*/4 c.
0Eggs steady;State aud Penn 14 a!5c; Western
fresh 14

c.

c

Petroleum quiet.
Rosin steady.
Spirits Turppentine steady.
Rice steady.
Molasses steady.
Sugar—r w strong; fair refining 3 9-16; Centrifugal 9G test 4 3-iG: sales moderate business
p. t: refined firm
Freights to Liverpool

on

dull.
CHICAGO—Cash quotation!";
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—Julr at 87c: Sept
67*4(«)67%e: Dec at So'/ac; No 1 hard 90% ;
No 1 Northern 8S% c; No 2 Northern 84*4 c.
MINNEAPoLIS—Flour—first parents 4 66®
4 86; secondipatents at 4 50it4 GO; first clears
at 3 70x4^3 90; second clears 2 90 < 3 lo.

DETROIT—Wheat closed 76 for ca h Whtle;
Red cash 77c; 76V4C for .July ; 7iYa Sept.
Cotton Markets.

<Ey Telegraph.

JULY 13, I8?8.

NEW YORK—Tb©
Cotton market to-m^v
closed very dull; middling uplands at 6 3-lGc;
do gulf at o 7-1 t>c; sales 1000 bales.

UHARLESTO N—The cotton marker to-day
waa.quiet; Middling 6c.
GAL VEST ON—Cotton mirke* today was
E0D
quiet; middling 6 c.
market,

MEMPHIS—The Cotton

dull; middlings 67/ao.
NEW OR LEA NR—The Cotton
quiet; middling 5%c.
MOBILE—The

Cotton

to-dav

market

market

nominal; middling 63/Ac.

was

today

to-day

was

'{notation!. Btooas
iBy Telegraph.)

and

was

E uropean Martcote.

•Rv T©leerrann.»

LONDON. July 19. 1898.—Tor.eoi* closed at
111 7-16 for monev aud l iiya for account.
LIVERPOOL, July 19. 1898—Cotton market
is steady—American undling at 3'-’6u,Haloi
10.000 bales, including OjO bales for specula-

tion and

export.

SAILING HAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOP.

Laurentlan —Montreal.... Liverpool...July
Bondieea.New York. London
July
Umbria.New York. .Liverpool.. July
Navarre.New York. Havre
July
Chester .New York. .So’amptou .Julv
Ems.New York. .Genoa'.
July
Rotterdam.. ..New York..Rotterdam. July
Holstein.New York. Jeremle,&c. July
....

—

Boston

7

18%
161

SAVANNAH—The cotton market to-day
quiet; middling 63/*r. |

STOCKS.

National
I’ortlaud
Portland
Portland
Portland

81 Vi

1F0
163
12%
68%

Old Colonv.192Va
Acmmsi Express.100
American ExDress.133

IUSS/8

July.

97 Vs

loOVi

tVahash....
..7
do prfd. 18s%
ft
Maine.161
Boston
vow York&New England pfd. 95

IOK.V

Alene.New

York..Kingston....Juiv

Abydos.New York. .LnGuaira...July
Dominion.Montreal.
Liverpool. ..July
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow ..July
Polycarp.New York. Para, &c .July
Trave.New York. Bremen
July
Cymric.New York. Liverpool.. July
W rlpp llmasft
New Vnrlr
Knmxan

Canada.Boston.Livrenool...July

21
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
25
26
27
oo

28

Californian.Montreal.. .Liverpool... July 28
State Nebraska New Ydrk. Liverpool...July 2b
Labrador.Montreal
Liverpool....July 30
Livorno.New York. .Santos.Inly 30
Alexandra.New York. London.[July 30
Phoenicia.New York. .Hamburg...July 3u
Gascogne.New York.. Havre.July 30
Auranla.New York.. j.iveruooi. ..July 80
Spartan Prince.New York. Naples.Inly 30
Wcrkendam
.New York.. Amsterdam. July So
Spartan Pr nee.New York. Azores.... July 80
Albert Dumois.New York. .Cape Ilayti.July 30
Livorno.Now York. .Santos..'.. July 30
..

MINIATURE

ALMANAC.JULY

Sunrises. 4 251...
<
...1145
High water
Sunsets.. 7
(J
j
Moon rises. Pool Height.0 0—
00

MARINE

JNTEWc

cords
•’OBI' OF

of Bonos

July 18.

New 4s. res
j23
do coon,
126
Now; 4’s reg.109%
New
4’s coup ..
no
Dearer A K. G. 1st,.103
Erie gen; 4«. 73

PORTLAND.

Mo.Kau.i& Texas 2ds.16574
Kansas Pacific consols.
Oregon Nay. Isis.Ill
C osing quotations of stoe t«:

July

18.

13%
Atchison pfd. 34%
Ceuirai !-an|hc. 14%
Ches. <u Ohio. 22%
dosages Alton...160
Atchison.

do
pfd
Chicago* Burlington »

19.
123
124

109%
no
108
73

65%
111

July 19.
13%

33%

14%

22%
100

Qolncyl05%
DelawareiCHudson OxaaiCo.104%
Delaware. I.ackawana.dc WesrlBS
Denver & Kto Grande. 11%
..ISVs
no tst ureter
34Vs
Illinois Central.108%
i.ake;arle& West.. 14
Lake Shore..
Louis A.Nash. 52%

i04v
104%
150
j ,j,

4,?

Au’“/?

Manhattan Elevated .IOaVs
Mexican Central.

-.o'??
3!%

lmi/
,

fls/

luUi

Michigan Central.104

Louis." eg

Minn A 81
Minn & 8t Louis di.
38
Missouri Pacific.
••1414.
Now Jersey Central.
New YorkCentrai.

88&L
118’8

New York.Chicagodr St Louis 13%
ao Bf
80
Northern Pacific com

28Va

TUESDAY. July 19.

July

„2
e<t/

SiT?

1171'2
niS
70

28%

Arrivail.

Steamer Cumberland,Thompson, St John N B,

Eastport for Boston.
Steamer Percy V. How, Phipsburg via Cundy’s Harbor.
Sch Anna E J Morse, Crocker, Philadelphia,
via

coni to Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch Grade D Buchanan. Harrington, Fcrnandina, railroad ties to G T lly Co.
Sell Ch rlotte T Sibley, Coombs, Philadelphia,
coal to to Gas Co.
Sell Thomas B Garland, Coleman. Pan an
River, clay to Portland Stoneware Co.
Sell KdiUi L Allen, Darrah. Philadelphia, cotl
to G T Ry Co.
Sell Lincoln, Robertson. Boston.
Sell Hattie Lewis. Clark, Boston.
Schs Julietta, i.atona and Agnes E

Sid fm Fowey July 18, steamer Daventrv (Er),
Ilowldeu1 Portlauu.

Memoranda.

Downes,

Boston

Saturday.

ALLAN LINE

ton.

schs Wm J Lermond. Hupper, Port Spain;
Myra B Weaver, Gourley, Tampico.
NEW LONDON—Ar l8tli, sch Maggie Mulvev. H >rt. Now York ior Boston.
Ar 18th, sells Mineola,
PERTH AMBOY
Kane, New York; Victory, Kenuck, do; lvolon,
Frye, do; Almecla Willey, Dodge, do.
Sid 19th. sells S 0 Tryon, Bath; Fanny Flint.
Bucksport; Susie P Oliver, Bangor: Victory,

Ellsworth.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 18th. schs Elvira J
French. Kendrick, Bostou; Jeremiah Smith,
Henley. Saco.
Ar 18th, 9ehs Wm K Park, Baugo; Jacob fe
Winslow. Kennebec.
Cld. schs Maynard Sumner Rockland; Clara
Goodwin. Baih; Annie F Kimball, do.
PORT READING—Ar 18th. sch Maud Briggs
Webster, New York (and cleared for Bangor);
Ma y E Crosby. Cummings, New York.
POUT TAMPA—Sid 18th, sch Sarah C Ropes,
Kreger. Apalachicola.
RICHMOND, Va—Ar 18tli, sell Chas H Wolslon. Kennebec.
Ar I9ih. soli Sadie Willcut, Hillsboro, NB.
ROCKLAND—Ar 19th, schs Clara, Hatch,
New York; M II Reid. Torrey, do; Wideawake,
Maddoeks, do.
ROCKl'ORT—Ar 19th, sch Annie L Yvilder,
Boston.
SALEM —Ar 18th, schs James Rothwell,
Flsner, Perth Amboy; 1) D Haskell, Eaton, do;
Onward. Atwood, from Bangor for Hyannis.
SAVANNAH—Chi 19tli, sch Etta Stimson,
St John NB (and sailed).

SAN FRANCISCO—Ski 18th, ship Roanoke,
New York.
STONINGTON—Ar 18th, sch Forest Belle,
Bea

Calais.

SULLIVAN—Sid 13th, schs Mattie J Alles,
J P* Wood, and Mollia Rhodes, New York.
Ar 18th, sch Clara
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Leavitt.

J F Ltscomb.
Steamer Enterprise, Race. South Bristol and
Booth bay—Allred Race.
Steamer Salacla, Oliver. Bangor—C R Lewis.
Soli Hattie C Luce, Heal, Rockport and Suffolk.
Va—Car let on Bros.
Sch Jennie S Butler, Butler, Kennebec and
Ba tlmore—J S Winslow & Co.
tr
11
Sch Gamecock, Wallace,

Millbridge-J
Freeman, Jasper, Machias^J 11

Blake.
Sell James
Blake.
SAILED—Schs Jennie S Butler and J lrr»nk
Seavey, Kennebec j Hattie C Luce, Rockport-

I.oinh^rd

Phihififtlnhia.

hnimrl

ROYAL MAIL

Montreal and
From

Quebec
11

to

;■

28 May
4 June
11 June

Laurentian,
Parisian.
lsjunu
25 June
Carthaginian,
Cantorman,
SO June
Steamers sail from Montreal atoa. m, connecting with Grand Trunk trains leaving Fortland the previous evening.
Laurentian carries cabin passengers only.
Carthaginian curries second cabin passengers

only.

The Saloons and Staterooms are in the central part, where least motion is telt. Electricity is used for lighting the ships throughout. the lights being at tho command of the
passengers at any hour of the night. Music
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
by steam.
Rates o! passage $52.60 101*70.GO.
A reduction is made od Round Trip Tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
Londonderry, $34.00 and *36.26: return.
*68.75 and *09.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry. Including every re-

TICKET aGKFCY,
& A.
and 1

Andersen. Bangor.
Ar ut Baysandu June 7. bqe Hattie G
Dixon,
southard, Savannah via Montevideo.
Bussed Tarita. June 18, barque Ma;Ia Accame
[Gal). Simone, Trapani for United States (ohare eu to load
at Bangor tor Glasgow).
5ld fm Trinidad
July 18. barque Glad Tidings,
-/Ollier. Washington.
Ar At St
John, NB, July 19, sells A P Emermn, Odell, New York; Edna, Donovan, do; JL A
man' Sliaw. Boston.

J- id, sells Riverdale, Urquhart.Rockport; BeuWasson, Thomastou; Saarbruck, Reid,
,J“\!a
Boston.

0311-2 Congress St.. II.
92 Stalest* Boston,
jly31dc

ALLAN, Montreal,

India SL, Portland.

New York Direct Line.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.
THREE tries eer week.
l lie
steamships llonnto llall and Man-

min
^tentatively
on land,

leave

Franklin Wharf,

Tuesdays, Thursdays and .Saturdays
j.’-1IJ-^or New York direct. Returning, leave
r*
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturlays at 5 p. m.
steamers are superbly fitted and fur#
r
j

travel and afford
ea, Passenger
and comfortable route
•oiiyenient
ortland
■

Fare;

and New York.
one wjiy. $5.00; round

the most

between

trip, $8.00.
carried are insured against war
under the terms of the Company’s Open
011cy. without additional charge to shipper.
J. F. LISCOMB.General Agent.
AXIOS. M. BARTLETT. Agt.
ocudtf
Goods

PALATIAL

BAY STATE ARB
season for

PORTLAND,

connection with earliest trains for

Evening at 7 o’clock.
J*
COYLE, Manager.
J. 1. LIbCOMB, Gen. Agfc.
_

v

ret.-.

:

Sepfc. 1. 1397.

International Steamship Co.
FOlt-

Eastport, Lubao. Ca'ais, St. Join, N,B., Halifax. N.S-

parts of New Bruns wide. Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Campobello mid St. Andrews,
N. B.
and all

Piue Tree Ticker Office, Monument Square or
for other information, at Company’s office,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
manaua

n.

uujksjsx

Agent.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO,
The 36a Island Route.
Beginning July 2nd. 1898, steamer Aucocisco
will leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, as
iollows:
Por Long Islaud, Little and Great Chebeagre. Cliff Island. So. Harpswell. Bailey’s and
Jrr’s Islands. 8.50 a. in.. 1.09, ti.io p m.
Return for Portland-Leavo Orr's Islaud, via
ibove landings, 5.50, lt.ooa. m.,3.50 n. m. Arrive
Portland, 8.10 a. m., 1.00, 6.00 p. m.
SUNDAYS.
J.eave Portland for Long Island, Little and
Treat Cbebeague, Cliff Islaud, and So. Harpsvell, 10.00 a. m., 2.00 p. m.
Return for Portland, leave So. Harpswell. via
ienk’s landing, Little Cbebeague and Long

island,

11.45 a. m., 3.45 p. 111.
Cliff Island,
1.45 p. m. Arrive Portland. 1.00, 5.30 p. in.
Pare to So. Harpswell and return Sundays,
150; other landings, 25c.

ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’l Manager.

juueSOtl

PORTLMD and SMALL POINT
STEAMBOAT CO.
Dally

trip (Sundays excepted) between
Portland and Cape Small Point

round

aim

April

alter

Steamer

4th. 1S98.

CAPT. CHAS. H.
iVill leave Portland Pier,
n., for Lowell’s Cove, Cu r’s

HOWT"

Portland, at, 2.00 p.

Island;

Card’s Cove.

Juohog Bay, Poor’s Point. East Harpswell;

Xshdale, Horse Island Harbor, Water Cove,
(mall Point, bobaseo, Pbippsburg and Cundy’s
Jarbor.
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at

1.01) a. m.; Pbippsburg, 0.15 a. m.; Aslidale, G.30
m.; Water Cove, Small Point, 6.40 a. m.;
Joor’s Point, 7.00 a. in.; Card’s Cove, 7.15 a. m.;
-owell’s Cove, Orr.s Island, 8.00 a. in., arrive in
’ortland at 10.00 a. m.
Por lurtlier particulars apply to
J. H. MCDONALD. Pres, and Manager,
158 Commercial street
Telephole 46-3.
dtf

; ..

Belle.

The steamer that brought the

FARES
l>OWN leaves Portland Pier
Week Ilays

For Bay View Landing. 8.00. 9.00, 10.00 a. m.
1.30, 2.15. 5.00. 0.15. *7.00,111.00 p. m.
Return—6.20, 7.25, 8.25. 9.20. 10.20 a. m,
1.50, 2.35, 4..5, 5.20, *0.30, *7.20 p. 111.
SUNDAYS.
For Bay View Landing. 8.00, 9.00. 10.00.
*11.00 a. m., 12 m., *1.30, 2.15, *3.00, 4.00,
5.00, 6.00 p. m.
Return 7.35, 8.20, 9.20. 10.20, *11.20 a. m., 1.00,
*1.50, 2.33, *3.2'l. 4.20, 5.20, C.30 p. ni.
* Not
run in stormy or loggy weatiicr.
t Saturday night oulv.
JOHN TEMPLE, Manager.
JlylOdtf

MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.
PORTLAND and BANGOR
June

28, 1898,

STEAMER SALACIA
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesdays
rnd Saturdays at 6 a. m. Touching at Sqnirret
lalarnl, Rock I ami, Camden, Belfast, Bucks|iort and Wlntorport. Arriving at Bangor
ibout 7 p. m.
Returning—leave Bangor Mondays
ami
eaves

Thursdays

at 5

a.

in.,

making

above

landings.

Arriving at Portland about 0 p. m.
Connection*—At Squirrel island for Boothbay llarbor, Heron Jsl nil, Christmas Cove and
At Rockland
for Vinalhaven
Pemaquid.
North Haven and Stonington.
FAKES FROM

PORTLAND TO

squirrel Island.75c,
liocklaud

or

Camden. .SI.35,
3.00,

Bedfast.

round

trip,
"

S1.25
2.25
3.50

4.50
Bangor. *.50
Weather permitting.
0. C. OLIVER, President.
ClIAS. it. LEWIS, Treasurer.
je25 Ulf

SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Sca-boro Crossing, 7.10, 9.20, 10.15 a. m.,
2.00. 3.40.4.13, 5.10, 0.15, 7.15 p. 111.; Scarbnro
Beach, fine Point, 7.10, 8.15, 9.20, 19.15 a. 111.,
12.55, 3.00, 3.40, 4.10, 5.10,0.15, 7.15 p. In.; Old
Orchard Beach, 5.20, 7.10, 8.15, 9.20. 10.15 a.m.,
12.50, 2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.00, 5.10, 5.30. 0.15, 7.15 p. 111.;
Saco, lllddeford, 8.15, 9.20, 10.15 a. m., 12.55,
2.00. 3.40.4.15.5.01), 5.10, 5.30, 0.15, 7.15 p. 111.;
Kennebunk, 12.55, 4.15. 5.00, 5.30 p. m.; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, 4.15, 5.30 p.
Ilk; North Berwick, Dover, Exeter, Haver
lti.1, Lawrence, Lowe!!, Boston, a 5.20 a. m.,
12.55, 5.00, 5.30 p. m. Arrive Boston 8.40 a. m..
5.2s. 8.32. 9.42 p. ni. Leave Boston for Portland
3.45 a. m, Arrive Portland 7.10 a. m.

EASTERN DIVISION
For Blddeford, Portsmouth,
Newbury,
port, Atncbnry, Salem, Lynn, Boston, 2.00,
0.00 a. m., 12.45, b 1.45. 6.00
p. m. Arrive Boston. 5.58 a. 111.. 12.30, 4.00, 4.30. 9.00 p. m. Leave
Bostun for Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
7.00,
9.45 p.m. A rive Portland, 11.45 a, in., 12.00,
4.30,10.15 p. ni., 12.40 a. m.

SUNDAY TRAIN'S.

dtf

jp27__

MAINE CENTRAL fi.R.
Ir effect June 27.1898.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND.
For Brunswick, Lewiston, (Lower)
Batli, Boothhay, Popliam Beach, Rockland, Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, and Belfast.
8.30 a.m. For Danville ,lc., Itumford Falls,
Bemis, Lewiston, Farmington, Iiangeley.
11.05 a. m. Express for Danville Jc., Lewiston. Waterville. Moosehead Lake via Foxcroft.
pangor, car Harbor, Aroostook County and for
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen, 8t. Andrews,
5t. .Tolm, and Halifax via Vanceboro.
12.30 p.m.
Express for Brunswick. Bath,
Rockland, Lisbon Falls, Augusta. Waterviile
Newport, Bangor. Bueksport, Bar Harbor. Oldtown and Greenville.
1 10 p, m.
For Danville Jc., Rumford Falls,
Bemls, Lewiston, Farmington. Carrabasset
Rangeley. Bingham. Waterviile. Skowliegan.
7 00

a. m.

I. 15 p.m.

For

Freeport, Brunswick,

Au-

gusta. Waterviile, Skowliegan, Belfast, Dover
tnd Foxcroft, Greenville, Bangor, Oldtown and
Mattawamkeag and to Bueksport Saturdays.
5.05 p. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland.
Augusta and Waterviile.
5.10 p. m. For Danville Junction, Mechanic
tails, Lewiston, Satinday9 to Rumford Falls.
8.00 p. m. Fxpress to i.ewistou.
II. 00 D.

Night

m.

Express,

for

Brunswick,

Bath, Lewiston Augusta, Waterviile, Bangor;
Moosehead
Lake.
Aroostook county via
Old Town, Bar Harbor. Bueksport Vaueeuuro.
St. Stephen, St. Andrews, St. John and all
Aroostook County via Vanceboro, Halifax ar.u
die Provinces. The Saturday nignt train does
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbur.
12.55 a. m., midnight—Alt. Dessert special fur
Brunswick, Augusta, Waterviile, Bangor and
Bar Harbor.
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton, Fabyans, Burling,
ion, Lancaster, St. Jolinsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago St. Paul and Minneapolis.
1.25 ii.ni. For Sebago Lake. Bridgton. via
Kail and Songo River. North Coinvav. l'abyans,
Lancaster, Colebrook,;yuebee, Lunenburg, St.
Jolinsbury, Newport. Sleeper to Quebec.
6.55 u. m. For Sebago I,ake, Cornish. Bridgton, North Conway and Bartlett.
8.30 n. m.
For sebago Lake,
Fryeburg,
North Conway, Fabyans, Lunenburg, S:.. Johnbury, .Montreal and to Toronto amt Chicago
daily except Saturday. Lancaster. Colebrook,
Lime Ridge, Quebec. Sleeper to Alontreal.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
7.20 a.

m.
a. m.

7.25
12.30 p. in.

Paper train for Bangor.

Paper train for Lewiston.

KAILBOAUl

8.30 p. m. For White
Mountain Division,
Montreal, Toronto and Chicago.
ll.oo p. m. Night Express for all points.
12.55 a. m. Mt. Desert special for Waterviile,
Bangor and Bar Harbor.

6.CO

Pcriland & Wormier Line.
PORTUKD Si ROCHESTER R. R.
Station Foot o( I'reble Si.
On and after Monday. June 27. 1898. Passenger
trains will Leave Portland:

Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and Kpping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
p. m.
for Manchester, Concord and points North at
dr

a.

m. and 12.30 p.

m.

6.30 and 6.20 p.
for Westbrook.

a.

m..

12.3a 3.0a

m.

Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Woedfords at 7,30, 9.46 a. in..
12.30,3.00, 6.3) and 6.20 p. m.
.HU

lu.

U.UIIUU

.......

VUliUCtU

Junction with "Hoosae Tunnel Route”
Ayer
the West and at Union Station, Worcester,
Providence and New

York, via “‘Providence
Line” lor Norwich and New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston and Albany ft. R. for
ho West, and with tho New York ail rail via

‘Springfield.”

FARE FIVE CENTS.

|

For Brunswick. Lewiston, Bath,
Augusta, Waterviile, Bangor and Bar Harbor.

it

Island

leave Portland, Union Station, for
1
L' ^sins:, 7.10. 9.05, 10.00 a. in., 12.0ft.
;
-.20, 6.00. 5.15, 0.20, (>.50 p. in.: Scarlioro Hoarh,
< in.- l
oi.it, 7.00. 7.11), 8.15. 9.05, 10.00 a. m.. 12.00,
1.20, 3.30, 3-55, 5.15, 5.60. 0.20. 0.50. 8.00 ]>. ill.. Old
Orcll.i .1 Loach. 6.20, 7.00. 7.10.8.15.5.40 0.05
10.00 a. 111.. 12.00.12.30.1.20,1.45. 3.30, 3.55, 6.13.
5.30. 0.05. 0.30, *5.50, 8.00 p. itl; shoo, Klridcfnrd
7.00. 51.15.'5.40. o.ir,, 10.00 a. m., 12.00, 12.30, 1.20,
3.30. 3.56, 5.13, r.'.-O, 0.2'). 3.00 p. m.; Km,..«),<».. k,
Kol.i.olmnk port, 7.-,K>, 8.40. 10.00 a. in.. 12.30,
3.60, 5.15, 6.05. 0.20 p. ni.; 5V.it. lie:.on, 7.00.
8.40 a. III., 3.30, ...,6 p. J; Dover, 8,>m,r|.
wot tli, 7.00, 8.40
a. ID., 12.30. 3.30, 5.15 p. m.;
ltocl.e^.er, Farmington, Attun r.liv, w .ll
boro, 8.40 a. 111., 12.30, 3.30 p. in.; Lakepoi
t..,.
conia, Weirs, I’lymooih, 8.40 a. n;„ 12.30 p.
111.;
eirs, Centre llariio., Long istand
(via Alton Bay and steamer), 8.40 a. in; Worcester (via Somersworth and Rochester), 7. a.
in.; Manchester, Concord, (via Rockingii uu
Junction), 7.00 a. ill., 3.30 p. III.; North it.,.wick, Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence,
Lowell, Boston, a 5.20, 7.00, 8.40 a. 111., 12.39,
3.30. 0.05 p. in.
Arrive Boston, 8.40. 10.13 a. in..
Leavo Boston for
12.42.4.02. 7.15, .9.15 p. ni.
Portland, 5.59, 7.30, 8.00, 8.30 a. m.. 1.15. 4.13, 0.00
p. m. Arrive ortland, 10.10, 11.50, 11.55 a. m„
12.10, 5.00, 7.00, 0.30 p. Ilk
"

apr4_

or
or

Str.

DIVISION.

Trains

White Mountain Division,

“Percy "^7””

6.30 p. m.

ON

Effect June ‘27th. 1898,

WESTERN

For Blddefo-d, Portsmouth, Newbury,
Summer Arraugemcni.
port, Salem, Lynn, Boston, 2 a. m.. 13.45 p. m.;
Arrive Boston 5.58 a. m., 4.00 p. m. Leave BosOn and after Monday. May sth. steamer
will leave Portland on Mondays, Wednesdays ton lor Portland, i-o.oo a. m., 7.00, 9.45 p. m.
Arrive Portland, 12.25,10.20 p. in.. 12.40 a. m.
aud Fridays at 5.30 p. m.
o.
Stops at Norib Berwick and Exeter
Iteturuing leave St.John and Eastport same only.
days.
b. Western Division
to North Berwick;
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked stops Klttery Jet. and Portsmouth only.
c.
to destination. jEgvp'reight received up to 4.00
Western Division from North Berwick.
p. m.
_P- J- FLANDERS. G. P, & T. A. Boston.
For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the GEO. 11. THOMPSON, Tioket Agent, Portland.

Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at T.30 a. m., 12.30 and

ISLAND

In

_

for Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45

PEAKS

BTEAStBKS

points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Powell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, every3

7.30
for

GO TO

Commencing Tuesday,

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

AND

alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Tortland, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in

For tickets or further information apply to
T. P. McGOWAH, 420 Congress St., J. B.
Exchange St., ASHTON’S

Foreign Forts.
at Barbados July 1G, bqe Willard Mudgett,
Thestrup. New York.
Ar at Parrsboro, NS. July 14, sch Willie
D,
Wasson. Eastport.
Cld, sch Modoc. Smith, New York.
Passed| through the canal at St Peters, CB,
luly 15, sch Golden Sheaf, from Portland for
Port Bevis, CB.
Sid fin Windsor. NS. July 8, sch Av
Calais.
Ar at Buenos
Ayres June 17, barquo Charles
Loring, Lunt, New York.
Ar at
Liverpool July 17, barque Activ (Nor),

THU NEW

Montreal

May.
June.
June.
June.

Une, Stmdnys Iiicliidrd,

KJafly

run

—

Ar

On and after June 27tli to make close
connections with steamer for above places* lake
M. C. It. It. (Mountain l)iv.{ train for Sebago Lake, leaving Onion Station daily at
L-5 p. m.
leaves
Returning, steamer
Harrison 7.45 a. m., North Bridgton 8.00 a.
m., Bridgton 8.30a. m., Naples 0.15 a. m connecting at Lake Station with 11.45 a. n*. train
lor Portland and Boston.
Information and
tickets obtained at Union Station.
C. L. GOOD RIDGE, Mgr.
jueUtf

On

Liverpool.

Liverpool Steamship
12 May.
California,
19 May.
Numldiau,

28
2
0
10

Songo liiver, Naples, Bridgton, North
The
Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford.
route
through the
Winding Songo and Sebago’s chum of Lakes.

famous daily excursion

STEAMERS.

P!Lnt

[ami sailed).
Passed
Sells ChaHes P Notman. Jewett,
Newport News tor Boston; Emma F .-ngell,
Tripp, do for do; Three Marys, Birdsa'l, do folio; AMce E Clark. Clark, do fordo, Horace W
Mncomber, Bray, Baltimore for Boston; Loander
Vr Beebe, Daniels, do lor do; Charles A Campbell, Robinson, do for o; Ulrica R Smith, Flckitt. Kddvvllle for Dorchester. Mass; Alice Holbrook, Ellis, Philadelphia for Bangor; Helena.
Nickerson, Perth Amboy fordo; John J Hanion. Oliver, bound east : John Stroup. Richardson. Newcastle. N B,for New York; Altaretta S
Snare, Lawson, Quaco, NB, for do; Sarah E
Ward. Ireland, Kennebec to>- Philadelphia; Ly:onia Hyena and Maud Sherwood, bound west;
Edith L Allen, Darrali. Philadelphia for Portend ; Rabboui,“Lord, do for Bangor.

Cleared.

Steamship Horatio Iiall, Bragg, New York—

Saturday.
Wednesday

Wednesday

Philadeiphii

fiahlllg.

Steamer John Wise, with bargo Margery,
Green’s Landing for Boston.

to

Custom Oouso Wharf.

SU1,

RAILROADS.

BAY STEAMBOAT CO SEBAliO LAKE STEAMBOAT K0U1E. BOSTON & MAINE It. 11.

CASCO

Now York, July 19—Sell Abigail U&vnes, Ira
Kondout for Fortland, with cement, sprung
aleak in Hell Gate tills morniUK auu
put In at WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
city Island, leaking about 600 strokes per hour
Tlic leak will be stopped before proceeding
Boston, July 18—Sell Willard Saulsbury reSummer Arrangements, July 3, 1898
cently libelled, was sold on Saturday bv the U S
For Forest City Landing. Peaks’ Island. 5.45,
Marshal for $876 to K & I K Stetson
0.40, 8.00. 9.00, 10.00, *10.30 11.00 a. m.. i2.00 m.t
Cape Town, dill. Juno 10-Barque TilTe
12.30, *1.45, 2.15, 3.00, *3.45, 4.30, 5 00, 5.45, 6.15,
llaUer, ltyder. wlncb arrived here June nth
*7.00. 7.30, *8.00, 9.30 p. Dl.
from 1 hiladelphia. experienced heavv weather
during the voyage, the forward house was stove Eeturn. Leave Forest City Landing, 6.20, 7.20,
8.30.9.30.10.20, *11.00, 11.30 a. 111., 12.20, 1.00,
and several minor losses and
damages sustained.
*2.15, 2.45. 3.20, *4.15, 5.00. 5.30, 6.05, 6.30, *7.30.
8.20, *9.00, 10.15 p. m., or at close of entertainOomosric Port*.
ment.
For Cushing’s Island, 6.40, 8.00. 9.00, *10.30, 11.00
W
sells
Bartlett.
Nelson
yoiiK—Ar18th,
v\ Uwy. Brunswick,Ga;
а. m.. 12.30, 1.45, 2.15, 3.00, 4.30. 5.00, 6.15 *7.00,
Norombeea. Armstrong.
Norfolk'lor Bridgeport; Methehesec, Snow,
*8.00, 9.30, p. m.
Eeturn.
Leave Cushingte, 7.00, 8.15, 9.15, *10.45,
Virginia; Addie K Snow. Brown. Black Island;
11.20, a. in.. 12.45, 2.00, 2J5, 3.30, 4.45, 5.40, 6.40,
Gladys, Smith. Bangor; A«*tn.*, Chipman, do;
Le%i Harr. Pendleton, do;
*7.20.
8.30, 9.45 p. m.
Maggie Ellen, LlttieHelen, Cot on. Sands River, NS; For Trefethen's, Evergreen, Little and Great
l?5,n’A.?rllantl«
EG Willard,
Diamond
Jslauds, 5.30. 6.oo. 7.00, 8.00, 9.00,
Ayhvorth, Rockland; Bertha E
10.30 a. m.. 12.00 rn., 2.00, *3.15. 4.20, 5.45, 6.15,
Glover, Farr. do.
7.20, 9.30 p. m.C
Cld, sell Mary Stnndish. Gray, Norfolk,
Trefethen’s. 6.20. 7.00, 8.00,
bid. sehs Thomas B Reed, Digby. NS: Gen Eeturn. Leave
Adelbert Ames. Bath; C E Sears. Lubec; Cathie
9.10, 10.20, 11.50 a. 1IL, 1.05, 3.20, *4.35, 5.25, 0.55,
C Berry, Amboy for
*10.25 p. m.
8.30,
Perth
Buck!.
Lynn: Charley
Amboy for Salem; Norombega, Norfolk for Eeturn. Leave Evergreen, 0.15, 6.55, 7.55.
9.05, 10.15, 11.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.15, *4.30, 5.20,
Bridgeport; J V Wellington, Portsmouth. Va,
for New
б. 50, 8.25, *10.20 p. in.
llaven; Pochasset, Philadelphia for Eeturn.
Saco.
Leave Little Diamond. 6.30, 7.10,
A : 19th. sobs Lizzie
8.10, 9.20, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 in., 1.15, 3.30, *4.45,
Cochran, Mlnersville, N
5.35, 7.05, 8.40, *10.35 p. m.
b; George Gurney, B-ngor; Hattie E King,
bt John, NB; Mary Stewart, Advocate. NS; Eeturn. Leave Great Diamond, 6.25, 7.05. 8.05.
9.15, 10.25. 11.55 a. rn.. 1.10. 3.25, *4.40, 5.30.
Otronto, Bangor; Sardinian, Rockland; Hattie
A Marsh, South Gardiner; Hattie McG Buck.
7.00, 8.35, *10.30 p. m.
Hillsboro; Irene E Meservey. Hallett’s Island; For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island. 5.30, 6.00
Lester A Lewis. Bangor; Ella FCrowell, Tliom7.00, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m.. 12.00 rn., 2.00, *3.15,
4.20, 5.45. 6.15, 7.30, *9.30 p. m.
aston; Ira Bliss, do; Isaac Orbeton. Bangor; C
Ponce’s
B Wood. Sullivan; Mabel Hall, Rockland; Maud Eeturn. Leave
Lauding. 6.05, 6,40,
7.45, 8.50. 9.50, 11.20 a. m., 12.50, 2.50, *4.05,
Briggs, Port Reading for Bangor; Ella G Eels,
6.25.
*10.15
5.10,
6.55,
8.15,
p. 111.
Hurricane Island; Fostina, Windsor. NS. for
Marriner’s Landing,
Long Island, 9.00,
Newburg; It L Tay, Portland; Red Jacket, For
10.30
a.
2.00.
5.45
m.,
*3.15,
p. in.
Rockland; Georgia Berry, do; Mollie Rnodes,
Marriner’s Lauding, Long IsVlnalhaven; Nightingale. Bangor; Vineysrd, Eeturn. Leave
11.30
a.
land,
3.00,
*4.15, 6.35 p. m.
10.00,
m.,
Two Bivers, NS; Nellie King, Walton, NS,
bid. steamer Manhattan, Portland.
Sunday Time Table.
BOSTON-Ar 18th, sells Daylight. Nickerson. For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 8.00,
Washington; John W Lir.nell. Handy; do; J M
9.00, 10.00, 11.00 a. in.. 12.20, *+1.30, 2.15, *3.15.
Kennedy. Hutchings, Eddyvllle; Mildred May.
3.45. 4.45, 6.15. 7.30 p. m.
Cousins, Romlont; W S Jordan, Kennedy, Phil- For Cush ng’s Island, 8.00, 9.00,11.00 a. in., 12.20,
adelphia; Henry!!! Chamberlain, Fossett, *Ho2.15, 3.45, 6.15.7.30 p. ill.
boken.
For Trefethen’s, Evergreen. Little and Great
Old, sell Benj C Frith, Keene, Buenos Ayres.
Diamond Islands, 7.00, 8.00, 9.30, 10.30, a. m.
Ar iuth, sells Chas P Aotnian. .Jewstt, New012.15. 12.00. *3.15, 4.20, 5.15, 6.15, *7.30 1). m.
port News; Cbas A Campbell. Robinson, Balti- For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 7.00, 8.00.
more; Independent, Case, Norfolk; Alice E
9.30, 10.30 a. m.. 12.15, *tl.30, 2.00, *3.15, 4.20,
Clark, Clark, Newport News; Emma lr Angoll,
5.15, *7.30 p. m.
Tripp, do; l.ucy. Hooper, Kondout; Ada Her- For Marriner’s Landing. Long Island, 9 30,
bert, Getohell, Port Eaton; J Kennedy, Garnett,
10.30 a. ill., 2.00, *3.15,4*20, 5.15 p. in.
Calais.
•Not run in stormy or foggy weather.
Alsoar]9th, sells Sarah Hill, Calais; Gen
Banks. Portland; David A Storey, Bangor; II 8 Ponce’s Lauding, Long Island, only.
Boynton. Rockport; Wm Butman. Bangor.
Ticket* sold over this line to the Gem
Sid. sclis Nellie .1 Crocker. St John, NB;
Thealre.
Willie. Deer Isle; Bessie 11 Gross, do.
Unavoidable delays excepted and subject to
BALTIMORE—Ar 18lli, sell 8 P Hitchcock.
without
notice.
Horens? n Kennehee.
change
Cld. sclis Andrew Adams. Tibbett3, Portland;
C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.
City of Augusta. Adams. Salem.
jlyldtf
Ar 19th, sell Morris W Child. Kennebec.
BANGOR—Ar lath, sells lzetta. Nyo, New
York; Grace Webstei, Ilarvey, do; Mattie
Holmes. Maddox, do; Augustus Welt, Sproul,
Philadelphia; William Slater, Hutchings. New
York; Webster Barnard, Marshall, Bridgeport.
Sid, sells Kate Walker, Wickford; II B Ritter,
Philadelphia.
BATH—Ar 19th, sell Nat Mender. New York;
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.
S S Thorpe. Boston; Mary B Wellington, do.
Sid, sells I) Howard Spear, Philadelphia; H S
Dalton and A W Fisko, New York; Jennie C
From
and
every
May, Baltimore.
BOOTH BAY—Ar 19tli, sch Mary J Elliot,
Boston.
From
and
every
MBUCKSPORT—Ar 19tli, sch Alice J Crabtree,
Crabtree, New York.
CALAIS—Sid 19th, schs E Waterman. New
From Central Wharf. Boston. 3 p. m. From
Bedford ; Viola May, New York; S W Smith,
Pine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. in.
InNew Haven.
DARIEN—Sid 16th, sch WmT Donnell, Nor- surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
West
the
for
the
Penn.
It.
It.
and
Freights
by
ton. Batli; S W Balano. Wilson, St Simons.
ELLSWORTH—ar 19th. schs Henrietta A South by connecting lines, forwarded tree of
commission.
Whitney. Portland: Georgietta, New York.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
FALL RIVER-Ar 18th. sell Senator Grimes,
Meals and room Included.
Clifford, Calais.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
FERNANDINA —Bid 18th, sch M Luella
Agent. Central Wharf, Boston.
Wood, Spaulding, New York.
All goods shipped by tills
line are
GLOUCESTER—Ar 18th. schs Mlantonomah,
Morrill, Boston; Nellie F Talbot, do for Rock- covered against war risk by open policies
land; Ivy Bell, Dow, Round Pond.
issued to this company without expense
Ar 19th. schs J M Morales. Kennebec for
New York; Ringleader. Port Readingfor Thom- to shipper,
aston; Susan Stetson, Boston for Bangor.
Treasurer and General
JACKSONVILLE—Sid 38th, sch Bertram N ME. B. SAMPSON,
Manager, 80 State St, Fiske Building, Boston,
White. Faulkingham, Washington.
ass.
oct22dtf
LUBEC—Ar loth, barque Emilia (Ital), Trapani. Eastport, to load for Mediterranean.
NEWPORT NEWS —Ar 18th. sens Eva B
Dcuadass, Bennett, New York; Hugh Kelley,
Haskell. Carteret.
NORFOLK—Ar 18th, schs James H HoytMalne port; Isaac T Campbell, Stevens,Charies,

20.

The follom* ware to-day’s closing quorattors

„„

Pilot sup....

Sept.

74%

Or-enig.
Closln,..

SI 0

*11; poor hay not wanted at any price.
Coal
dull but unchanged.
Fresh beef fairly active
—sides 7ya,R.S1/aC +) lb, hinds at 1 0011c, fores
at6®ilVic. rounds and flanks 8®8yac, loins at
13016c, rumps and loins 12014a, backs at 7@
8c, rattles at 5®5Vsc, lames 11,013c; mutton 8
Q9e. Lobsters lower 16c V pound for boiled
and 13c for live.
The following are todys- wholesale price 1 of
Provisions. Groceries; etc

Brc so

at 8.00

Pert.

coal 75c net.

..

POISONED BY HASH.

On

Schr

...

Gen.Rus3iai344@14

S3 75.

Schr Morning Star.Rarltan River to Portland,
sand (1 5o.
Schr Marlon Draper, South Amboy to Bath,
coal 60c.

land,

of the day appointed.
plurality of the votes cast in

7.30 p.

wood

I4<ts

ISA's
oflVs

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

S''’8/*
127

172 Vs

Trains arrive at Portland front Worcester
it 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. nt., 1.30
utd6.is p. m. j from Gorham at 6.i0, 8.30 and
.0.60 a. in.. 1.30, 4.15, 6.18 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Arrive from Rochester and way stations 0.25
L.

m.

Leave for Rochester and way Stations. 6.15 p.
n.

For through tickets tor all points West and
South apply to 11. U. PALMER. Ticket Agent,

Portland,

Ole.

je26dti

J.

W. PETERS. 9upt.

p.

m.

For Lewiston.

Arrivals In Portland.

From Alontreal. Quebec, Fabyau3, 8.10 a. m.
daily, Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30 a. m„

Waterviile, Rockland and Augu-ta, 8.35 a. m,,
angeley, Farmington, Bemis, Rumford F&lls,
Skov,began and Lewiston, 12.15 p. in., Bangor.
Augusta and Rocklafid, 11.53 a. m. j Beecher
Falls, St. Johnsburv, Bridgton, 13.13 p. in.; Express, Mattawamkeag, Bar Harbor, Bueksport,
Greenville, Bangor, 1.10 p. jn.; Lewiston, 3.25 p.
m.; Lancaster, Whltefiela, Fabyans. 5.00 p. m.j
Skowliegan,Waterviile, Augusta and Rockland,
3.20 p.m. daily; St.John, Bar Harbor, Aroostook County, Moosehead Lake and Bahgor,
5.30 p. m.; Rangeley, Farmington,
Rumford
Falls, Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.; Chicago, Montreal,
Lancaster and Fabyans 7.42 p. m.; Mattawamkeag, Bar Harbor and Bangor, 1.40 a. m. dally;
Halifax. St. John, Bar Harbor, Bangor and
Augusta, 5.08 a. m. daily.
■

nuuua

v

a—ijcnlotuu,

j.w

«•

»**•.

i/ao

*»• m,, utu

12.25 p. m.. and Waterville, 8.20 p. m.
UEO. F. EVANS. Vice Pres, and Gen. Man.
F. E. BOOTHBY. G. F. & X. £
t£25dtf

Harbor,

Portland & Rumford Falls

R’y.

[In Effect June 27, 1898,
DEPARTURES.
From Union Station
Falls, Buekfleld, Caaton, Dlxnoln, Rumford Falls and Bemis.
3.50 a. m„ l.ie and 6.10 p. m.
From Union
Station for.Meclxame Falls and intermediate
stations.
Saturdays only, 5.10 p. in. train runs through
to Rumford Falls.
Through cars between Portland, Rumford
Falls and Bemis.
Connections at Bemis for all points In the
Rangeley Lakes.
l. so A. M. and l.io P. 1'L
for Poland, Mechanic

Summer Excursion Tickets on Sale.

MONTREAL and

QUEBEC

Jo LIVERPOOL,

Front Liverpool
Front Quebec
July 23. daylight July
23, 2.30 p. in'.
"
u
a.
m.
I
30,
30, 0.00 p. nt.
t'ancnuver Aug. G, daylight Aug. g, 2.30 p. m.
M,
Scotsman
13. 2.30 p. nt.
I
Yorkshire
20,
20, 2.30 p. m.
Steamer

Dominion
Labrador

BOSTON
ro

UVKKPOOL
From

VIA.

QUEENSTOWN.
From

Steamer.
Liverpool.
p,cavon.
ruly 14, s. 8. ( autt-ui.
July 28. ‘4T::6~pTro.
28.
S.
8.
New
ruly
England. Aiig. li,
p. m.
It ATE S OF PASSAGE.
First Cabhr, $52.50 ami
upwards.
dCO and
according to steamer

upwards

Kctiirn
ami ac-

lommodation.
Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Lonlonderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50. Bourn $6C;75 to
$78.40, according to steamer
md accommodation.
Si enrage, to Liverpool. London.
Londonlerry, Glasgow. Queenstown and Beliast?22.50 to $25.50 ^cording to steamer.
Apply to J. B. KEATING, J’. 1\ McftOWAN,
r.JENSEN, C. ASHTON, Portland. or
l)AVID TOURANOK
CO.. Gen. Agents,
Sdontrea'.
jelHdtf

R. C. BRADFORD. T.affio Manager,
Portland, Maine.
E. L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent,
Rumford Falls. Maine.
lel5 dtf

Portland & Boothbay Steamboat Co.
Summo

r

Arrangements—On

nnd

After

Julie lStli, 1898.

GOING WEST.
UTR. ENTERPRISE leaves East Boothbay
for Portland Mondays at 7.15 a. m., touching at So. Bristol tChristmas Cove, Heron Island. tOoeau Point, Boothbay Harbor and

Squirrel

Island.

Wednesday, leave Damariscotta at 6 a. m. for
Portland, touching at aoove landings.
Friday, leave I’emaquid for Portland at 6 a.
m. ,touching ata'.ove landings except Datnarlseotta.

GOING EAST.
Tuesdays and Saturdays, leave Portland at 7
a. m.

for

Damariscotta, [touching

at

Squirrel

Island, Boothbay Harbor, fOecan Point. Heron
Island. tChristmas Cove, So. Bristol and East
Boothbay.
Thursdays, leave Portland at 7 a. ns. for Peraaqulti, touching at above landings except
Damariscotta.
On Saturday will return from Damariscotta
to East Boothbay.
t Passengers conveyed by team.
Tuesdays and Saturdays osssengers for Biurs
aiiuiti conveyed by ferry from So. Bristol.
iei7df
\LFKED Rack. Manage#

AT

NEW APVGKT1SEMBK1S

Owen, Moore & Co.
J. K. Libhv Co.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft
Johnston. Bailey & Co.
Standard Clothing Co.
Administrator’s

Islsuderg Wrangle

lUUiV.

In

Sale._

signature

of Chas. H. Fletcher.

thirty

than

years, and

use

for

The

Kind You Have Always Bought.

more

“Mrs. Winslow

s

An

Old

ltoad

considerable excitement and
lets loud talk on Island avenue,
Peaks island, near the Bay View house
•
yesterday afternoon about two o’clock,
Lost, Found which was occasioned by the unsuccessful
There

more

CASTORIA

%

Over

Soothing

Syrup,

by millions

of*

Has been used over Fifty
mothers for their childreu while
Teething
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
Wind
cures
softens the gums, allays Pain,
Colic, regulates the bowels, and Is the best
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
Years

THE TEETH THEIR THEME

Cart.

New AVants. To Bet, For Sale,
and similar advertisements will bo fouu under
their appropriate heads oa page (i.

Bears the

PEAKS-

teething or other causes. For sale by Druggists In every part of the world. Be sure and
ash for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts

was

or

attempt to move
by 15 feet which

booth about 12
stands on the lot of
land about 25 feet from the street front.
It was proposed by Mrs. W. A. Sterling
to bring this booth which is used by Mr.
a

in Porlhnd.

candy

now

Swan, a cripple by the way, to the arsenal
line for the convenience of his customers
and this move met with strong opposition
from certain parties led by Mr. Robinson
Sterling, who claimed that the booth already stood in part on the old right of
way which in the days cf her great grandfather was set aside and run from the old
T'rott mansion to the shore, and if moved
to the proposed site it would cover even
more of this old cart road. It was claimed
by Mrs. Sterling that some years ago she
purchased large tract of land say about
80 by 125 feet fronting on the avenue and
reaching to the shore line, and in her
deed it was stipulated that a right of way
should be reserved, of fifteen feot, and
that she had made provision for this by
a

laying

Maine Dentists Hold Aunual Meeting

AND

PAPERS

DISCUSSIONS

ON

DENTAL TOPICS.

Tho Rect.ure Room of the Maine
Ear

Eye and
Infirmary Their Place of Assemb'

ling—Mayor Rundall’s

Welcome—Ex.

Judge Symonds Talks of

Professional

Relations.

Dentists from

all

over

the State

are

here, participating in the Maine Dental
Society’s aunual meeting, which began

yesterday afternoon and will continue
through today. The place of meeting is
the hall in the Maine Eye and Ear I nfirmary.
The meeting

was

called to order, shcrtlj

Dr. Dlanchard
after 3 o’clock. Rev.
offered prayer, and an address of welcome was delivered by Mayor Randall,

a straight way
from tho avethe water front.
It appears that this old right of
way who said:
BRIEF JOTTINGS.
cuts diagonally across her lot and has
Mr. President and Gentlemen—A few
operated to prevent a desirable sale. But days ago I received a very courteous let'
ter from your secretary, inviting me tc
The monthly meeting of directors of the
for this she claims that her lot might
be present at your meeting today and say
Invalids’ Home will occur at Woodfords
bring something like twenty cents a {foot a few words of welcome, and I assure
at
3
o’clock.
on Wednesday
and that the old road has not been gen- you it affords me great pleasure to (to so.
In behalf of the city of Portland, whiob
Repairs are to be made ou the Cbestnut erally used for a
period of many years.
at present I have tho honor to represent,
■Street sohooi house.
me notes ana Littlejohns and other I
cordially welcome you.
South
A oase of diphtheria at 19 1-2
Interested parties claim that to
The city of Portland is the principal
change
the
to
board
was
street
reported yesterday
the old right
of way would involve a city in Maine, not only in population
and wealth, but also the principal centre
of health.
modification of deeds going back many
those societies and institutions that
Rigby’s opening race meeting 'of the years. In short it is a nice wrungl3 which of all
go to make up the social life of our
Baason will begin today.
most likely th« courts will sooner or later commonwealth. Wo take great pride in
our splendid hosuitals and institutions
Thirty-five ohildren of the Fraternity be called upon to Eettle.
of learning, and our societies of religion,
Sohooi spent yesterday at Peaks island.
charity and brotherly love. And we are
Mrs. Charles A. Wagner of 46 Federal
Recent arrivals at the Coronado are J. glad to welcome to our midst all those
street, died last night, aged 53 years.
Hanson Coburn and S. Herbert Avery, that ere interested in these most worthy
The Samaritan association has been
objects. Today it affords us great pleasHartford, Conn., W. H. Bacon and wife, ure to welcome
the members of the Maine
Invited to the home of Mrs. Morse, at
Boston.
Dental Society. While I am not fully
The members
Delano park, tomorrow.
The dunce at the new hall in the Gem acquainted witn tne oujeuu 01 your meetWill leave on the 10.30 street car.
gjfe. theatre
I
it is to discuss matters perbuilding last evening was well at- ing presume
A decision for the plaintiff in the civil
taining to your profession, which in the
tended and heartily enjoyed by everybody. last few
made such rapid
years has
action of Brown against Perry, which
The music was excellent.
These dances strides, that today it seems to have alassault at South Portgrew out of an
branch ol
most
reached
are given every Tuesday anu
Friday even- the medical perfection. itNo
seems to me,
lind, was rendered by Judge Robinson
profession,
and a steamer leaves for the
ings,
city has done more for the comfort and genin the Municipal court, yesterday.
after the dance.
eral health of our people than dentlstrj.
Only three more recruits for the PortI heartily congratulate you on the sucMrs. Marshall O. Leighton and little
land battalion at Chickamauga are now daughter Helen and
that has attended your efforts for the
of
maid,
Montoiair, cess
will N. J.. are visiting Mrs. Llowellyn Leigh- relief of suffering humanity in this direcdetail
n.iedcd.
The
recruiting
tion.
ton at Peaks Island.
Today I see no need of tho people
probably be ablo to leave for camp by the
from troubles of the teeth, and
suffering
latter purt of this weok.
tho many
ills that follow therefrom.
FOUR CASES NOW PENDINGPortland being the terminus of all the
A party of, Biddeford bicyclists visited
railroad and steamboat lines in the State,
Riverton yesterday.
Fairfield Floral Company Still Pursued by
is especially convenient for a convention
Last evening’s showers made the street
of this kind. We desire to make the city
Government Officers.
car traffic light.
the centre of the commercial, professional
and social lile of tho State. Wo desire
Speaker Reed and Senator Hale will atThe arrest of G. Fred Terry at Waterthis in no spirit of rivalry of our sister
tend the York county Republican conven- villo, charged'with fraudulent use of the
citio3 of the State, for wo rejoioe at the
tion at Alfred next month and deliver ad- mails, was another move in tha Fairfield ever increasing wealtli and prosperity ol
dresses.
Floral company prosecution which is be- Bangor, the queen city of the Kast. We
are interested in the steady growth of the
Six
freight cars on the northern di- ing conducted under the direction of
great manufacturing city of Lewiston
vision
of the Boston & Maine jumped United States
and we are proud of tho splendid ships
Attorney Dyer.
the track near Dover, yesterday. Nobody
Mr. Terry, who is alleged to bo promi- turned out by the great ship building
of Bath. For we Know that what
was injured.
nently connected with the company in city
assists one redounds to the benelit of all.
A patent
has been
granted to Mr. question, has furnished surety in the sum X trust
your meeting today will bo proFrank W.
Smith of Portland on a corn of $i00 for his
appearance in Portland at ductive of much good to your profession,
and
I
you will have the opportunity
cobbing and can filling machine.
hope
the time o£ the next sitting of the grand
to enjoy our beautiful city and visit the
jury of the District court.
resorts
which
have
many splendid
PERSONAL.
This makes three criminal actions per- sprung up in rhe last; few years, and
which
make
Portland
and
with
to
tho
Fairfield
unique
Floral company
Mr. Edward V. Kanminski, represent- taining
out a rival in the land. I hope you will
to come up for action in September, two
ing S. Borcbardt & Co., of New York,
enjoy your stay in tho city and returr
indictments having been found at
tho home well pleased with the result of youi
is in the city for a few days.
last
Arthur
meeting.
grand
jury
sitting, against
Miss
Elizabeth
W.
Holloway, who
of Fairfield and Frank J. Goodrich
Dr. Mitchell, the president, was absent,
played the part of Rosamond in “Sowing Terry
of Waterville.
having recently moved to St. Albans
the Wind,” at the Jefferson last winter,
The civil action, brought by tho com- Vt.
His annual address had been for
is ut the Maine General hospital.
to restrain the postmaster at Fair- warded and
was read
by Dr. H. A.
Ex-Mayor J. O. iradbury of Saco, was pany
the secretary.
It was, in sub
in attendance at" yesterday gfternoon’s field from withholding its mail, was con- Kelley,
tested at great length in this city, and is stance, as follows:
session of the law court.
Gentlemen of the Maine Dental society:
F. Clifford, Esq., of Cornish now awaiting Judge Putnam’s decision.
George
With never ceasing regularity the year:
was in Portland yesterday.
roll on and the rnambers of this sooiety
REASONS FOR ALL THINGS.
Harry B. Ayer, Esq., of South Berhave met from time to time for confer
In selecting the rendezvous in which to ence and discussion
wick was in the city yesterday.
until now wo tom:
Private Perkins of Kennebunk, a mem- hold a series of
Camp Meetings many together for the 5i3d meeting. Thus
bar of the 1st Maine, one of the typhoid
of
a
third
has
are to be considered.
century
passed since thi:
The place
levtr ! arients at Leiier hospital, is dan- things
society was formed and what wonder
must
he
and
accessible
fears
are
ill.
Grave
entertained
healthful,
popular
gerously
ful advances the dental science has madt
ror
him, although hope has not been en- and it is because of these qualities that in that time. As we look back over tin
tirely abandoned.
theCamp Meeting ground at Old Orchard years we see the doth meeting of our^so
out in prominence as
Beach has been selected by the Christian ciety standing
HOMINY FREE.
tho quarter century.
Fev
marking
Wnrl-ore fnw fVioin onnunl
able
societies are
to celebrate "their 26tl
All this week each of tho enterprising
as
did
the
Maine
iugs.
meet
birthday
Dental,
grocers in this city will give a three
The location of the meeting grovo is a ing in the same room of tho some collegt
and being callet
pound package of the H--O Company’s most beautiful one, just far'enough from building at Brunswick,
to order by the same president who pie
Hominy to each purchaser of a package the shore to make it delightful aud where sided at the same meeting.
And in Dr
H-0 Oatmeal. We advise each of our every facility is at hand for
successfully Bacon, that president, as he presidec
readers to leave his order with his conducting meetings such as the Christian there at that time I think we had a living example of the vuluo of associatioi
Workers havo arranged.
grocer in advance.
and active interest in sooiety work.
Indeed it is a most complete prograram 3
Our dental societies with their papers
FLOODED THE OFFICE.
discussions, tho records o
that is prepared, and many widely and clinics und
which from the substance of our denta
The largest consignment of mail re- favorably known
persons will help in
are
a
kind of post-graduab 1
journals,
ceived at the Kittery Point postoffice was making this
a
remarkably interesting school which ever keeps those who wll
uf-hond
marl
lto
lvanpfift'.od
ad ;
handled there on Saturday
afternoon series of exercises.
Time not occupied in
when the U. S. S. Harvard sent ashore attending the meetings can be utilized vance of the old plodder who says he h
no
time or uso for the society. Is then
about six
thousand letters.
Over two profit ably at the beach which is acknowlhero a dentist who believes that our pro
thousand of these were from the .Cuban edged to bo one of the iinest on the At- fession
have made
tho
wo a id
rapit
officers at Siboney and Guantanamo. The
lantic coast. Here will be found many strides which it has, and would stani
had
it
not
been
foi
does
where
it
today
cancellation fees nettea
the postmaster diversions in the amusemont line, while
Would our colleges o:
the societies?
nearly $100, which was considered a good the facilities for boating, bathing and our dental laws have been what they ari
day’s work for a country postmaster.
lisbing are superb.
today had it not.beenj for the societies?
In the state of Vermont where I an
It i3 estimated that nearly ten thousand
From July 27th to August 9th, during
now located
I shall still view with in
persons visited Kittery Point Sunday to which period tho meetings last, reduced terest the
workings of the Malno society
get sight 11 the big auxiliary cruiser Har- rate trip tickets to Old Orchard will be And now, gentlemen, I wish to takf
the Boston this
on sale at many stations on
vard aud the Spanish prisoners.
opportunity to thank you for thi
Every aud Maine railroad. Ticket agent at
your honor you have conferred upon me Ir
means of transportation was crowded all station can inform
you fully regarding electing me
president of this society, thi
Tho elootrics were packed from the rates, etc.
day.
society which I shall always remembe
first trip until late in the evening,
two
ns
my native society, in tile state of m;
IMPORTANT’ NOTICE.
cars leing run eveiy halfg hour
from the
nativity.
All the river To the Merchants and Business Men oi
lurry on jfadger's island.
In the absence of tho president, Dr. T
steamers carried big crowds and a row
E. Tibbetts of Rockland presided.
Portland:
Th
boat was a tiling hard to secure.
You aie hereby notified not to accepl transaction of routine business ccoupiei
PASSENGER TRAFFIC HEAVY.
but a few minutes, and tho remainder o
any solicitation for advertising in pro

a

bottle

out

nue to

__

A Poston and Maine official says the
road’s business for tho quarter ending
June SO will vary very little from that of
the corresponding period last year. Since
July 1, there has been some improvement,
tint there is no assurance that it will last
lo •"
i’asiongcr travel, always heavy “at
is yvoil uj g c tha of £ 2 'car
h s ; (as

grarammo of tho Grocers, Provision unc!
Fish Dealers uiiless signed by tho com
mittre.
Perley Chase. E. M. Thornes, L. A. Me

Kenney, Committee.

A

CANNING FACTORY BURNED.

t'unton, July 19.—The factory of tbi
Portland Canning
company, loca'.ed ai
ago, out i.aight uusiness oil tho Doston this place was struck by lightning this
uni Maine, as yveil as oil ail the other evening and completely destroyed. Los;
New England lines, Is flat.
SCOW!; insurance $2i03.

the afternoon was devoted to addresse 3
and
papers. Especially interesting wa
the address of Hon. J. W. Kymonds of thi 3
city, on the subject, “Legal Professions 1
Relations.
He set forth the relations between hi 3
profession and that of his audience. Th 3
dentist, he suid, enters into a contrac t
his patient when the latter take 3
u
seat in the dental chair; the dentis t
must be just what ho claims to bo, an i
be

pioiicient

liability of

a

dentist

in his work.

Judge Symond s

mentioned the modern tendency of client s
to settle their cases out of court. Tho jur f
system is at its worst, ho said, In tli e
trial of medical case?, in which intricat

Eought by

the Government for

Army

and

Navy.

and Mr.

George

points are at issuo, and expert medict
testimony is introduced. Tbo oruinar
witness is allowed to testify only regart
log
facts, while the medical expert :
and expected to think. As it ; 3
u Ho wed

an

of

Young
Many TalentJ,
a

Wom-

A

Friendship Whc

From

Man

Young

Needed

Guardian.

a

ono

Fairbanks

are

in response to an invitation of the ladies
and gentlemen,gave a slight-of-hand performance at which nearly all the guosts
assembled, filling the large parlor to overMr. Richardson mystified the
flowing.
assembled guest* by his wonderful feats

jthe entertainment
proved particularly enjoyable one.
A theatre
party numbering forty or
more attended last evening’s performance
A special boat returned
at “The Gem.”
them to Cushings island after the enter-

and for many

reasons

a

tainment.

NEWCOMB RESIGNS.

GEN.

Augusta, July 19.—Inspector General
E. E. Newcomb of the National guard of
the State of Maine has resigned to take

command of the battalion to be sent to
the front from this state and Governor
Powers has designated Lieut. Col. Frank

L. Hoyt of Lewiston to succeed him.
WILL LEAD NEW FLOCK.
Old Orchard, July 19.—Rev. S. II.
Emery, who recently resigned as pastor
of the Saco Baptist church, and whose
family is spending the summer here, has
call to the

accepted
Baptist church
a

pastorate
at North Berwick.

sufferer from ailments from which she
found no relief. When she was in Cbicago with Frohman’s company in June she
was in poor health, though seemingly in
the best of spirits. Recently she had an
operation performed, whioh for a time
we all thought had set her on the high
road to recovery, but it has since proved

that only temporary relief was effeoted,
and lately she has despaired of ever being
fully restored to health. I am sure there
at the was nothing else in hor life to make hor
despondent, for she had had no serious

Ottawa for the summer.
was given Monday
An opportunity
at a glance the
evening of perceiving
Mr.
number of guests at the Ottawa.
George H. Richardson, one of the guests,

of

the

FOUR PRISONERS DEAD.
Portsmouth, N. H.,'? July 19.—Four
deaths, as result of malarial fever, marked today’s mortality in the Spanish
lines; Burial ceremonies occured this
afternoon, the bodies being placed in
pine boxes. The Dame and complete
history of the men is marked on each
box so that, the graves can be visited by
friends at any time.

from her illness, and no
trouble aside
cause for sorrow.
Later Mr. Root said: “Since learning
of her euioido I have been told by my
other sisters, whose associations with her
than mine, that for
were more intimate
four or live years it has been whispered
that
them
my sister who died was
among
at times with tits of melanchoa filleted
lia,due to hor despondency concerning her
health, that bordered on insanity. They
had said nothing to me about it, for they
hoped, as wo all did, that eventually some
remedy would be found that would restore her to health.”
Root recently
Miss
resigned from
Daniol Frohman’s
Lyceum company.
Sho had been id poor health and came
homo to Chicago for reBt and treatment.
Two or threo weeks ago sho went to Bailey’s Island. She was reported improving
in health up to Friday.
9 She was born in Newtonville, Mass.,
but her home had always been in ChicaShe was 29 years old.
go
Miss Root had great versatility of talent. Sho easily Lecame proficient in mnsio, and with one of her sisters studied
art, becoming a successful water oolor
painter. Sho won distinction us a song
Browning’s
writer, setting many of
Her knowledge of
to music.
poems
Wagnerian music was recognized by such
artists as the De Reszkes, ana she was a
close friend of Theodore Thomas.
filiss Roct attended a local dramatic
school and attracted the favorable atten
tion of managers. Sbe roceived
good
oilers and uccepted that of Mr. Frohman.
She was on the stage three years. Her
last appearance in Chicago was about
June 1st as Mrs Marsh in “The Princess and the Butterfly.”
Miss Root was a member of tbe Apollo
and Amateur olubs. Her immediate relatives are Mrs. George F. Root and her
brothers and sisters—Frederick Root of
this city; Charlie T. Root, publisher of
the New York Dry Goods Economist;
Mrs. Clara Louise Burnham, the novelist; Mrs. Dr. Frank H. Gardiner of Chicago; Mrs. Paul O. Kern of
Chicago;
and her aunt, Miss Frances A. Root, tbe
music teacher.
A EUROPEAN CRITICA

MORE GOLD.

Norwegian

Opinion

of

Our Work

in

Cuba.

Seattle, Wash.. July 19.—The steamer
Roanoke arrived from St. Michael today
Washington, July 19.—Capt. Gustav
with 240 passengers and $1,500,000 in
the Norweigun
Gade of
navy, has rethe
of
bulk
The
gold
to
belongs
gold.
turned to Washington from Santiago,
the Canadian Bank of Commerce.
where he

witnessed

the destruction of

Cervera’s fleet. He was sent by his gov
eminent to study the war. He said today:
Hampton Boach, N. H., July 19.—The
“I think the battle at Santiago was the
a man, apparently about 40
skeleton of
sight that has ever been witunder
found
a hank at grandest
years of ago, was
are
wuiiumui
litisseu.
Big Boars Head this afternoon by Armarksmen, and the work of your navy
thur P. Tucker of Haverhill. From the
Foul play yuyFLC'iED.

that the skull had been fractured,
the coroner’s jury decided that the man
came to bis death by foul play.
fact

has set ut rest forever any doubt In the
such nations who may have
minds of
been so deluded as to tbiuk that Amerido not know how to tight. I was on
the Olivette when the prisoners, includand men, were brought on
ing officers

Portland, July 20,1898.

IF

Golf

play

you
ride

a

wheel

or

ROTH & GOLDSCHMIDT (R. & C. Co.)

TROTTING AT READVILLE.

EASTPORT AS A COALING STATION
Eastport, July 19.—Rear
Admiral
Belknap, Oapt. A. V. Reed
George K.
and Civil Enigneer C. M. Parks, U. y.
N., today inspected this harbor as a
possible site for a coaling station. All
of the officers speak very favorably of the
facilities offered for

a

station,

;...—

—_■-
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a
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Li

Is the basis of good

steady
physical

health,

nerves,
mental
and digestive
If
strength.
you are ner-

vous, enrich and purify your blood with
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. If you are Weak
have no appetite and desire to be

strong
healthy and vigorous, take Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which will tone your stomach,
create an appetite and build you
up

^
Oyll V
Hcin&ri
The
c b

^arsa"
parUSa

Best—in fact the One True Blood Purifier
*•

liOOd

S

ipu.tjf

PillS

nausea, hxliu’estion
biliousness. Price
cure

i>oc!

death

A

OF

PROMISING
MAN.

YOUNG

lection

there’s
fails.

a cure.

Doan’s Ointment

never

patriotic
of

display

of

a

It is

the R.
a col-

eight

forms

shaped like this cut, all in
Red, White and Blue Satin,

stripes

and

beautiful

stars, and

life

one

size

wax

___xl
w

_

ULU

lopicociiLiug

GLORY’S”

charming

daughter.

This

display

at-

tracted much admiration in
the windows of Shepard,
Norweil

&

Co.,

Boston,

Almy, Biglow & Washburn,

Salem,
The double purpose of this

and Reid &

beautifui

Hughes,

exhibition is

or

in any of the
date
athletic
up-to
sports,
a proper costume is indis-

dulge

pensible to
enjoyment.
Golf

the

fullest

Stockings

for

ex=

ample.
And you don’t need to

belong

to

club to

wear

particular

any

the correct

them, they’re
thing for any

outing rig. We are selling an excellent Golf
Stocking with cotton foot
and wool leg in the popular colors at 39c. A wonderful bargain, the quality

first to

give expression

patriotism,

to our

second to

keep the R. & C. Corsets before the people.

is excellent.
PECULIAR.

A

special

feature

The

and

largest

the best stock of
Suits

we

Suits for

have
men

by far
Bathing

ever

and

and children.

h^d.

Swimming

make

after

bathing

dresses to order.

terials and cut accurately

they

are

with

stiips,

STEAM MOULDED
into correct

fit every

shape, and so
of the figure.

15

inches long

will

in

front,

2

curve

side steels,

We rarely advertise the “R. &
It’s sufficient sim-

boned

G.” Corsets.

of the

“R.

G.”

&

the mention of <i few be

Let

top,
set.

enough

for all.

bust,

embroidered

the

Imitation of a gored CorWhite, drab and black,
$1.03

Stvle 19'. This is a new short Corset— 12 inches, no side steels, lacetrlmmed top and bottom with insertion of ribbon.
Made of Coutille with satteen strips.
81.00
White, drab and black,

sleeve buttons and studs,
and lots of silver novelties fit for prizes, souve-

Style
This is
tra

occasion

115.
an

long

ex-

waist

made

Corset,

gifts.

of coutille with
sateen

strips,

MOORE & CO.

FALL TERM

2

steels,

side

OWEN,

tille
satteen

styles

other

of

English Cou-

of the best ma-

ply
notify
people that we
have them in stock. We carry 11

Jewelry section
offers a splendid assortment of silver plated belt
pins, hat pins, stick pins,

or

is made

Corsets is that

beiug made

to

The

nirs

Style 400

of

women

trunks, tights,
jerseys,
shoes, caps, towels, etc.
We also

the “II. & G.’’

bonod

bust.

Colors

are

white and drab.

HERRS! ACADEMY,

75c

Price

Style 397. Fine Contillo with satteen
strips, lace trimmed, insertion of ribbon top and bottom. One of the most
popular styles The colors are white,
drab, black, pink and blue,
Si.CO
Short waist and short
Style 716.
corset—12% Inches lone. 4 hooks,
made of Coutille witli satteen strips.
Two sido steels, boned on each side,
honed heavily in Dust, Silk ilossed.
White and drab,
«i,oo
Extra long waist—15
Style 104.
inches—5 books, 2 side steels, heavily
boned, stiff honed host, made of fine
French Coutille with satteen strips.
Finished at top and bottom with
nwi»»
emuroiuery.
(Iran,
wnite,
black,
51,50
Fine
fttv’c 501.
French routine
throughout—13 Inches long—4 hook
hiack 52.00
clasps. White §i.T5.

FITTING.

Our

“Expert-Fit-

ter” will fit
“R. & G.” Corsets to j’ou

desire.

Style Oil
a

is

medium

Our Corset

is convenient and

the

i£ you

fitting

room

secluded

and

the fitter is the best in the State.

The

waist—14 inch

Objective

—4

hooks,

Point of the

stiff

boned

wounded » id

side

sick soldiers in Cuba couldn’t

bust,

Summer Tourists.
/'

!

v\v\-\ \'A

2

steels.

Mado
—

satc°n
finished
4

graduated

'pcn thousand demons gnawing away
couldn’t ho much worse
at oue’s vitals
tortures of itching piles.
Yet
than the

artistic

figures illustrating

July

Brown

exhibition,

this

in-

♦

19.—Prof. Rosooe A.
Lewiston,
cjjjgii, son of Addison Small of this city,
died at his father’s house Monday night,
illness of rhoumatic fever.
after a brief
in Portland in 1871.
Ho
[j0 was born
from Bates
college in 1892,
and from Harvard two years later, receivof Ph. D., A. M., and A.
in,, (bo degress
He has
beon tutoring at
tbero.
jj
university about a year.

for

& C. Corsets.

gentleness

with which the
American surgeons started in to alleviate their sufferings, most of them broke
Your army
down and cried like babies.
is a fine body of men. Your regulars
doubt us well
drilled as
ar0 without
and they appear to
any European army,
and
intellectually far
physically
me
above the’average of European soldiers.”
and

us

and

Readville, Mass., July 19.—Two trotting events were held on the Keadvillo board. It was a pitiful sight to see thoso
will open Tuesday, Sept. 13.
track today. The 9.30 class went to .Spanmaimod and bloody men, with the fear
ish Baron br s, by Baron Wilkes, best
each
For
upon
depicted
man’s
catalogue send to
death
faco.
of
tiino 9.99 1-4.
W. E. SAKGEIVff,
A
When thoy discovered they had not been
special race went to Milliner, b m
by Electricity, best time 9.23.
Principal, Hebron, Mains.
jly20eo(12m
saved to ho murdered, and saw the cheerfulness

this

done

have

community and this house
great favor by sending to

cans

w'as next

upon, and the subject
cussed.
Speaking of jury trials,

Pure and Sure.”

on

Melroso; R. L. Fielding, Boston; J. B.
Humphries and wife, Charles G. Humphries, Passalo, N. J.; Edwin DeBaum,
J. C. Bull and wife, Grace A. Farrington, New York; MissJMaynard, Stamford,
N. Y.; A. M. Connell, Montreal; George
C. Clark, Boston.
C. R. Dewey and wife, New
York,
the
spent Friday last at the Ottawa,
guests of Mr. George P. Dewey.
Mrs. P.
Fairbanks, Mrs. C E. Gault

Th

touche
of malpractice dir

Tlie Galley’s Island Suicide

WHEEL.

AWAY,HIS

GAVE

GRACE W- ROOT.

William E. Cook, a young man from
exceptions,
(Chicago Tribune.)
Friendship, gave an exhibition of rough
side is apt to lay
The first intimation received by Frederriding on his bicyols in front of the
down the rule, while the expert on the
ick W. Root, 5333 Cornell avenue, that PKKSS office, last
evening. He seemed
other sldo gives stress to the
exception.
his sister had taken her own life was to bo having a hard time to master his
He advocated the
appointment of medi- that convey jd in the dispatch to the Tri- steed, and
suddenly with an air of discal experts by the courts. He said tho
bune from Portland, Me. Mr. Root ex- gust at his
failure, he offered to give his
of
the
tendency
present time Is to remedy
pressed surprise when told of the finding bicvclo to a boy who was standing in the
the defects referred to. Ur. Tukesbury
of the note iq his sister's handwriting, street, in front
of a crowd
that had
of Portland,
long ago suggested that and said:
stopped on the sidewalk to watch the
should
in
their
physicians
embody
pro“All that I had heard up to this time
stranger's antics.
fessional code the proposition that when led me to believo that
my sister died natThe boy was overwhelmed with
delight
two of them are called on opposite sides urally.
The telegrams I received from at the
a
wheel.
prospect of owning
of a caso they should confer before going members of the family, however, conTaking the man at his word, the youth
into court to give testimony.
tained no explicit statements as to the accepted the
proffered gift, and started oil
Dr. W. S. Coleman of Portland, read manner of her death beyond saying that
with it.
Then the bicyclist, who had
a paper on “Dentnlization and the Sub- she died
I
sinand
peacefully.
quietly
kept up a running chatter, addressed to
sequent Treatment of the Canal.” A cerely hope the story that my sister comnobody in particular, tried to give away
“Combination
on
Fillings,” by mitted suiede will not prove to he true, his
paper
hat, and a minute later was endeavorof
conHaskell
Dr. A. W.
Brunswick,
to boirow money enough;to get a new
ing
cluded the afternoon programme.
head covering. Then he broke away fr m
In tho evening these papers were read
the surprised throng and ran up Exand discussed:
change street toward City hall.
and
the
its
Use
“Contour;
Importance
; Somebody had telephoned the
police
Dr. J. G. Werner,
of the Matrix,” by
station about Cook's queer aetions, and
Boston.
\
when he reached Congress street he ran
“The Roentgen X-Rny," by Dr. H. T.
directly into the arms of Officer Pillsof
Portland.
Clough
bury, who took him to the station f or im
Tho latter paper was illustrated by apvestigation into his demeanor.
paratus and X-ray pictures.
Cook’s half brother lives in Deering.
devoted
be
will
session
chiefly
Today’s
He was sent for and came to the station
clinics.
to business and
to explain matters.
He said that Cook
had been at work in the hayfleld, and had
HOUSE.
OTTAWA
been stricken with a “queer spell,” which
The week commencing July 18th shows
had some of_the symptoms of a sunstroke.
over the
a gain in the number of guests
The young man was handed over to the
corresponding week of last year.
of his brother, who
took him
custody
are
to
Tho old time guests
beginning
home.
The bicycle and other belongings
put in an appearance and the Ottawa is
that the young man had tried to part
beginning to put on the air of a full
company with were recovered,
house.
Battle
and
Mrs. A. H. Fogg,
Mr.
A boon to travelers. L)r. Fowler’s ExCreek, Mich., are at the Ottawa.
Bliss Grace W. Hoot.
tract of Wild Strawberry, Cures dysenMr. and Bits. M. W. Clark, George S.
tery, diarrhoea, seasickness, nausea.
Rowell and wife are among the Portland but if it is true I can think of only one Pleasant to take.
Perfectly harmless.
for
her
is
reason
action.
It
undoubtedly
people at the Ottawa.
her
Other arrivals are E. P. B. Johnson, due to
despondency, caused by illNEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
\V. Lyna, health. For many years she had been a
wife and daughter. Toronto;

expert testifying

with

must

^SSSSaA

natural lor.ynen to differ in their opinIt is only natural that there should
often
be conflict in oxpert
testimony.
Ono reason
why there Is much diversity
in expert
testimony is that most medical
rules have
The
their

ions;

tom
m

Hay’s
Pharmacy,
PURITY AND LOW

with

silk

White and drab

»«<!
at

top and botembroidery.
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PRICES.

PHy that

TRYPHOSA.

Have

some

mis

ui

Trypliosa Jelly.
for Clara Barton
to know of It,
or

cum,

our

ui

Maybe they do
would be likely

It’s nice for sick

well.

Make it in a minute.

Six fine

flavors.

Sample it

at tlie

counter,

it’s

free.

Middle
street.

No extra charge for fitting.
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